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By BOBBIE CMSWELl|JJ 
Texas Staff Writer 
.1. An alternative compromise to the recently passed op-
lional check-off system for student services will be 
recommended by University President Stephen Spurr to 
_|i special regents-administration committee. 
3| Under Spurr's approach, students would be given the 
'option of either subscribing to the total package of ser­
vices supported by voluntary student fees or, by check­
ing individual items, decline to support any specific 
item or items in the list of services. Students would be 
, ^tolled only for those sendees they do not delete. 
Because details have yet to be worked out for the 
' specific dollar amounts of each item, Spurr said Tues­
day he did not know when he would recommend the 
system fo the committee, but he hoped-it would be bty 
' |khe end of next week 
iThe student services to be included 'in his negati# 
f Icheck-off system would be intercollegiate athletics for 
•-PA- vsr< 
:ffi: 
-men and women, The Daily Texan, .cultural entertain! 
tnent and Student Government, which includes the Elects 
tion Commission, Senior Cibinet and student councils^ 
These are the same service! that were placed on the • 
^positive check-off system passed March 15. 
' Spfirr said the same services placed under the manfc^, 
datory fee by the regents' decision, the Student Health ; 
Center, shuttle bus service, intramural programs and 
the students' attorney, would remain under mandatory 
funding with his recommendation • > >'• 
'Mandatory funding is under the regents' jurisdicti* 
ft 
on,'-
the mandatory funding, rather than the $3.50 requin 
previously. , 
Spurr said he wanted to change the check-off system 
"so that we could get the maximum possible income for 
The Texan, Student Government and women's inter­
collegiate athletics," 
;j;When asked if outside pressure from legislators and 
religious leaders had anything to do with influencing his 
compromise, Spurr said, "We are always interested in 
what students and nonstudents are concerned about." 
. Texan Editor Michael Eakin said, *'Spurr's 
I can only recommend ways in which to collect the op^« / recommendation is essentially the same as the optional 
^ fee system passed by the regents. When used a few 
»S:, 
tional student services," he said 
' » the student; services fee reorganization plan passed 
the regents March 15 was the result of an interpreta­
tion by the University. System *law office of a Texas 
Education Code amendment designed to give financial 
^i^elief to part-time and graduate students. 
Students will pay $2.50 per hour for the services under 
years ago under the old blanket tax methoid, 70 percent 
of the people never paid for The Texan. What we need is 
a true negative check-off system." 
In agreement with Eakin, Student Government Presi-
lent Sandy Kress said Spurr's recommendation shows 




. ANNE COLLINS i ^fchetion against the5 collection 6( Student proper notice ofthe propof 
Texan.Staff Writer ^ services fees during the spring , tion to TSP. 
The Texas Student Publications Board, preregistration which starts April 29; • Violation of Department 
in a marathon session Tuesday, voted un- Kress argued that if preregistratioH-Education and Welfare 
a n i m o u s t y  t o  a u l h o ^ z e l ^ p ^ u d ^ u d ^  ;  f « e %  - ,  . . .  
'legation of the Board fo Initiate a formal collected as now planned, TSP will lose an • Threats or coeeoion against a group 
opportunity for a reversal of the regental that brings charges against a governing 
action, since fundingwillteseta,nd^ 
harder' to overturn^^^^f|Q|^||p^g%- • t 
retferital ac- ^voteS to reject a proposal by University 
Negotiation process to encourage the 
^University System Board of Regents and 




'March 15 funding decision. 
If a satisfactory funding alternative is 
not found through negotiations, the TSP 
..Board said it will meet as soon ais possible 
' to consider alternative actions available. 
The TSP Board went imo cl&M Session 
to discuss a legal point, and the motion for 
negotiation was passed by the full board 
immediately following the return to an 
. . . . open meeting; 
THE MOTION came as the result of ||§KRESS PUT forth several points in dis-
prolonged discussion over the wording and 
scope of any TSP-initiated negotiations, 
including strong urging from Student 
Government President Sandy Kress to in­
vestigate the feasibility of seeking an in-
cussing grounds for possible jegal action 
against the Board of Regents including: 
Denial of First Amendment rights of 
free speech and press. 
• Denial of due process by giving no.! 
•2'#L 
The question of tiie legality of HB 83, 
which granted relief to part-time students, 
since they get the same l>ene£ity. as 
fulltime students. '' v',-
In response to a hotly worded declara­
tion by board member Ronnie Franklin, 
TSP passed a unanimous motion to re­
quest tif Chancellor Charles LeMaistre an 
explanation of his reasons for recommen­
ding against TSP-sponsored amendments 
to the Trust Agreement. 
. .In another unanimous decision the board 
President Stephen Spurr to allow students 
to decline to support individual funding 
iterasatthe timeof registration.—4—-
THE-BOARE* VOTED to creatr flve 
task forces, three of them to investigate 
ways of reducing costs and increasing in 
come. • 
--One will investigate increasiogther; 
between advertising and news of The DSi-, 
ly Texan from 54 percent ads and 46 per^ 
cent news to 75 percent ads and 25 percent 
hews. ' ?•! •" '• ,A 
Another will contact manufacturers whettsi 
have developed a process, leading to a sav-r ' -
ing of several thousand dollars, 'j: - J|s 
The third will investigate printing othe^ 
than student publications to gain ad-J 
ditional income;^|jf;;'.Ml^M 
Team Probes Recruitment 
M 
By Bllli DAWSON ^ 
A team of federal officials v^et Tuesday wifh'five departmenl 
chairpersons, one de*n, one associate dean and the University 
?W: 
Physical Education and Recreation Chairman Dr. Waneen 
Wyrick and Psychology Asst. Chairman Dr. ^oseph. H^rn^ ; 
Dr Mary Teague, University equal employment: opportunity 
A fourth'ta^k force was formed to in­
vestigate the validity and enforceability of 
the Trust Agreement regarding adequacy 
of considerations tendered to TSP, Inc^ 
and other legal questions at the time the 
'4greem^nt was signe^. 
fiCtfi^Jel will ' 
~ j-fi Uf."" 





practices at the University. 
• Sandra Williams, head of the Department of Health, Education 
^ and Welfare (HEW) investigative group, said of the talks, "We 
discussed both admissions and recruitment programs for 
minorities, if any, and asked for reasons and opinions for the 
number of minority students in each area. 
The federal officials, 
met with Fine Arts Dean Peter Garvie, Pharmacy Associate 
Dean Dr. William Sheffield, Spanish and Portuguese Acting 
Chairman Dr. Carter Wheelock, English Chairman Dr. William 
Keast, General Business Chairman Gaylord Jentz, Health, 
Program is being implemented, and to se£ if there is any ^ 
resistance to the program." 
The Affirmative Action Program, designed to end discrimina­
tion by either race or sex in University hiring, was approved by 
HEW last summer. 
^ In other action, Sheldon Lippman was 
appointed editor of Pearl for 1974-75. The 
only other candidate was Carrie 
Schweitzer,, presently Pearl contributing 
.editor. '-s •h 
When the federal team finishes its investigation, it will submit 
its report on any "discrimination or underutilization of " r the board also voted to revive 
Climbing fhi Wall i, r 
the Mrrtester nearing its end, unread book*; overdue papm and finals 
l^around the corner traditionally drivo procrastinating students up the wall in 
their frantic rush to complete assignments. But spring break should relievo 
> ,'^rtn pressures exemplified by this 'modular man' painted on a window in the 
•h 
'•M 
minorities," it finds at the University, along with recommen­
dations for remedial measures to President Stephen Spurr and 
HEW officials, Ms. Williams said. 
Peregrinus, law school yearbook, for the 
year 1975 and publish it as one of TSP's o% 




A noon Wednesday rally on the Main*.. 
Mall will coordinate lobbying efforts to -
persuade the University System Board of v 
Regents to rescind its decision onoptionalV 
student services fees, Student GSovern-
. ment President Sandy Kres^ said Tues­
day. 
., ilWe're going to intensify and expand 
our efforts to seek a reversal in the 
regents' May meeting," Kress said. 
Spreakers at the rally will include 
Austin Sen. Lloyd Doggett; Dr. David. 
Edwards, associate professor of, govern-" -
ment;>Dr. James Sledd, professor of--,' 
: English; Texan editor Michael Eakin, 
1974-75 Student Government President-^-
elect Frank Fleming, Vice-President^/ 
elect Bill Parrish and Kress. 
Kress said students during sprng breaH f 
should inform people in their hometowns ** 
of the regents' March 15 decision so they 
can write the regents about it themselves. 
"Students can put unbelievable pressure 
on cities and towns across Texas" to send 
: letters and telegrams to Austin, Kress 
said. The next Board of Regents meeting 
is May 3. 
Participants in the rally also can signup 
for research to "draft legislation so this 
sort of thing won't happen again," he add£&-
ed. 
Randy tiurgess, coordinator of the rally, | 
expects a large attendance. "Now that the 
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' • Si One More Shot, John 
Newsmen and photographers surround forme/ Atty. Gen. at the conclusion of Tuesday's session of his conspiracy 
John Mitcheir (raincoat, hat and pipe) as he enters his car trial in New York. (Related story, Page 16.) 
^ - JBy BILL GARLAND 
Staff Writer 
Constitutional Convention delegates 
adopted a proposal Tuesday, said "aimed 
at The Daily Texan," to disallow public 
funds "to influence the election of a public 
official." 
Introduced by Tahoka Rep. E.L. Short, 
the Finance Article amendment passed 86-
72 after Austin Rep. Larry Bales asked 
whether it would affect editorial policies 
of The Texan. 
"It may or may not," said Finance Com­
mittee Chairman Neil Caldwell of 
Angleton, who voiced opposition to the 
measure. 
"I read it (The Texan) every day and 
enjoy it. They send it to me free," Short 
said. 
Afterwards, Bales said Short ap-
j proached him before the debate and asked 
$ whether the amendment would affect The 
Texan. 
"It was aimed at The Daily Texan/' 
Bales said. "He (Short) asked me not to 
point that out." 
As for curbing current editorial policies, 
''I'm not positive that will be the effect, 
but it could be' construed to prohibit 
political endorsements," Bales said.; 
"Lei me ask you to consider if you really 
know what you're doing. I wish I knew 
myself," Caldwell cautioned delegates 
prior to the vote. 
Texan Managing Editor John Yemma 
said the definition of "public funds" would 
i determine the proposal's effect. 
> : Austin delegates Bales, Sen. Lloyd 
Doggett, Reps. Ronald Earle, Wilson 
' Foreman and Sarah Weddingon vgted 
against the measure. 
' Delegates continued debate on the' 
Finance Article during the full session^ 
Tuesday, eliminating all amendments ex-1;. 
cept those dealing with separate sulkt^ 
missions and substitutes for the entire i 
•• ticle. • _ • • - "--^1 
lllfi Controversial convention issues will }>e • 
; placed separately on the ballot for voters 
to decide directly whether certain^- -
measures should be included in a new con* 
stitution. 
Earlier Tuesday, the convention Rules ^ 1 
Committee offered an alternative to th$ Y 
proposed April 5 to May 6 "campaign ; 
recess" by suggesting a series of four-day^, 
weekends instead of a full recess. 





On behalf of The Daily Texail 
and Student Government noon 




cast calls for partly 
cloudy skjes and 
warmer . temper­
atures with a 20 per-, 
cent chance of show* 
ers. The low will be 
near 60 and the high In 




man retained his title 
i ir u e s d a y night by 
posting 8 technical 
knockout in the se-
xond round over Ken 
Norton. Page 6. •U:i£ 
•'MUr 
5A, V Vote 
Absentee ballotingX-
will continue through^.,. 
Tuesday for the Aprife 
5 Austin School Board;/ 
election.- Friday wilj&i 
be the last chance toV̂  
vote absentee foijS^f 
those students * leavfj 




Joseph Phaneuf; University " 
freshman'-and part-time employe in the 
Office of Student Financial Aids, was:"*, 
charged in Justice of the Peace Jim • 
McMurtry's court Tuesday with forgery of V$j 
astate Treasury warrant for $745.43. * 
Phaneuf, a 37-year-old special educatio%-i_ 
major, was arrested by University Polic^ *.p 
,Sgt. William Best. ' • i-^1 
Phaneuf's lawyer, Malcom Smlth, s&i£ fia 
the check in question was in the. form of a 
grant to a University student. Th«?' 
student's name on. thp ^teck l^ul 1^ 
.5® Phaneuf was released f rom County Jail  -
vft 2:30 p.m. after posting 11.000 bond. . 
lippfpi 
UTURN Proposal 
' •-•>-;• r. -^^HSm' —-—-•'uC:' ' ' •'"""" 
• - ' S  
^>.vvu 
^University Texans United 
'fdir Rights of Nonsmokers 
(UTURN r will entourage non-
smokers to take the initiative, 
to a bo 1 i sIr -;smok 1 ng in 
classrooms, teaching 
^laboratories,- libraries; 
elevators and other nonsmok­
ing areas defined, in ad­
ministrative regulations, a 
group spokesman said Tues­
day-
^SjRobyn Richter, a first year 
graduate student and group 
co-organizer who believes 
nonsmoking signs fail to stop 
individuals from smoking, 
said at the group's Tuesday: 
night meeting that "opening a 
dialog up is more important 
Jtfcan setting down a rule." 
sls^The group maintains the 
& complaint if nonsmoking 
regulations are not being 
observed 'in specifically 
designated areas-of the 
University. 
If the student's - attempts 
fail in getting aid from 
University officials who can 
enforce nonsmoking; rules, 
then the student is,encouraged 
to contact JgTUBN for 
assistance. " " " " 
-r||'In the short frionth the 
gfbup has been organized, it 
has obtained the support of 
the Chuck Wagon and the 
Commons to set aside smok­
ing areas for customers. 
Although smoke does spread 
into other areas, at least this 
is a start," Ms. Richter said. 
In addition, group member 
nalism major at fie Universi­
ty, asked 2-J's manager Bill 
Bialek to consideij designating 
the upstairs area qf the 
restaurant for smokers, leav­
ing the downstairs area for 
Bialek said hejWOQld con­
sider the request!'but would 
make no definite commit-' 
Wm 
UTURN1 wilt Sponsor 
booth' following spring break 
to emphasize the importance 
on nonsmokers having a deci­
sion in whether they must be 
subjected to smoke, 
pamphlets will'be supplied to 
inform students of health 
hazards relating to smoking. 
Highway Considered 
student himself must initiate, Trudy Thompson, junior jour 
m J 
37 DAYS IN EUROPE; 
MAY 3! - JULY 6, 1974 
m-,f ACCREDITED FOR 3 SEMESTER HOURS IN 
ART 309, 376.3, or 386 
TAUGHT BY 
DR. TERENCE GRIEDER 
ASSOCIA TE PROFBSS0R 
DIPARTMB4T OF ART 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 
'niNo •mount of book learning can substitute for personal ac 
quaintance with the great monuments of the European culture 
This course reflects the belief that first-hand experience of our 
cultural heritage, under the guidance of a trained and experienced 
observer, is basic to a genuine education. 
ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS MADE BY1 
MERIT TRAVEL 
2200 GUADALUPE (SECOND LEVEL) 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78705, (512) 478-3471 
» for further information pleas* contact 













I I .  
Students may be able to 
drive from Austin to Lubbock 
in less than the current nine-
hour travel time if a "Plains 
to Port'1 highway is built con­
necting Central Texas with 
the Panhandle. 
The Texas-Highway Depart­
ment is considering a proposal 
to build a highway from Lub-
bock to the Houston-Galveston 
area. It would be entirely 
federally funded. 
Austin).  Deputy City 
Manager Homer Reed said 
Tuesday the highway would be 
an extension of IH 27 which 
now runs between Lubbock 
and Amarillot 
Public hearings are being 
held in various cities across 
the state about the proposed, 
highway. "The Highway 
Department wants to get the 
approval of as many local 
government groups as 
possible," Reed said. 
The department will then 
make a recommendation to 
the Federal Department of 
Transportation which will 
decide whether the highway 
will be built. Then more 
public hearings will be held to 
determine the exact route of 
the highway. ' 
For Vendor 
• A new trial date has 
not been set for Drag 
veftdor" Rick Ream, 
Asst. County Atty. Phil 
Lerway said Tuesday. 
Ream's trial was 
postponed in County 
Court at-Law No. 3 
Monday When the 
defense attorney asked 
for a continuance. Hie 
request was not con­
tested, Lerway said, " 
Ream was arrested 
on Jan. 17, 1973, on the 
Drag after he had set 
his wares on the 
sidewalk in protest of a 
city ordinance that went 
into effect* December, 
1972. 
'hone Rates 
s ©The hearing was set after City Atty. Don 
Butler warned Bell that the /city would file 
suit if a rate increase was implemented 
without council approval. 
If the councilmen approve Bell's proposal, 
the mobile phone rates will be raised to 
per month with an additional |6 network 
access charge and a ^;l^^t?.j»er 
minute. r ' „» 
will consider their proposal for an ordinanc^^l^ The rate increase is scheduled to go into 
abolishing the contracts. ^effect April 15. 
Under the city refund policy, developerfll̂  t t (Related Story, ft»g« lO.j 
'ily Utility refund contracts and an amendmenfp|| 
to the city telephone rate ordinance will 
the subjects of public hearings at Thursday'^fl^ 
City Council meeting. ~ 
" The meeting will begin at l p m. in the City 
Electric Building Auditorium. 
are repaid up to 90 percent of the cost o^fp 
sewer and water lines installed- in sub-£»% 
divisions. 
|$|A second public hearing will consider a> 
mobile phone rate increase requested by.1/ 
Jtouthwestern Bell Telephone. " 
^The^ original rate increase, which was' ^ 
scheduled to go into effect March IS, wol<|^f 
have raised monthly mobile phone rates fromms 
|60 to |71 and added a 30 cents per minute, 
' u^'siee^fii^i':';':^ 
Ml 
WS believe that the new price structure^ 
Will make the service more useful to alt;; ̂  
customers," Bill Holman, Bell division' |
manager, said in a letter to the council. r ^ 
"We do not believe that the new rates will" Jj 
produce more revenue than is required 
cover increased costs experienced over the* '5 
years in furnishing this service and to providd ^ 
a reasonable return on the investment," hi -V 
added. is®® 
Task Force&friction Centers 
On Institutions fot Retarded 
^ 4 ** itJWT 








TRY THE BEST! 
®||£§SS®S|tSl 
• 21 Great Meals per Week 
^ Maid Service 
Private Transportation 
• Private Pools 
ALL THIS AND 
EVERYONE GETS 
A PRIVATE ROOM 
MADISON HOUSE 
709 W. 22nd St. 
478-9891 478-8914 
Madison - Bellaire Apts. 
also available for Summer 
HURRY! 
§ • i By JEFF SOUTH ' ' 
He smiled, spoke hiirri($dly. 
Ruth Snyder disagreed; 
"The best environment for 
the care and treatment of the 
mentally and emotionally dis­
turbed," Rep. Carlos Truan, 
D-Corpus Christi, told the 
Interagency Task Force on 
Youth Care and Rehabilita­
tion Tuesday, "is a setting ap­
proximating 'normal' con­
ditions.". 
"For a child, that jnaeans' 
small,  home-like gfoup 
centers or foster family*care, 
rather than large, impersonal 
institutions for hundreds or.. 
even thousands of residents,"; 3 
Truan said. 
MRS. SNYDER, parent of a 
22-year-old mentally retarded 
daughter, shook her head. 
. "There is not, as yet, any 
valid proof that the home-in-, 
the community approach, 
with respect 
retarded 
.Foreign Service Officers 
L Pepsrtment of State 
D.C. 
Sponsored by International Studies 
Wednesday, March 27 
. WMOB 101-A 
9-11 iw —, 2-3:30 
Mr. Peck and Mr: Morrison will be available 
to talk with students about foreign affair 
issues and careers. 
iswjv 'That's right, the Co-Op Record Shop is 
.tetSkpD having a 3 day sale on these here Colum-
bio records, 8-track and cassette tapes, 
/^ithis Wednesday, Thursday and Friday!" 




f i  
2-rec. List 
LP 9-98 SALE *6.77„ 
8-Track or CAIC ST AO 













LP List 6.98S ALE $4.19 
8Track or • 
Cassette 
SALE $5.49 
well , Mt 
<  ' 1  f 




LP LIST 5 S8SALE $3.59. 





U t  ̂ SALE $5.49 
The Co-Op Record 
LP List5.98SALE $3.59 
8-Track or 
Cassette  ̂ % *,& 
6
ur8 SALE $5.49 D.98 » , •  ̂ .••v»ach « 
••j =; 
* t » *» j. tk * 
2268 Giiadaliipe 
OfVe Hour Free Parkirig 
With $2 Purchase Or More . 
476-7211 Ext. 
MM 
C Wi? ?, m — -i im 
m ms& 
r 
BonkAmericard  ̂ ' C 
& MasterCharge f||i 
Welcome 
Open;. Thurs. & Fri. till 9:30 
WM 
Dozens of stores, services, and eateries ... 
all under one friendly roof. You won't be 
hustled or hassled ... and parking's free 
with any purchase. 
DOBIE MALL • 21st and Guadalupe ; 
a gallery of distinctive shops 
to profoundly 
persons, is more 
•effective — or as effective — 
hs the state school approach,'' 
she said. ,'V 
, "Each special school for the 
' mentally retarded represents 
a reservoir of professional 
and technical, knowledge and 
skill, We cannot afford to 
dilute the expertise by plan­
ning local faciUtic& & .every 
community," ,Mrs. Snyder 
continued. • | . •' •• 
TRUAN, CHAIRMAN of the 
Texas House Human 
Re So u rce Com mittee, 
testified, *The situation of 
both public and private out-of-
home child care facilities in 
Texas is Of crisis proportions. 
"Sta te-oper a ted in­
stitutions, with dormitories of 
30 to 100 residents, offer no 
possibility for individual 
treatment," Truan added. 
THE TASK FORCE on 
Youth Care and Rehabilita­
tion, composed of com­
missioners and directors of 
the Texas Departments of 
Welfare, Mental Health and 
Retardation, Health, Educa­
tion, Rehabilitation and the 
Texas Youth Council, is draf­
ting child-related proposals 
for presentation before the 
Legislature. 
"It will be many years 
before the communities in 
general can afford the man­
power and the economics of 
caring for a large segment of 
the mentally retarded at the 
local level," Mrs. Snyder, a 
member of the Executive 
Committee of the Parent 
- Association at Austin State 
School, told the task force; 
THE CORPUS CHRISTI . .. 
representative disagreed. 
_ "I am not advocating an end _ 
'toresidentialcare for mental-" 
ty or emotioftally diSturbedf"" 
But facilit ies of .a 'nor­
malized' and"home-like nature . 
— not institutional will 




Tuesday's Daily Texan in­
correct^ reported the date of 
ttfe University Veterans 
Association's job fair as 7:30 
p.m., Wednesday. 
The correct date was 7:30 
p.m. Tuesday. 
The Texan regrets the 
• error. • 
Luxury living at its best 
2BR-2B.$00 CA 
4 can share for^^#*Ma^^\^each 
furnished ALL BILLS PAID 
• Fireplaces, Town Lake views 
• Pool with water volleyball court 
• 1 or 2 bedrooms, 1 or 2 baths 
• Large decks, outside storage 
• 24 hour emergency maintenance service'. 
• On shuttlebus route 
444-1806 ; 
1601 Royal Crest Drive, Just off Rlverekte Or. 
A Development of Jagger Associates 
lUtt 




It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because 
it lets you load data into a 4-Register Stack.This means:' (1) you always 
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what .your problem; 
(2) you don't haye to reenter data;.(3) ypu can see all intermediate data 
anytime. , „ .1 1 
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized; 
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most pow­
erful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computercalculator. Here 
are three of many others: 
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and 
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the 
basic four x, V): 
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory 
Registers, and it gives you a "Last X" Register for error correction or 
multiple operations on the same number. 
3. It displays up to.10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or 
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through­
out its 200-decade range. 
. Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable 
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal 
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pfe-programmed 
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. . 
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're 
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all 
means see and test them. 
HEWLETT n 
19 ̂   ̂ Hewlett-Packard makes the most 
r JVj PACKARD adranced pocket-sized computet , 
•• - catadalors in the world. 
m UNIVERSITY co-or  ̂
Box 7520, Austin, TX. 78712 
Opwt MON.-WI. f:3W 3a; SAT. PtOb^rOO  ̂  ̂
*. vtftm « '= x 
Paige1 We^nesddy  ̂Mdrch 27 1974 THE DAILY TEXAN 
I nhi-'krti'Aiia' 
Mosterchorgc and BankAmtltard Weltoth* 
\ -'" J ' A -v rn.iwm)wi ~' ' 1 »i m n immmmpmmmm 
yp.K " 
w mug ~m - • • • w §, • ypr ̂  
Commission on Critical Choices To Meet in.lBJ Library 
UU^>>.nAnn». t " .. r"' * L •?"&. >V _ '"--J, . . -KS1- * • < „•' > ~ ' W By MARIAN McDOWEU. 
M Texan Staff WritelS.: •. 
'' world food shortages aim} 
future prospects for energy 
supplies will be discussed by 
the Commission on Critical 
Choices for Americans at a . 
Monday and Tuesday meeting 
in the Lyndon Baines Johnson 
Library. 
The commission, organized 
:-by. former New York Gov. 
"Nelson Rockefeller, was ln^; 
^ vited to meet at the library by 
| Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson:.i|lt|i 
** "Gov. Rockefeller®^ 
. , '1 assembled from both political 
|parties some of our finest 
j ," ^ minds and some of our most 
M 
W0i jSm experienced citizens to give 
^ thoughtful attention to the 
,Y fijik critical choices which this 
5'?vC country will face in the next 30 
-Ol?;'years," Mrs. Johnson said 
v" ^Tuesday. 
, "THIS IS the kind of 
s mission, which government 
; cannot undertake alone, but 
1, which should be done," she 
* added. "The LBJ Library is 
' glad to cooperate in this effort 
/ which is aimed toward analyz­
ing where America is and 
where we're going. We look 
forward to having their 
meeting in Austin and joining 
in the input to. this valuable 
• study which will benefit all 
citizens," Mrs. Johnson said. 
; The commission's agenda 
will include deliberations on 
- the interrelationships.of foodv 
1 health, world populations, 
Quality of life, energy, 
' ecology, economics and world 
, stability. 
•*: Rockefeller has stated that 
—the basic task oft he commis* 
sion is to idenUfy the eritieal 
choices' which wilP confront 
Americans in the years ahead 
and to determine the range of 
desirable and realistic objec­
tives this nation could achieve 
by 1485 and, to the extent 
possible, by the year 2000. 
Among the critical 
questions the commission will 
be seeking to answer are: 




THEY WORK I 
sufficiency in energy be set, 
or should the energy problem 
be approached from the 
broader viewpoint of world, 
requirements? Should there 
be a serious effort to reduce 
the waste in energy use, which 
at the present time is es­
timated to be around 50 
percent? 
THE MEMBERSHIP of the 
commission includes 43 
prominent Americans. Ex-
officio members include Vice-
President tierald Ford, 
Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger, • Treasury 
Secretary George P. Shultz, 
Senate Majority Leader Mike 
Mansfield, Senate Minority 
Leader Hugh Scott, House 
Majority Leader Thomas P; 
O'Neill Jr. and House Minori-. 
ty Leader John J. Rhodes, plf 
Specialists in the fields %t-
energy, food, health, popula­
tion and economics will make 
presentations to the commis­
sion. 
} .Featured speakers include 
Lester Brown, senior fellow of 
the Overseas Development 
- Council, who will focus on the 
prospects for global food shor­
tage. 
,Dr. John Knowles, presi­
dent of the Rockefeller Foun­
dation, will speak on health 
problems. Dr. Bernard 
of 
the' United States ;iin interr 
national affairs. *1 •• " -
* The People's Commission 
on Critical Choices, a counter 
organization „to the 
Rockefeller Commission; will 
hold a demonstration against 
the commission's meeting 
starting at the East Mall at 6 
P-rn, Monday, Hal Womack, 
thte group's treasurer, said1 
rTHE COUNTERGROUP I 
coalition , of 18 student and 
Austin 
. ¥ Pefr 
£ .^community 
organization will hold a 
forum at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
in Will C. Hogg Buildihg 14. 
Speakers from We 
le, Austin Women Worke 
s;t«nd the Indochina Peace Cs 
t»ign will attempt to show thi 
connections between the 
Rockefeller, commission and 
Imperial war, reduced wages 
. and police repression in this-
Mixed Reactions Air4 
° -a, j i. 
During Way o 
Tuesday's-''day of dialogue*' in th^pfe 
classroom on The Daily Texan and "Studenfp| 
Government funding controversy was a 4as§3# 
of mixed reactions for student organizers and' 
faculty members. 
- Several members of Student Government^ 
•contacted various faculty members Mondavi 
to encourage them to'discuss the fundin^| 
issue in their Tuesday classes. However;"?' 
some faculty members found student * 
response less than great. 
Dr. David Perry, assistant pr^esMr?of^;fs 
government, said he devoted part of his class . 
to a free-wheeling discussion on the funding - . 
issue.. 
He said, however, "the discussion did not, ^ 
generate the interest!' 
"About 40 percent of the students voted to" '• 
discuss the funding issue, but the majority of 
the students in the class did not get Involved 
in the discussion and did not care about it/J^ff 
Perry said. 1 sr 
Berelson, president f the -,'Yi "Both sides aired their views and som#?^ 
Population Council, will ad- ' good arguments were presented, but nothing 
was resolved," Perry said. dress the commission on pop­
ulation growth and its 
demands on food and health. 
DR. RUSSELL Peterson, 
chairman of the President's 
Council on Environmental 
"-^uaHtyr-will -discuss- the 
Batios'aanvittHiment -obiee. 
tives and their relationship to 
energy demands. 
vDr. Walt W. 'Rostow, 
'professor of economics and 
history at the University, will 





cussion in an introductory government class 
conducted by Neil Richardson, instructor in 
.government. 
students ware relatively apaUieti^'-f 
Richardson said. 
0. "Students: collectivtl^ 
>i$hould be done and came to the realization' 
that the Board of; Regents seemed more 
responsible to the Legislature, than to the 
students," he said. 
)f| He. concluded students are going to have 
^ ftrouble mobilizing support for teconsidera-
tiwi of the regente' decision. 
However,'Student Government President 
Sandy Kress was more optimistic about 
Tuesday's "day of dialogue." 
:/£' 'From toe feedback I have received, 
Tuesday's classroom discussions .were 
successful and profitable, because it allowed 
students in an academic setting to discuss the 
ramifications of the regents' decision," 
„Kress said. \ 
In an effort to promote more interest in the 
funding controversy, another rally will be 
..held at noon Wednesday on the Main Mall. 
^ Low participation and lack of understan^gV^ Kress 9aid the rally will be an opportunity 
Tor a fuller discussion of the issue, v J »%-V and information was the result of adis-
Several weeks ago, the Constitutional^ As f#disittov«»i|a 
Convention's General Provisions Com- ahy gasoline tax increase could go for 
C^\<?)nsider?d a recommendation to transit or public school education, Calhoun 
prohibit large urban banks from instilling ,s said this would be impermissable because 
branch banks in Texas' rural towns nt "f»ai «• v«o I . 
Well-attired executives and lobbyists 
filled a. crowded committee room in the 
Capitol ,basement and, one by one, offered 
hours pf testimony for or against the 
provision. 
- IN THE HEART of one young witness' 
spiel, a stirred committee member in­
terrupted the apparently uninitiated 
speaker to ask if he had yet learned the 
"golden rule " , " " 
Caught off guard, the witn^^lild'oMy 
reply he had heard of such a rule, tout, .no,, 
couldn't say exactly what it was. 
"The 'golden rule' is that the mifl vififk 
the gold rules," the delighted convention 
delegate informed those in the bliss of ig­
norance to a round of gOod*natured 
laughter. „ 
WITH THE DELEGATE'S rule firmly 
in mind, Friday's session at the 
Constitutional Convention can pprliaps 
placed in better perspective. ^' *7* 
A 1946 amendment pertaining ' to' a 
highway user fund in the current Constitu-' 
tion was reinstated in full in the proposed 
document. 
Abilene Rep. Frank Calhoun guarded 
the fund from almost 20 amendments so 
that gasoline taxes and motor vehicle 
registration fees, totaling more than one-
half billion dollars annually, will continue 
to go three-fourths to highways and one-
fourth to education. 
SPEAKING WITH Calhoun after the 
turmoil of Friday had.folded behind the 
weekend, the Abilene representative ex­
pressed expected pleasure at the fund's 
success. 
Excluding mass transit from any fund 
appropriations makes good sense, he said, 
because any such future transit will in­
volve "utilization of existing highway 
systems." ; 
Of the "fuel shortage." Yes, 
said: "fuel shortage,'^; 
YOU SEE, with fW ̂ il 
gasoline, the current 5 cents a gallon rate 
will not provide enough revenue to main­
tain Texas' highway system, acknowledg­
ed as the best in the country. 
"We're not going to see many new 
highways. We're widening.- We're 
Straightening. We're multi-laning, Any . 
kind of road is a perishable commodity, 
Calhoun divulged.) 
Someone apparently forgot to mention 
to Calhoun and the almighty Texas Good 
Roads Association that with fewer people 
buying gasoline, fewer people pouring in 
that-5 cents a gallon, fewer people will 
also be using fine roadways. ^ ; 
THERE WILL BE no need to Straighten, ' 
to widen, to multi-lane, or otherwise en­
case Texas. ; 
Where did those 80-plus votes come 
from to defeat every amendment seeking 
to find a place in a document purportedly 
expected to last another 109 years? r 
"They were all committed/' said 
Galveston Rep. Fred J. Harris looking 
over the heads of his fellow delegates 
from behind the rail circling the floor. 
"THIS STATE floats on oil. Oil means 
mpre cars, more concrete, more bridges, 
more of everything that keeps the oil in­
dustry pumping, If anything, I'm^glad to 
see 50 members independent. Ten years > 
ago, there wouldn't have been five," 
Harris, a 12-year house veteran added^;! 
"I'm not saying all these fellows kW 
prostitutes, but the victories wil) >» .yron 
at the polling places," he said.5.fe#M| . 
In fact, another special a 
monied interest, had only to flex a bicep to 
win inclusion in the proposed new constitu­
tion, as convention headline writers are so 








MUST WE FIT IN? 
-r ~ Discussion on Assimilation and Future Co-Op 
, EVERYONE INVITED! 
WED., MARCH 27. 7:30 p.m. 
. 1801 RIO GRANDE Apt. No. 106 . 
* "s '' *• fdr mora info, call: "•M" 
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SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS 
In Mat6, 
If you are interested in computer systcrhs and programMing... • - < 
'v4 If you, are looking for a„ c^e|: mk, p leading software development 
If y°u like the creative challenge of participating with, and eventually 
leading, professional teams in the creation of advanced applications soft-
ware . . . 
*<if •-.A'ld. if you like the idea of continuing to live and work in'Austin ... 
TCC Insurance Services would like to talk to you. We are a growing 
company of 130 computing professionals who develop software systems for 
the life insurance industry. We offer excellent compensation and benefits 
in an environment of professional growth. 
Send your resume to C. Daywood, TCC, Infc.f 1765 
Austin, Texas 78701. 
^ Equal Opportunity Employer 
/ 
V w 
gft S'lJwith a new' twist -
^i^pi^tform sandaJ^ith"'® 
ii|®no; weight problem. Open5 
••;llileather.cffss/cross UD-
'l^'A 






PERFECT TOUCH® PERM 
for today's natural looks 
A Great Place For Those 
Who Love Homemade 
i 
A new proogssfr a new formula/ a new;^ 
European olsqoV^ry that actually 
m condltlorrs ai It gives ypur hair full 
body and even cUrl pattern! The 
controlled-action processing won't 
remove protein, can't leave halr« 
A frizzy. It's even safe for ilne, 
INT damaged or cblor-treated hair. 
Try iff Introductory price, 25.00 
Scarbrogghs Beauty Salon,™ 
third floor Downtown. „ 
Call 476-8331, ext. 338 • 
yXuthentic ltalian ^ood 
 ̂Serving;  ̂
f^V5 ̂  Spaghetti - Pizza - Lasagna v 
:  — "« - - • -
23 Wines - Imported Beer. 
SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE-SICILIAN PIE 
K\" 
P • • • 11:30-4:30 LUNCH 
DINNER/v . .^- 4:30-9:30 
PIZZA ,..9:30-1:00 a.m. 
Austin's Finest Jia/ian Food 
727 Wesf23rd 
A cross from Hardin North . m tf
on fft* corrmr of 33nl and Paari 
^^ (5Sole for support 
^ J 
'am# 
i,«s ^ $ |S t , u ? m 
the-Drag 
' " \ 
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» ICome off it; YAF 
In Monday's Texan Young Americans for Freedom members Keith 
Frazer and James Meadows have articulated support for the regents* re­
cent change in funding for The Texan and Student Government. Is the 
YAF argument credible and consistent? We think not. Examine the YAF 
statement: -
MEADOWS AND FRAZER writei lt is time to commend-the Board 
of Regents ... No longer will anyone be forced; to finance the activities of 
the political hacks in Student Government nor VH1 we be forced to pay for 
The Daily Texan—but we stiil have that option ... Michael Eakin, sup­
posedly a defender of individual freedom, opposes the regents' decision. 
He believes people should be forced to finance mnionstheyoppose:.9L. 
don't even bother to read. We disagree." 1111§| fl§ 
Though apocalyptic ("The Texan will die") and unfactual (in fact the 
editor does not believe people should be forced to finance The Texan ),v 
YAF's desire for optional funding is one that deserves consideration. " 
THERE IS, as YAF members know, a proposeAplan which would com­
bine elements of both the mandatory and optional funding plans. Under 
the negative checkoff plan students would normally pay for the student 
services fee; students significantly opposed could reclaim thei&$1.65. The 
compromise plan was necessitated for two reasons l),the Texas Student 
Publications-Board makes the newspaper available on a campuswide 
basis, regardless of fee payment; and 2) polls show that 90 percent of all 
students read The Texan. Under regent-YAF optional plan students pay-, 
ing for The Texan would foot the bill for those who did not pay (though 
most, we assume, would still read The Texan.). Under The Texan's plan 
only those conscientiously opposed would not pay. The former plan would 
place an economic burden on some students; the latter would place it 
more equitably over a proved and defined Texan readership. 
DESPITE THESE PROVISIONS for conscientious objection; the 
YAFers still object. We suspect the motivation behind that objection is 
political rather than libertarian. As a conservative minority on campus, 
YAFers are understandably incensed about a generally liberal-leftist 
campus newspaper fs^and a generally liberal-leftist Student Government. 
Their opposition to mandatory funding does not extend itself to man­
datory funding for intramurals, however, a "service" far less utilized 
that The Daily Texan. In opposing normal funding for The Daily Texan 
and Student Government YAF would seem to oppose student institutions 
simply because they-reflect progressive sentiments. 
How about it YAF? Does mandatory funding for intramurals strike you 
as tyranny, or is that category only reserved for student institutions? 
— M.E. 
An open letter 
Board of Regents 
Dear Regents: : 
IfjTTt has been a full decade since I was editor-in-chief of The Daily Texan| 
hik^nd I have avoided public comment on'the operations down there for th£' 
most part during that decade. Until recently, with a few exceptions, it„ t 
seemed that things were running relatively well- Most of the efforts of re* £ 
<?ent years to suppress The Texan seemed to be fairly effectively stifled 
The recent situation, however, in my opinion deserves some comment 
from those of us who came through The University of Texas and had a 
part in the great tradition that surrounds The Daily Texan as one of thef ,, 
freest editorial voices in Texas. * 
, The Texan has enjoyed a strange but happy alliance both with the jour* 
>,nalism school and with the Univiersity community as a wholev It is in J 
effect a bulletin board for the University, a training ground for budding ; 
journalists and a channel for rather free expression of the viewpoints of 
students and others. It has been traditional for at least some students and 
others, myself included, to complain about the content or opinions in The .•? 
Texan, from its movie reviews to its sports coverage to its editorial page, -
But those complaints, and differing viewpoints, have always had, in- ; 
sofar as I know, ready expression on those very same pages. The Texan 
has been a great channel for communication of quite varied outlooks; that ; 
type of diversity, I believe, is one of the great strengths of America, and 
o f  T e x a s .  '  >  r , t  , / s ' r "  ,  !  
• There are arguments that The Texan sometimes does not reflect the 
viewpoint of the University community or administration on its editorial 
pages. I am sure that is the case, if one believes that Frank Erwin has a 
corner on what the University of Texas thinks. But I don't believe most 
University students, or University graduates, buy that idea. 
The University exists primarily to serve its students, and through them, 
the people of Texas, now and in the future. I cannot understand how cut­
ting off the primary mass communications tool at the University furthers 
that end. 
' flail! iliwaiwiiAiiiii 
In juSt about every confrontation between The Texan and the people 
who wanted it to shut up, retrospective looks at those situations h^ve in­
evitably shown that The Texan-was correct and that those who wanted it-
silenced were motivated by either personal or institutional selfishness, 
and occasionally by some degree of temerity. I find this situation no 
different. — . - — " ~ J T 
Frank Erwin is complaining that the Texan is taking stands fOr. 
spreading out the Permanent University Fund among other colleges in 
Texas at the same time that Erwin in trying to retain the fund for the 
University (and Texas A&M). While I don't necessarily, agree that 'the , 
fund should J)e spread out, I can't see how having that argument presented 
^ by anyone — including the editors of The D^l^exan—- Weakens Erwiir[s 
^argument if right is indeed on his side. tjrp 
1 Democracy has always assumed that informed people have the capaci-. 
Jty to govern themselves. The key word there is "informed. This is why ; 
|%|we havp public schools and colleges, to provide our citizens with informa-, 
ration. It is why we have a student newspaper at the University. 
^ From here, it looks as though Frank Erwin, and apparently many of the t. 
"j rest of you, want to undercut that source of information. How you are go- • 
: ing to do it in the guise of being for the good of the people of Texas I don't 
' k n o w .  l , v <  1  *  1  
* The editor of The Daily Texan is, as you know, elected. The argument 
that only one-fifth or one-fourth of the student body might vote in an elec-
• tion of the editor is specious. We pass constitutional amendments in this J 
state all the time with only a handful of the registered voters voting — and 
the percentage of all those who would be eligible to vote if registered is, of 
course, still lower. But we abide by those decisions. 
At least the editor of The Daily Texan is elected; the regents are not. ; 
£ I hope that you will reconsider your decision to economically gut The 
Texan. I don't believe that the people of Texas will be well-served by ef­
forts to cut off an organ of communication that seeks to tell the truth as 
its editors see it, and that allows presentation of other views as well. 4 
Even though The Texan may be wrong from >time to time, or 
sophomoric, or irritating, I don't think the interests of the people of Texas? 
will be better served with the bland type of substitute that apparently you 
envision as a replacement for The Texan. V " 
It is time for you to remember your duty to the people of Texas to insure 
; that they have a university that encourages the free, open flow of ideas. 
Think about it. k : ; 
Dave MeNeely, editor 1963-64 
Liberals mean well but 
I 
roresight should be a prerequisite for any delegate to a constitutional 
convention. Unfortunately the current delegates seem to lack this basic 
quality. Not only did the Permanent University Fund remain intact but 
now the highway fund will still be around to haunt future generations. We 
may not have any automobiles, but we will have thousands of miles of ex­
cellent highways. People will still be saying, "Texas has one of the best 
highway systems in the country," or maybe they will say we have the only 
one. 
f More than $750 million is now firmly cemented into a fund to be used 
solely for maintenance and construction of highways. Since only about 
$200 million is spent for maintenance it is fairly clear where the rest will 
go. Several delegates voiced opposition to the proposal and more than 20 
attempts were made to alter the fund, but the lobby efforts of the Texas 
Good Roads Association prevailed. Discounting the energy crisis, shor­
tage of automobile fuel, the increasing implementation of mass transit 
Systems all over the country and the obvious need for long-range planning, 
4he delegates committed future Texans to the transit system of a genera­
tion past. • 
i THE PURPOSE of revising a constitution is to make it more relevant to 
the needs of the people it serves. The key to relevance and a good constitu­
tion is flexibility and foresight. The constitution presently being drafted 
has neither. 
: M  • •  S i r J  H ' '  
I End realtor control 
' In 1953 a realtor-controlled City Council adopted the utility rebate 
system to encourage growth. Now, more than 20 years later, citizens of 
Austin have a chance to see this system ended. A public hearing has been 
called for Thursday to discuss an ordinance proposed by Councilpersons 
Friedman and Binder, which would repeal this multi-million dollar 
developer subsidy program. 
Only two years ago a similar hearing was held on rebates. Fittingly, it 
was dominated by more than 50 developers and bankers, including eight 
bank presidents. No doubt the business interests will try the same trick 
Thursday, but this lime outcries against subsidization of growth leave 
hope for the public that the practice will be ended. 
It is not difficult to understand why more and more organizations 
throughout the city have condemned utility rebates. Despite allegations to 
the contrary. Austin pays more than $1 million annually for essentially 
nothing. Business supporters claim rebates buy utility installations — 
even though the city already owns those installations; they claim that 
rebates help promote low-cost housing — even though only 0.8 percent of 
all single family dwellings built since January, 1972, are low-cost; and 
they claim that rebates cause a convenient standardization of utility in-
[- stallations — even though this can be done by law without rebates. 
Austin has never needed to pay for new developments. With a growth 
rate 130 percent above the nation's average, this is truer than ever before. 
We call for community support for the Friedman-Binder ordinance 
eliminating utility rebates, and urge citizeifi to voice their feelings at the 
public hearing at 1 p.m. Thursday, in the Electric Building, 30 West Ave. 
We must-show the City Council the time is here to end developer 
dominance of Austin politics once and for all. ' 
5 . . 1 - D.N. 
Who controls America? 
c By Zodiac News Service 
" • • A Senate committee has found that a handful of banks and large insurance com­
panies control many of America's biggest corporations — but that this control is 
often concealed from the public and the government:" 
The Senate Government Operations Committee found that this concealment 
practice is carried out by bank trust companies and other institutions which 
manage huge investment portfolios. The study found that 28 institutions managed v 
a total of more than $300 billion in assets. 
: , According to the Senate committee, many&banks conceal their stock ownership 
, under pseudonyms ?- that is by using the names of dummy companies that exist 
only on paper. 
As an example, says the committee, the Bankers Trust Company or New York is 
not listed among the 30 largest stockholders in the Burlington Northern Railroad 
;in the official report filed with the Interstate Commerce Committee. But. the 
study found, six names on the list — controlling more than 750.000 shares of stock 
in the railroad — are "paper names" for accounts managed by thcBankers Trust 
'Company. 
I The study alsti found that three New York banks had voting rights to nearly one-
quarter of all the stock in both CBS nd NBC. -plus 'Significant holdings in 17 othe* 
.broadcasting groups. The Senate committee adds that less than.lO pcrcent of out­
standing stock is usually enough to control corporate policy. ^ ;-
; Tjhe Senate panel asked 324 of the largest U.S. corporations for a list ol their 30-
biggest stockholders, but only 89 of the 324 responded in full: The bommittev coh-
jtrhtdvd that the question of. who really controls America is still unknown today)': 
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The Washington Post-King 
Features Syndicate 
WASHINGTON —. The staff of the 
Senate Commerce Committee has been 
getting worried letters and phone calls, 
these past weeks, from customers and 
partisans of something called Walnut 
Acres. Located in Penns Creek, Pa., about 
SO miles north of Harrisburg, Walnut 
Acres is one of the country's pioneer 
natural-food farms and processors; but 
under 'the terms of a proposed amendment 
to a new food-labeling law it could be 
wiped out, while Gerber Baby Foods, 
Hostess Cup Cakes and frozen chop suey 
sail on. 
As the law is presently drafted, food 
manufacturers would be required to dis­
close the contents of most, but by no 
means all, foods. At the same time, all 
products would have to carry complete 
nutritional labeling — that is, how many 
and what kind of vitamins, calories and 
proteins are in each serving. 
Sounds commendable, but Walnut Acres 
comprises two modest-sized iarms: one 
for raising chickens and beef, and one for 
growing grains and vegetables and can­
ning. It runs off small batches of 60 to 100 
cases of canned food at a time. The $200 to 
$400 it would cost to determine the exact 
nutritional content of each batch would eat 
up any and all profit, which last year 
amounted to only $32,000 on a gross of $1.7 
million. For the big manufacturers', com­
pliance would represent a tiny fractions 
HrlnQ line 
v r v  f  good lfrteBtidns. 
too 
thousands of cases. 
? , Don't blame the baddies 
Thus, should the law pass as now 
written, good-bye Walnut Acres, which 
uses no chemical fertilizers or sprays, and 
which actually does grow and prepare food 
the way it is fraudulently suggested on 
television that certain "natural" products 
are handled. But if Walnut Acres is ul­
timately done in by legislation, don't 
blame it on the corporate baddies. Thjs is 
no plot by the conservatives to expunge 
the last memory of healthy, undrugged, 
unadulterated pure food. 
Walnut Acres' cries of distress have 
been heard with sympathy by such 
senators as Eastland of Mississippi, 
Tower of Texas, McClure of Idaho and 
Baker of Tennessee, very far righties all. 
No, Walnut Acres would be a victim of 
ment 
e betting is that the amend-
,would be so harmful, not only 
'Acres but to all small-food 
, will get knocked out. But it il-
how much easier it is to cry out, 
"There oughtta be a law," than it is to cast 
a law in the right words. 
Law making works best when you can 
assume all people do and are the same. 
Thou Shalt Not Walk on the Red. As such, 
so much of economic legislation winds up 
favoring what is big and what is the same, 
with the result that they tell you on'teletfi-
sion to shop for bread and toilet paper the 
same way. Don't squeeze the Charmin, 
squeeze the Wonder Bread. 
Hard to come by 
There ought to be a point where the 
liberals leave off and say it's up to the in­
dividual to protect himself. But self-
v 
On Behalf of The Daily Texan 
And Student Government 
Noon on the Main Mall 
protection is founded on knowledge, ahd 
knowledge of food nutrition is hard to 
come by. You might as well ask your 
stockbroker as your doctor about it. There 
is reason to believe that the food columns 
of the supermarket women's-type 
magazines are controlled by the same 
companies that are selling fancy-wrapped 
cancer of the spleen or cancer of the colon, 
in the package with the new, NEW, see-
through window. 
In an odd way, requiring nutritional 
labeling may., reinforce technically. ac­
curate but essentially misleading adver­
tising claims about what's enriched, for­
tified, strengthened, pure and natural. 
Even the government's recommended 
minimum daily allowances of various 
nutrients are only ball-park estimates of 
doubtful use. . 
Pending better research and better dis­
semination of its results, we'll have to 
continue to muddle through to poor health 
and sickness, while the liberals try to 
write a law. But we can't force people to 
save themselves. That's virhat the 
Naderites did with seat belts! To insist 
that cars have seat belts for those who 
want to use them could be justified, but 
putting in the buzzer and preventing the 
car from starting until the harness is on 
has infuriated even those of us who want 
to wear it. 
You can make the people you want to 
help hate you. Look at Nader. Every time 
that damn buzzer goes off, he loses a vote. 
a 
To the editor: 
The outrage and sense of great loss I 
feel concerning the recent actions of the 
congregation of the Central Christian 
Church is, I am gratified to see, echoed by 
many Austinites. The insensitive destruc­
tion of the Hunnicutt House'is, on all ac­
counts, inexcusable. The house was a liv­
ing tribute to an era of man; a monument 
that can never be regained. 
Would that worthy group of people 
responsible for this outrage tear up a 
Picasso masterpiece to use the Canvas as 
a dustcloth? 1 know that analogy is ex­
treme, but for a very good reason. These 
people either did not realize or refused to 
acknowledge that they were destroying a 
work of art that could not be replaced. An 
example closer to home was the threaten­
ed existence last year of the Wainwright 
Building in St. Louis. The building, by 
Louis Sullivan, was the first true 
skyscraper ever built; historically and ar­
tistically irreplaceable. The Mickelson 
Realty Co., which owned the building, 
could no longer pay the maintenence costs 
and threatened to destroy it. Fortunately, 
the St. Louis organization was more 
patient that its Austin counterparts. By 
the time-consuming process of collecting 
donations the St. Louis chapter of the 
National Trust for Historic Preservation 
was able to raise the money needed to take 
over the upkeep of the building. The 
. Wainwright Building was. saved, but it-
took time; longer than the Central Chris­
tian CJiurch was willing to give Austin. 
- The citizens of St, .Louis can point with 
• pride -to a beautiful architectural tribute 
to the gehius of man. Ail Austinites will be 
able to do is point to a flat black space and 
shrug their shoulders. 
Because I am an architecture student, I 
naturally feel the loss of the Hunnicutt 
House in that respect. But, I think a much 
more, instinctive and gut-lev^l response is 
«the sense of loss I, and so many Austinites, 
feel for the humanity of the building. More 
than a lesson in structure, the Hunnicutt 
House was one of the last trueinsights into 
the minds of the people of that age. It was 
a visual and emotional experience that 
allowed people to comprehend the hopes, 
desires-and loves that the builders and 
subsequent owners of that house must 
have felt. This more than anything else is 
a loss that cannot be measured. 
And the good people of the Central 
Christian. Church did not even have the 
courtesy to inform the public of their deci­
sion to go through with this wanton and 
wasteful destruction. They deliberately 




cost of living. 
Her opponent is a busy minister and 
would be unable to devote all his energy to 
the school board. Betty Spence will 
fight for reform on a fulltime basis. 
Her opponent also lacks Bettv Spence's 
extensive experience in AISD affairs, ex­
perience that will enable her to be an 
effective activist for progressive change. 
David Gullick 
Applause 
To the editor: 
I'd'like .to commend the regents on their 
action. Why should I be forced to support a 
student government and newspaper who 
express views different from mine? 
However, I suggest the regents go even 
further. Not only does The Texan mis­
represent my opinions, but so do my 
professors; why should my tuition go 
toward their salaries? This semester one 
of my government texts expresses 
opinions contrary to mine; why should I be 
forced to buy such books? Furthermore, 
I'm a Christian Scientist and I hear that at 
the health center (which I'm also forced to 
support) ... 
M. Logan Ware 
Alternative 
To the editor: 
Tuesday's Daily Texan editorial on the 
Austin School Board elections neglected to 
mention Betty Spence, a candidate for 
position 1 who deserves enthusiastic stu­
dent support." 
Spence is a graduate of the University of 
Texas and fully realizes the importance.of 
emphasizing and determinedly seeking out 
communication between governing boards 
and students and faculty. 
AISD terms of six years are too long, 
and Betty Spence would work for shorter 
terms which would create a board more 
responsive to the needs and interests of 
the community. 
Spence would back proposals to continue 
and broadep the bilingual, tricultural 
programs now existing in the , Austin 
.schools. ' 
.She also believes that teachers deserve 
salaries that reflect their professional 
status and increase relative to the rising 
grapes 
To the editor: 
Re: to Cathy Brannon's Guest View­
point: 
Here is the truth. Let the truth set you 
free (from a bad case of sour grapes). The 
students of the University of Texas have 
decided that they don't want the URC 
representing them. It is not a Communist 
plot or even worse, a right-wing plot. It is 
the students voicing their opinions which 
happen to disagree with your own. Be a big 
girl and face up to the facts. It's hard to 
take, we know. But life is full of traumas. 
It would have been much simplier if you 
had said, "You won't have the URC to kick 
around anymore." 
R. V. Breidenbach, Junior, Accounting; 
C.G. Giffin,Senior, Architecture; Karilyn 
E. Kober, Freshman, Premed; D.L. 
Allen, Junior, Accounting. ' \, 
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By DAN BOYD 
*?w1it i$ still possible to register to 
vote in Travis County for the 
primary elections to be held May 4.' 
Hie 30-day legal deadline will occur 
will be at stake in the primary, as\ 
well as one federal election, U.S^ 
side Tra 
Dad live 
where Mom and 
are severe disadvan-
during spring break, and voter ,; side Travis County should change' 
Congress. The helecti6q is of infer^ tages. You-will probably have to 
mense importance. • W/{ vote absentee by mail, as will'also 
Students who are registered out-fei be the case in most future elections, 






registration deputies from the StiK 
dent,Council for Voter Registration " 
will operate four registration tables 
on carnpus until Friday, the last day 
^of classes before the legal deadline. 
^The tables will be operated at the 
following locations from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m.: Jester, West Mall, Main Mall 
and 24th and Speedway Streets. The 
! volunteers are official Travis Coun­
ty voter registration deputies. 
The primary elections are the 
most important elections in Texas. 
In the vast majority of elections, the 
outcome is effectively made by the 
primary. Virtually all elected of­
fices from constable to governor 
their registration to this county. To 
change counties, you neecHonly fin 
out the application available at all 
the tables; the process takes less 
than one minute. You do not neecl 
your receipt from the old county. Ji? 
To be eligible to register in Austin 
(Travis County), you need only a 
place of abode. Dormitory 
residences, apartments, duplexes, 
trailor houses, communes — any 
place where you reside — is suf­
ficient. This is true-even if'you plan 
to move away for the summer or 
forever. You are still eligible to vote 
in Austin. Indeed, you hav£ a con* 
stitutional right to do so. 
For those who insist on-voting out- , 
including the general election. To 
vote absentee by mail you, must 
write the appropriate county of­
ficials requesting an absentee ballot 
, application. When you receive that* 
you must send it in with your voter 
registration certificate and wait for 
a. ballot. When you get the ballot, 
. you must not only fill it out, but you' 
"inust also have it notarized, and 
most notaries will charge a fee fof 
this service. Then you send the 
ballot in, and the entire procedure 
must be completed several days 
before the election or your vote will 
not count. That is why SCVR une­
quivocally recommends that youex-
• ercise your right to register here. 
> Absentee voting in person is not dif-
ficult, but absentee voting by mail is,, -you becom^ involved in civil or 
. v criminal litigation while you are in 
'college, you will probably appear 
"before a judge whose name will be 
on the Travis County ballot on-May 
4, If you have any interest in being a 
juror;"you are much more likely to 
, he able to serve if you are called by 
from voter registration lists). One. 
last consideration;- you probably 
have no idea about the merits of the; 
candidates seeking office "back 
home." With the primary campaign 
two-thirds tlver, what do you know 
about the candidates seeking public 
office ih your hometown? Time is 
nearly out. If you are interested in 
having an impact on everything 
from impeachment to the Board of; 
Regents, stop by one of the four 
SCVR tables,' Shi' t'M 9?*^ 
i®rDan;;Bdy 
SCVR Steering Committee. 
a very cumbersome process. 
Political scientists. have .long 
observed that only an infinitesimal 
portion of voters who need to vote 
absentee by mail ever complete the 
process. That is why the opponents 
of student voting power spent 
thousands of dollars unsuccessfully 
fighting the rights of students to 
jpte at4heir;-ĉ lleĝ |̂ id|nĉ g 
\ Only a few days remain io 
' register to vote in the primaries 
The stake you have in these elected 
officials is clear. It is the Travis 
. County legislative delegation that is 
most concerned with and takes most 
responsibility for the University of 
Texas System. It is the Travis Coun­
ty senator who by the institution of 
senatorial courtesy can block the 
nomination of a man from Travis 
County to the Board of Regents. If 
more 
SlfHt : 
- To the editor: 
Re: the guest viewpoint, "A 
Regental Act of Equity," by 
Young Americans for 
Freedom members James 
"Meadows and Keith Frazer; 
; The tone of Mssrs. Meadows 
and Frazer led me to believe 
they allied themselves with 
the Board of Regents for the 
same reason on which the 
latter based their recent 
decision: they don't like The 
Daily Texan nor the Student 
Government (call them 
"political hacks" if you 
must). 7'>.n 
Meadows and Frazer say 
that Eakin and Kress "believe 
people should be forced to 
finance opinions they op­
pose " fal»t beth 
Eakin and Kress have in­
dicated their support for a 
voluntary "fee retrieval 
system whereby those con­
scientiously wanting their 
money back can get it. With 
respect to the Student Govern­
ment fee, I would point out 
that it is not unusual for 
governments to tax their con­
stituents; this is the case at 
local, state and federal levels 
in the United States; hence, 
the Student Government fee 
should not be optional. 
Meadows and Frazer say* 
that Eakin and Kress are try­
ing to substitute twists of 
legality for morality. My God, 
are the YAFers asserting that 
the regents! motiviation was 
one based on, ethics? I hope 




I think is a good one because jit 
facilitates criterion No. 4 
;-.abby^p|||g||| v 
. John Hollrah 
'' Junior, Plan II 
"Asian tra 
students' concern be concen­
trated on the odiousness of the 
manner in which the Board of 
Regents (a body not responsi­
ble to those they serve) made 
their decision. I must agree 
with Erwin when he says that 
The Daily Texan should be 
responsive to those it serves. 
, \ It seems there are four 
desirable qualities that should 
be fulfilled in regard to The 
Texan: -
1) That the Editor is erected 
by the student body. 
" 2) That the" newspaper be 
allowed a free and uncensored 
editorial policy. 
3) That those who do not 
Wish to 
should not receive) the paper : and cheaply — after it had 
been shattered under the 
brunt of McCarthyism and 
sionism in Asia, they elicited 
only silence. There was a 
growing awareness on the 
part of this, "radical caucus'' 
that the Vietnam horrors 
were perpetrated with the as­
sent, if not the actual 
side cafe after the rally and. /to be commercial aircraft?, 
found ourselves deafened byv^his intense noise pollution is v 
the roar of low flying jets ap» an assault upon human ears 
proximately every five or ten^sand we woiild be interested to 
minutes. Unfortunately, this, know if anyone else knows 
is not a rare occurrence'^ -.anything about it. 
Yesterday morning, while' acill) U UUfc VU*; WV W *;V. , •* V»«J • wVWt' r 41J 
assistance of a whole genera- /^peaking with a neighbor in *: 
To the editor: 
U" In the National Commission-
"bri Critical Choices, the UT 
chapter of the Committee of 
Concerned Asian Scholars 
recognizes those same 
elements of the U.S. power 
structure which have such a 
stranglehold on their chosen 
academic field. Essential to 
the government because of its 
intelligence-gathering and 
evaluation capacities, the 
t, BoUglU ' 
are not coh^pelled to. 
4) That the paper be 
available at the lowest 
economical cost and still 
fulfill the above three con­
ditions. . *." - 'V 
. With the inclusion of No. 3 
(implementation of the fee 
retrieval system), the 
YAFers should be satisfied. In 
the long run, given the 
regents' recent decision, Nos. 
1, 2, and 4 stand in jeopardy. 
•o Finally, 1 think that the 
Meadows-Frazer claim — 
that if the students really 
want the paper they will glad-. 
ly and voluntarily pay for it — 
is not realistic given the 
nature of The Texan's general 
c rt
congressional witchhunts. 
Since the 1950s, Asian studies 
in America has largely been 
defined — and confined — by 
the State Department and the 
Rockefeller, Ford and 
Carnegie Foundations. 
Not surprisingly then, when 
in the late 60s' young scholars 
and graduate students urged 
their seniors in the field to 
speak out against U.S. expan-
PKANUI'S 
ryyy7 yfTYmr}??) )yYl 
tion of Asian specialists. 
Indeed,, many of America's 
most venerable Asian experts 
may be held accountable for, 
the formulating of the 
ideological justification for 
U.S. intervention is Asia. 
. The formation of CCAS in 
1968 was intended as a direct 
challenge^ to the 
organizational hegemony of a 
whole group of scholars who 
have often rendered more 
government and the 
Rockefellers than they have to 
academic inquiry. No doubt' 
the extension of this integra­
tion of the University with the 
government is on the agenda 
of the National Commission 




To the editor: 
Wednesday we were enjoy- : 
ing a peaceful lunch in an out-
the front yard t  our words 
were completely obliterated 
by the noise of jets thundering 
.above our heads. Often at 
night I 've found myself 
wondering if perhaps an air 
attack was occurring due to 
an abnormal amount of low 
flying air traffic. ; : 
•• Our question is this: has. 
anyone any information about 
these jets who, from their 
appearance and their prOximi-
Paula Meyer 
Doug Barnett 
DR. M. THOMAS STARKES 
will speak on 
WORLD RELIGIONS, CULTS, | 
THE OCCULT 
is 
tonight ' 8:00 p.m. 
Union Jr. Ballroom m 
W H A T  f A M O U S  T H I O  
HOODWINKED THt COUHTS, 
CMBARASStD AN tMPIM, 
WHILE SWASHBUCKLING THEM 
WAY lOfANit AND fORTUNE? 
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w? -^sLS-f' i *. 
• BiLingual, Trl-Cultural Program* now «xisting in the Auttin School* should be continued and 
broadened 
• Communication between students, teachers, administrators, Board end the Community must 
bis emphasized and determinedly sought out. 
• Teachers deserve salaries that reflect their professional status and increase relative to theiis-
ing cost of living. < . r * > '̂̂ §£4'' 
• AI8D Board terms of six years are too long. Shorter terms would create Board Members who 
are more responsive to the-needs and interests of the community. 
' The School Board election is April 6, during spring break. VOTE ABSENTEE TODAY at 
University State Bank, 19th & Guadalupe, 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. . i. 1 1 
Betty is a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin. For more information or to vblunteer 
support, call 346-1312. ( 
School $B»nt DmOullk*. co-onHnrntar. laoa^MAy. No. 21. (>rlnn<tmtThmOml-W Poi Attv. byStwtomt* tor a PrpgrtmMivtk fit 
fy Tmumn, TSP BkSg., Unfvn/ty of 7mm Austin. 7«xm 
w c 
R£P6ATIN6 THB TDP SJO .̂ 
TOMORROW 1HE PRESIDENT 
WIU8E&W6 TO fMTms, 




CAN YOU BELIEVE IT?! 
WHAT A JOKE! 
HA,HAi HBE! 
ARE THOSE 
WOULD YOU WALKsACROSS THE 
3 - n  
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. 9 Help 
12 Indonesian 
tribesman 
13 One borne 
14 Old French , 











27 Word of sor­
row 
31 Conducted 
32 Make into. 
IflW 
34 Part of "to 
be" 
35 Unit of tr 
Japanese-
, currency, - i 
- 36 Mountain u j 
pass 
" -37 preposition 
'3& Strategist,- -
* 41 Goal' 
, 42 Heraldry ^ 
^ - ~Qra«ed ^ 
, 43 Shade tree ' 
44 War god • 
' 45 Printer's,-^! 
(1 fneaatwe^b 
'47 Shlp'sboP®! 
"r «<"»» ' • 
1^49 Enthusiasm 
' 53 Attacked 
Equality 
DOWN 











9 Beast of 
burden 




18 Bog down 
20 Canine 
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle 
EBB ranrae HHDB 





nra HEKa m@[i an, 
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22 Writing tablet 33 Offspring 
" " 35 Beef animal 23 Sweetheart 
24 Paid notice 
26 Having two 
.legislative 
branches 




name " ' 
46 Insect eggs . 
48 Comfort • 
49 Resort 
50 Dance step 
51 Irritate 
52 Small child 
54 Obscure r 
55 Period of time' 
56 Parent (col-
!p4> 
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Your vote can make the difference in electing a progressive 
majority to the Austin School Board. All you have to do is walk 
across the street and VOTE ABSENTEE at the UNIVERSITY 
STATE BANK before you leave spring break. 
< * v -% -4? }•* 
- ̂  
The Student Action Committee ^and the Young Democrdts 
enthusiastically endorse the following candidates: 
< • '  
I a-t 
VI. 
Place 1 MARVIN GRIFFIN • Rev. G riff in is a candidate for 
the school board because he vyants to be part of the "progress of our 
schools during the ! decade of the 70's." Griffin, a regent of the 
predominantly Black Texas Southern University, advocates a teacher 
pay raise and development of career education for students unable to 





Place 2 DeCourcy Kelly • Mrs. Kelly, whose husband IS 
director of the Measurement end Education Center at UT, holds a 
teacher's certificate and is a member of the Continuing Task Force for 
Equal Opportunity jri Education. She proposes that the School Board 
become more open in its-deliberation and more responsive to the needs 
of teachers, students, and parents;' / > 
4* 
" 
iZk§ if -« 
' > « -.V'1 j 
Place 3 M.K. HAGE Jr. • Mr. Hage is an incumbent and will 
probably be elected "president of the Board if a progressive majority 
wins. He is a former teacher and principle and holds a .masters degree 
from UT in school administration. Hage advocated a restructuring of 
school district taxation and adequate curricula materials. 
Place 4 JUNE KARP • Mrs. Karp, a UT graduate is a business 
agent for the Austin Federation of Teachers and has 13 years teaching 
experience. She has encouraged community participation in school ac­
tivities. Disturbed by falling achievement test scores of Austin children, 
Mrs. Karp has sharply criticized controversial school Superintendent 
Jack Davidson m 
THESE PEOPLE CARE ABOUT THE FUTURE OF EDUCATION IN 
AUSTIN. WE HOPE YOU 06 TOO. PLEASE VOTE. 







Pd. for by Student Action Com*: 
miHee 
Robert Howard, Chairperson . 
Young Democrat* 
. Stacey Suits, President • 
PuWMiad by The Dotty T«wmi in 
the Texas Student Publication* 









By HERB HOLLAND 
,„ Texan Staff  Writer  ?„ ~ 
.:< World Heavyweight Boxing 
'^Champion George Foreman 
. took his sweet time in dispose 
ing of No. 1 challenger Ken 
Norton Tuesday night'in 
Caracas, Venezuela, winning 
by technical knockout at 2:00 
of the second round. 
was Foreman's longest 
heavyweight title fight. He 
defeated Joe Frazier early in ^ _ 
the second round to win the ti-?"^' 
tie Jan 27, 1973, and stopped 
Joe "King" Roman in the 
opening minute of his first ti-
... |le defense, Aug. 31, 1973. 
^ Unlike the Muhammad All-
Frazier fight in January, the 
Austin crowd wasn't too sure 






tv.' * j.' 
V. ' 
Auditorium was abuzz .with; 
speculation ... Norton was the : 
same size ad Foreman and 
nearly the same weight ... 
Foreman didn't have the com­
manding height and reach ad­
vantages over Norton that he 
did over Frazier and Roman. 
Besides, Foreman had been 
in the hospital only 12 hours 
prior to the fight, receiving 
treatment for what was. 
reported as a knee injury. 
'^fMariy people thought 
Foreman's knee injury was ai 
fake, though, a move by. 
Manager Dick Sadler to in­
fluence the selection of a 
referee for the fight. Sadler 
had demanded a foreign 
referee and finally com­
promised with the Venezuelan.: 
Boxing Commission on a 
foreign referee without a vote 
'and three Venezuelan judges.-
. EVEN JOE LOUIS, ex-
heavyweight champion, said, 
in a pre-fight interview that 
Norton-would outlast 
Foreman. w 
But when the two fighters^ Foreman replied with a left 
met In the center of the ring,v cross, a Tight hook, an upper 
the 6*3 Foreman looked about 
a foot taller, stronger and 
'meaner than the 6-3 Norton. 
The champion's grizzled stare 
would have pierced right 
through the challenger's head 
had Norton not avoided it. 
As the first round got under||^ Scarcely after Rondeau 
way, though, Norton must' 
have realized that Foreman's 
stare Was much easier to 
avoid than Foreman's 
punches. 
Norton threw and connected 
but his punches' didn't even ,,September between Foremanv 
faze tiie champ, let alone slow^fiand Ali, a bout which could br^ 
him. " filing both fighters as much a^S 
Early in the second rounds * 15 million apiece. 1 f 
Norton landed a punch to' - The stunned Austin crowd . 
Foreman's head that angered»:«;stuck around to watch the--y 
Jhim more than it hurt. a replay of the knockout, star- ^ 
; ing in disbelief at the sheer 
brutality that had takenplace ̂  
cut and a left 
Norton into 
Although N<£-ton 
the way down, referee Jimmy but a good fighterjwouldn't 
Rondeau stepped in and gave " "" 
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'"""''the first punch of the fight, but 
the first half of the opening... 
each ! 
round was mainly the 
fighters trying to feel 
.Other out. 
In the third minute of the. 
first round, Foreman began 
walking Norton into the ropes, -
maneuvering Norton into his 
favorite part of the ring. 
WHEN FOREMAN opened 
up with his first flurry* of 
punches, Norton's defensive 
precautions couldn't prevent 
the champ's blows from lan­
ding. Norton tried to counter, 
finished the count, Foreman, 
who had patiently walked 
through the entire fight, was 
quickly on top of-Norton again 
and landed three savage right 
uppercuts to Norton's chin, 
smashing him into the ropes 
;aiHf. * 
Rondeau again had to step 
in. Norton wasn't down but 
was tangled in the ropes and 
have gotten hit. ^ 
_ "But if he gets me. theW I'm 
agoing to get him," Foreman 
said. '. ' t '$$01' 
When asked 'if he knew hoty,«» 
bad he had hurt Norton,!^ 
Foreman said, "He didn't get' 
hurt, he got knocked out." 
Ali, who had made a specif 
tacle of himself through the 
entire evening, appeared 
somewhat^ shaken tap by 
Foreman's easy win over Nor*j 
ton, who had broken Ali's jawfl„, 
Jn their first meeting. ; i 
RondeaugaveJiim a chance tnffi NEVERTHELESS, Ali's 
BI-UNGUAL & MULTI­
CULTURAL EDUCATION 




% LA RAZA UNIDA PARTY 
:ANDIDATE FOR TRAVIS OO. SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT 
SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY 








Pre-lease now for as little 
as $61.25 per month, furnished, 
ALL BILLS PAID! 
.̂ Come share a perfect summer. Four students 
can save by sharing one of our luxurious, 
furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath apartments 
and enjoy all these summerfun features: 
SodaHst Campaign Commrttae 
• Swimming pools with water volleyball courts 
e Clubhouse with wet bar and sauna 
• Free ictm^kers 
• Plenty of closet and storage space 
e Ample parking facilities 
^sas&i 
444-4485 e 1221 Algarita 
From IH-35,̂ M(a Oltorf exit to 
Algarita, turn right one block 
a development of Jagger Associates 
recover. 
Norton wasn't so lucky,after 
that. Foreman instantly 
resumed his barrage of-
punches *and threw a left-, 
right, right-left combination' 
which smashed Norton to the 
floor with a crash that was. 
heard even above the scream­
ing fans in both Caracus and 
. Austin. ••••• • ::i 
i THE CHALLENGER', 
struggled to get up and even-' 
tually did beat the 10-count," 
but Rondeau ruled Norton un­
able to continue. 
, The win extended the 24-
year^old Foreman's record to-
40, 37 by knockout, it set up a 
title fight scheduled for late 
fabled mouth roared on. 
"I ' l l  . ret i re  George 
Foreman?" Ali said. "I'll stay :, 
out of his way for the first five > f 
rounds and stick him. 
I "If he don't knock 'em out in 
the first two rounds, he gets 
.frustrated," Ali said. 
I But who really knows exact-
ly how frustrated Foreman 
-would be after five rounds? • 
And what difference does it 
make? He's never lost a fight 
and has knocked out his last 24 
opponents, 11 of them in the 
first round. - *<: 
Which sounds more like a 
good reason for Ali to* be 
frustrated. 




By ED DALHEIM 
Texan Staff Writer 
The Texas tennis team 
demolished TCU, 7-0, as ex­
pected Tuesday, but TCU 
- Coach Tut Bartzen was en­
couraged. '?< * . • ' 
"We didn't-expect to win ' 
any of the matches, but we 
were tialfwajrlnthe matches 
except for No. 1 where Dan 
Nelson played really well," he 
said. ~ ; 
"Texas is a well-balanced 
team, they showed that they 
are in a league with SMU and 
Houston," Bartzen praised 
the Longhorns. 
After losing to SMU, 5-2, in 







5440 burnet road 
- Horns moved their conference 
match record to 9-5. The only 
way for Texas,to win the SWC 
championship will be to rout 
the University of Houston. 
The Longhorns won all the 
singles matches in two sets, 
but  Gonzalo Nunez and 
Graham Whaling were forced 
defeated Jack Irvine, 6-2, 7-6, 
• in the No. 3 singles and Whal­
ing defeated Cliff Gridley, 6-2, 
7-6 in No. 4. 
* "He scared the hell out of 
me," Whaling said after leav­
ing the court. The Longhorns 
weren't expecting too much 
competition. "They really 
have improved since last 
year," he added. 
In the No. 1 singles Nelson 
blanked John Poppell, 6-0,6r0. 
Stewart Keller defeated Max 
Falls, 6-1, 6-2, at No. 2 singles 
and Jim Bayless defeated Jim 
Hansen at No. 5, 6-3, 6-4. 
yp'V' 
Hm ~ jvf<The doubles went smoothly 
" for Texas as Nelson and Whal­
ing beat Poppell and Falls, 6-
2, 6-1, and Nunez and Keller 
beat Irvine and Gridley, 6-1,6-
• Texas Coach Dave Snyder 
thought the outcome was 
is always a tendency to letup-
," he said in explaining the 
closeness in some of the se­
cond sets. 
Snyder remembers Bartzen 
quite well from their amateur 
days on the tennis tour. "I was 
one of the rabbits on the tour 
and Tut was one. of the better 
players." 
This time the m&tingof the 
former players was definitely 
to Snyder's favor-as Bartzen 
in his first -year as coach for 
the Horned Frogs inherited a 






• • Before you make plans to go to 
Eur(^)e, don't forget your Travelers' 
Check. That is the type of Travelers' 
Qieck that Merit Travel can provide 
for you—a thorough checklist of 
everything you need to know before 
embarking for Europe. Since our staff 
has been to Europe almost as many 
times as Henry Kissinger, theyknow ' 
all the ins-androuts of European 
travel and will help you plan your 
trip. So before you travel to Europe 
this year, first check with Merit Travel 
Here's how to get there. 
Charter Flight 
VIA CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS . 
May 30-July 11. Dallas to Brussels— 
Paris to Dallas 
: Oiarter flight exclusively for Uni­
versity of Texas students, faculty, 
and staff and their immediate fami­
lies. Price based on a pro rata share 
of the total charter cost (183 seats). 
The flight is aboard Capital Inter-
national Airways, an American 
Certified Supplemental Air Carrier 
whose demonstrated dependability 
h a s  e n a b l e d  i t  t o  • . _  
be a U.S. Govern-§QOQ flH 
mentcontractor. ^ 
Group Flights 
VIA AMERICAN AND ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May25-July25(62days). 
May 28-July 11 (45 days). 
May 31-August 21 (83 days). 
Dallas to Luxem- AO"70 AA 
bourg to Dallas vyl tfiUv 
VIA DELTA AND ICELANDIC JETS 
May 19-August 19 (93 days). 
May 2S-July 25(62 days). 
May 29-August 15 (75 days). 
May30-August20(83days). 
Houston to Luxem-a OOO ITt 
bourgtoHouston vOO&a// 
We can also help you with 
Student Rail Passes-Eurailpasses 
Eurailguide • Complete Selection <rf Maps 
Auto Rental and Purchases»VW Adventures 
Lists of Hostels. Foreign Stuify Programs 
Travel Insurance 





Austin, Texas 78712 
To get to Europe, simply cross the 
street 
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MUST SIGN UP FOR 
RIGHTS BYAPRIL1 
WHAT FAMOUS TRIO 
HOODWINKED THl COURTS, 
EMBARASSED AN EMPIRE, 
WHILE SWASHBUCKUNG THEIR 
WAY TO FAME AND FORTUNE? 
HINT: IT'S NOT HALDEMAN, 
ERUCHMAN, AND 
MITCHEU. 
DR. M. THOMAS STARKES 
will speak onr 
WORLD RELIGIONS, CULTS, AND 
THE OCCULT 
tonight - 8:00 p.m.. 
. Union Jn Ballroom- -
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Whole EartK PravlslonCo. 
504 west 24th 478-1577 
Share the fun 
 ̂this summer 
1 
It s her first album fo 
MCA Records. 
tip Produced by Norbert 
^5 Putnam at Nashville's 
^^Quadraphonic Studios 
Pre-lease now for as little 
as $59.50 per month,furnished, 
ALL BILLS PAID! 
5ave money and put more fun In your summsir 
by sharing one of these luxurious 2 bedroom, 2 
bath apartnjfnts with three other students! 
This low price includes furnishings ...and all 
the summer fun features that make River Hills 
famous! 
Huge swimming e Free icemakers 
pools with water|i|| e Plenty of parkinglhd 
volleyball courts  ̂ ample laundry facllltiee 
• Lush landscaping e Luxurious clubhouss 
with wet bar 
444-7797 
1601 Royal Crest Drive e |uet of* Riverside Dr. 
e on the shuttle bus route 
• develoDfnent of Jagger Astocistes 
By DANNY ROBBINS 
Texan Staff Writer 
The University of Minnesota baseball team played its first ofi 
ficial game outdoors Tuesday since the College World Series in 
Omaha last June. 
lJ S?' ̂  no'X)<!y anything, you would not have known it? 
r Minnesota lost both games of a doubleheader to Texas at 
Clark Field, 7-4 and 5-3. Nevertheless, the Longhorns, who have 
taken 27 out of 29 games this season, had to struggle to win. 
V1 ™?s satisfied wth the way we played, " said Minnesota 
Coach Dick Chief Siebert, not sounding like your typical los~ 
ing coach, especially one that had just lost both ends of a 
doubleheader. "We cannot expect to play any better than we did 
for the first time outside." -
The odds are good that it is snowing right now in Minneapolis.^ 
For this reason, the Gophers have a football field-size indoor 
baseball practice area, complete with dirt infield and fake 
grass. But during spring break, the Gophers traditionally take a 
trip to Texas for some sun. , 
THIS YEAR, the Texas sun has been hard to find. Minnesota 
was rained out of two games Sunday in Seguin, and when the 
Gophers got to Austin Monday they learned that their 
doubleheader with Texas had'been canceled because of "cold*1-
weather. They were disappoints. 
*'/. "Thirty degrees, " said one Minnesota player "is warm. *' 
. When Texas and Minnesota finally played Tuesday, the 
Gopher hitters were hot. In the first game, Minnesota outhit the 
Horns, 11-9, and in the second game the two teams got nine hits 
The second game was almost ascloWaS the hit totaf. The1*" 
game was tied, 3-3, until Texas scored its twowiniung runs in 
, the eighth mning. < -'J*'*-. \ s. 
With two men on base and two otiit, gecond baseman Bobby 
Clark hit a double to the middle of the hill in lety-f^nterfield, 
scoring runners from second and first base. . . Vs 
— Clark also was instrumental in producing Texas' runs earlier s 
in the game. 
u HE LED off the fifth ihning with a ground-rulfe double that 
rolled behind the scoreboard in centerfieldj and he advancedto 
third on a ground-out and a pop-up. Virtually ignored by the 
Gopher third basetnan, Clark took a sizable lead off the bag. 
Minnesota pitcher Steve Comer paid too much attention to 
Clark and committed a balk which allowed him to trot home 
with an easy run. 
< In jthe firat Inning, Clark drew a walk and scored moments 
"later on a singlely pTfcher Rick BuHey. ~ ~ 
Burley, however; .-did not pitch -the whole game, as thfri 
Gophers got to him for two runs in the fourth and fifth-Innings 
BURLEY MOVED to first base in the seventh ihning and was 
replaced py Jim Gideon, normally a starter. Gideon gaye up 
another run but got the victory, thanks to Clark.r y 
In the first game, Texas scored four runs on a walk and three 
consecutive singles in the first inning. The Horns got their sixth 
and seventh runs in the third when Clark lashed a two-run 
homer over the rightfield wall. 
The double loss does not really mean Minnesota is not as good 
as Texas. "When we opened the season, we didn't look THAT, 
good," said Clark, who got four RBIs and scored three runs. "I 
-was really surprised they hit so well. I think they will be in 
Omaha if they improve." 
And if the snow melts. 
»'U ' 
m • 
hill and ball Texas' David Reeves chasesdrive Reeves catches Mickey Reichenbach backs him up. 
m ^ m illf 
From Red Sox Roster 
JOSEPH BLINDERMAN, M.D. 
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE PRACTICE 
OF 
PSYCHIATRY 




BY APPOINTMENT 2200 GUADALUPE, SUITE 221 
. ...• ... 9 • 476-8217 
.WINTER HAVEN, Fla.<AP) 
— Shortstop Luis Aparicio and 
slugger Orlando Cepeda were 
released outright by the * 
Boston Red Sox Tuesday in 
surprise moves by new 
manager parrell Johnson. 
Aparicio, who will be 40 
next month, is an. 18-year 
American League veteran* 
"I've decided to go with our 
two young shortstops (Rick 
Burleson and Mario 
Guerrero)'/ Johnson said. 
"It's tough for a first year 
manager to cut a Hall of 
Famer like Luis. I hope he 
£an^eatch^on witlL ano ther 
club. •"••• 
Cepeda hit 348 home runs 
for the San Francisco Giants, 
St. Louis Cardinals and Atlan­
ta Braves before* joining the 
Red Sox last year, with the 
adoption of the designated 
hitter rule. 
Aparicio is one of baseball's 
alltime great shortstops. In 18 
seasons, he has 2,677 hits and 
has played in 2,559 games — 
tops for  major  league 




iflfll Stereo Shop 
2Mt GoaMopt 
among the alltime, b,ase 
stealers with 506. 
Burleson, 22, is an outstaa* 
ding fielder who helped John­
son win the Little World 
Series with Pawtucket last 
season. Guerrero batted .233 
as a reserve in his rookie 
season, in 1973. 
Cepeda, 36, appeared to be 
washed up as a major league 
player after several knee 
operations. However with the 
American League adoption of 
the designated hitter rule, he 
caught on with the Red Sox. 
He hit .289 with 20 home runs 
and 86 runs batted in 142 




WITH "531" STRAIGHT GAUGE FRAME1 7 gj 
AUSTIN CYCLE CENTER™! 

















• LEATHER SALE* 
Varioui kindi, color* - 75' por ft; 
Capitol Saddlery 
1614 Lavaca Austin, Texas 478-9309 
Why Hassle 
With A Dealer 
For VW Repairs? 
801 West Avi 477-2725 
\ \ 
V • Engine Work 
• Tone-Ups 
• Brakes :'V 
J. 
NO RIP-OFFS * 




Your ON CAMPUS Student Store 
Weekdays 8:00 'til 6:00 
Saturdays 9:00 'til 1:00 
N v 
j >.-v «4 »» W 
* ^ i.,A 
• /It's Carl Mayer's Anniversary SaL,,. 
Remember, you can save 25% on Carl Mayer's entire diamond collectiorf^^M 
• .^(Convenient terms available) 
/ y 
* *$ < 
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CONVENIENT FOR SHUTTLE BUS RIDERS! 
She wants me, 
she wants my Vasque boots 
tte iMm 
MEN AND WOMEN SHOES 
F^tdlMBING — HIKING — BACKPACKING 
REDhWING 
• SHOE STORE •• 
5504 Burnet Rd. 454*9290 
f-Vi-T 9 - 6 Weekdays 
9 to 8:30 Thursday 
•/ 
M 
NEW HOUSING POLICY! 
"V-::|^103 W|. 
OCCUPANCY ONLY 
Semi-Private Rooms as Low as $60 
Luxurious Private RoomsiS 
? ^ * * 1 st£ Si ^ ^ l '• !  v* 5." 
• Maid Service • Private Bus * tv "V *-< ' T1 i" 'fihfiSL* & 
t ^ r  ̂ z \ I ^ ^ ^ f t ' > 
• Heated Swimming Pool • Refrigerator^* Intercom 
\ • Laundry Facilities • Vending Machi 
•- StudyAreas 
• 24 Hr^Desk Service • TV in Lobby 
O-tf street Parking • Close to Campu! 
'Special' Meal Contractsfe 
Iti^fe^tlAyailable 'At Madison House 
Now drccepting fall '74 Contracts 
iM:] 
m 
for U.T. Men and Women 
HOUSING OFFICE 709 West 22nd St. 
478-989 H* 478-8914 
DEXTERHOUSE 
Come See - Come Live 
GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY $ $ 
•itr. 
Ative, happy and now recording for Capitbl Rei 
Hear their new album: 
m 
,P I re- -v 
per mo 
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Affinity charters and flights ex­
clusively for: , M'e-' -
The University of Texas 
students, faculty, staff 
and immediate familyt f 
^WTt ir Mf 
DallasBrussels 
«te 24 Days—$349* 
** June 9—July 2 
Capital Airways DC-8 
252 seats 
Dallaft/Brusscia/Parlp/Itolla* 
42 Days—$329* plus inter­
national departure tax m 
May 30—July 111 " ? 
Capital Airways DC-8 
*Pricesbased on prb rat 
share oOhe total 
cost. V»* t 
* 
 ̂ -{  ̂
» " ^ 
r/i !/] 
iVi Vtf* f 
May 22—August 21, $382+ 
May 25—July 12, $397+ ' 
June* 4—July 2, $453+ 
June 6—July 21, $468+ 
+$3 international departure 
tax 
IHoastoni 
lay 22—August 20, $462.60f| 
May 22—July 9, $462.60 
June 5—July 3, $541.60 
tadd $3 Departure Tax J 
SPECIAL INCLUSIVE TOUR CHARTER! 
IXC. Charters 
OPEN TO GENERAL PUBLIC 
June 3—June 18 
16 days 
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Essential 
(Editor's Note: this is 
the first In * three-part 
series en student 
polities and the power , 
of the student vote,) 
. £y SCOTT TAOUAIUNO 
Texan Staff Writer 
Candidates seeking 
positions in Student Govern­
ment can be short .of many 
things — political astuteness, 
time or even brains, but one 
thing they cannot be short of 
is money. §SJr 
The election code;5"' which' 
governs student elections,-
sets financial expenditure 
limits for all offices. These 
range from $150 to $790 for un­
affiliated candidates and $1% 
to $650 
didates. 
three-fourths of the election! 
To beat the high cost of run­
ning for public office, three 
groups of students formed 
parties or coalitions. Out of a 
maximum budget of $4,000, 
however. University Reform 
Coalition (URC) only spent1 
about $2,000. Students for a 
Liberated University (SLU) 
spent only $356.65, out of a 
maximum of $1,550, "and four 
Representative Party can-
didates combined spent only 
*|g3 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
candidates are not the only 
ones required to expend 
money to get student votes. 
University students have long 
for affiliated can~t.; been a force in state and local 
1 : politics. Two prime examples 
of the power of student vote 
summer -in 
Doggett's 
In the Student Government. 
election three weeks 'ago;^ -occurred last ; Austin Sen. "' more than $8,000 was spent by n„A t„ •«.» 
74 candidates in (;l\gir cam- canjpaign ant' l®st in the 
paiighs. j| f *• •£* as 
HIIU KH« 
; nuclear energy bond election. 
THIS AMOUNT may not 
seem outlandish by most stan­
dards, but it must be noted 
that almost 50 percent of that 
sum was spent by 13 presiden­
tial and vice-presidential can­
didates. These candidates 
spent, on the average, $373 
each vying for Student, 
Government's top two posts. 
The 10 senator at-large can­
didates spept a combined $1,-
335 in their campaigns, which, 
combined with the presiden­
tial and. vice-presidential 
total, shoWs that one-third of 
the total candidates paid for 
Doggett's expenditures 
were approximately $65,000, 
of which $10,000 to $12,000 was 
spent on getting the student 
vote. 
The usually anti "nuke" stu­
dent vote neared 10,000 on 
election day, proving almost 
fatal-to the pro "nuke" forces 
' which won by only 722 votes. 
Thus, in both instances; the 
student vote proved a viable 
force in elections, and 
although costly by some stan­
dards, well worth the time, ef­
fort and money to any local 
politician or issue. 
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E°£um#t",a,X ph#*®9r°phor Walker Evans advises a James Aaee to compose the Ihh4 "Lat Ui Nawlroiu 
l|n|Vei*itY photojournalism class Tuesday »o let "the Famous M«» wWe^epJt, the  ̂«?Afcib22 
street be your museum. Evnn» collaborated with writer sharecroppers in the early 1930s. 
: Citizen participation in 
Austin's park and ride 
program initiated Monday has 
been "a little bit less than 
what we expected," George 
Program Use Increasing 
onru a/itinrt Qoaiofatif JtwA/i : .1 .  ̂ *•- -Henry, acting assistant direc­
tor for transportation ser­
vices, saidTuesday. 
Henry reported 52 persons 
used the buses to get to work 
Tuesday morning, an increase 
over Monday's 3fr ridere. 
Henry said he feels ridership 
will increase as more people 
become familiar with the 
system. 
Another reason for the low 
ridership could be that per­
sons are waiting until* their 
ARBY'S ROAST BEEF 
SANDWICH SPECIAL 
Hot Roast Beat, alicad welar-thln, stacked i 
high on a toastad sasama seed bun. Halp' 
yoursalf to all you want, of Barbtfque Sauca, 
Hcirsaradith Sauca. Mustard and Katehup. 
20€ OFF ALL ARBYS 
*1 Snoppy SotvIm 
• MMMHII AtntMphm 
• Chan and Cahrful ' 
OFFER GOOD THRU MARCH 28 
1705 Guadalupe 472-1582 
5400 Burnet Rd. , 451-3760 
4411 W. Ben White' 892-2058 
ea. 
Light up her eyes with the gleam of sterling silver rings 
made of spoon handles from Gorham, International and 
Towle's most heautifiil and popular patterns. They can be 
made to fit anjr size so she. can hav# one for each finger. 
~ Silver, Austin Highland1 Mall. /. • "r 
wki& & FROM GORHAM 
La Scala Medici 
Recreation Committee 
TRIP! 
A 60 mile trip down/the Rio Grande starting 
tit St. Helena, Mexico. Leave: March 29, at 
4:30 p.m. Return: April 5. Price: $75 includes 
gas, canoe or kayak, paddles, life jacket, 
guide, and all food and drink. . 
, Sign up and information: Union Rtn. 342 
, March 26-28, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
monthly parking contracts ex­
pire to use the buses, Henry 
said. 
The buses leave the Fox 
Theater in North A&stin every 
15 minutes from 7 to 9 a.m. on 
weekdays, and stob at 23rd 
' and San Jacinto Streets, the^-p^ 
Capitol complex and down­
town Austin. On the return 
trip to the theater, riders can 
catch buses at the same boar­
ding locations between 4 and 6 





5308 BURNET ROAD 
OFFERS GUYS & DOLLS 




FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 
459-7904 i;" 
WHAT FAMOUS TR IO  
HOODWINKED THE COURTS, 
EMBARASSED AN EMPIRE, 
WHILE SWASHBUCKLING THEIR 
WAY TO FAME AND FORTUNES 
HINT: IT'S NOT HALDEMAN, 
ERUCHMAN, AND 
: , / , ; / /  .  .  M ITCHELL .  ^  ,  
>/SH3313)ISnW 33MH1 3H1» dO NOISH3A 
*L, M3N 3H1 S,ll :)I3MSNV 
c ^ a n t i l l y ' S t r a s b o u r g  B u t t e r c u p  
INTERNATIONAL 
Old Colonialip Grand Duchess Dufiarry 
Mandarin Old Master ' - • 
BETTER THAN ' 
CASH..JOSKES 
ENJOYMENT CARD: 
Apply lor your Joske 
account today for easy 
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m Foreign 
Groups 
T o M ee t 
* -MM 
!gse; 
% ¥ 1 5 
v*^n. organizational meeting 
for the International Student 
Organization, va proposed 
campuswide organization, 
will be held at 4 p.m. Wednes­
day in the - Academic Center 
Auditorium. 
The purpose of the meeting 
will be to ratify the constitu­
tion of the organization* 
, Kyungsun Sub, a University 
student .from Korea and a 
member of the Committee to 
; ^ the Constitution, said 
Tuesday. Membership is open 
:j to all foreign and American 
* University students. 
i The organization will con-
^ sist of a general assembly, 
where every member of the 
. organization will have a vote 
ran advisory board, where 
i each of the approximately 85 
•; countries* including the 
United States, represented a|| j 
the University will  have a-" 
.? vote; and standing com­
mittees for social, financial 
s and cultural functions. 
THE ORGANIZATION'S 
'• purpose is to help foreign 
students adjust to University 
: l i fe and overcome the 
"cultural shock" experienced 
. when entering a new society; 
Suh said. 
Alam Miran, University stu- ;: 
dent from Afganistan and a 
: member of the Committee to 
Draft the Constitution, said ; 
the organization-also will try f; 
to increase contacts and ^ 
cultural exchanges between 
foreign and American 
students. 
The organization "will be 
totally independent of the 
aistcatien/' 
Suh said.  He added the 
organization will not be in­
volved in politics. 
VEIKKO NUOTIO, a 
University Finnish student 
and constitution committee 
member,said foreign students 
need some sort  of cam­
puswide organization to repre­
sent them. He said the Univer­
sity's International Office 
provides technical informa­
tion about visas arid a foreign 
student's rights but does noty" 
handle follow-up social ad­
vising. "" . " * % 
Ruben Worrell, a University 
student from Panama and a 
tnember of the constitutional 
committee,  said foreign 
'.students can contribute in­
dividually to the community 
by going to different groups 
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Mrs. Rodi said. "Well, a 
T6 CStbbat Foid 
By ROBERT FULKERSON? E #nd 10 yards wide. • Apartments and the gardening 
Texan Staff Writer Brackenrige FUW'( began. 
» Married students have Laboratory once used th<£ *"«««•»« VAfl,r« 
t begun gardening behind plots td grow flowers for the' 
, Colorado and Brackenridge University. When the, ' • veM9' abuses 
WtApartments, tilling U>e river laboratory discontinued itg 
Y bottom soil to, grovr flower growing, 
. vegetables, get some exercise ty allowed mar 
i^imd beat the grocery price to plant gardens. „ , ,. 
problem. . The University ptowed th^"" can do everything wrong and 
"You work hard all day at land behind Colorado still come^up with a good 
school, and it's good to go t$ " 
the garden for some hard! 
physical exercise," Sue Rodife| 
Colorado Apartments, re^if^ 
dent, said. 
Rising food prices influenc^ 
ed Rosemary Bjorum's decipp 
sion to learn vegetable gro™®8^ 
crop" Joe wm. 
stty business major and 
former 4-H, Club member, 
said. 
While (dots are not limited 
in size, It is difficult for one 
% 
:ifj 
plot. They split cost, 1 
harvest,,. 
swwm silsw s H 
West enovation 
* "MY HUSBAND and I 
thought it would be a good 
idea, so we learned how,'* 
Mrs. Bjorum said. "It's % , 
good way to get to know your; 
neighbors, over a few beers" 
' down here gardening." * 
Residents of' Colorado 
Apartments have staked out 
Barring major weather problems, the West i 
Mall renovation project should be completed 
within three to four weeks, Mike Quinn, assis­
tant to the chancellor, said Tuesday. 
As specified in the contract between the 
University and Stokes Construction Co., the 
date of completion for the project should Those modifications, once they wen# ;; 
have been March 24. " through all the red tape and were officially^ 
"The reason we haven't finished yet is approved, cost us two months," Fisher said^fc 
because we'Ve had a shortage of materials Fisher seemed more optimistic, though, otY; 
*^hen the project will be completed. 
The original plans called for a 40-foot .<0*1 
tain and elimination of space for flowed™ 
planters, Following student protest in July$>| 
the plans were modified. 
and some bad weather.^' said Walter Fisher, 
approximately 28 plots and, instruction foreman for Stokes, 
are growing cucumbers, peas^ .^^ We've , had problems getting the stone 
spinach, radishes^ tomatoes^Tv^re laying along the walkways delivered to 
onions, beans, lettuce^: us," he explained. 
carrots, beets, cabbages^' , Construction on the controversial $279,000 
rutabagas and squash. Their ""' project began in the summer and since then 
gardens extend 150 yards lonf Changes tattie original plans delayed comple-
1 
"Unless University officials come up wit 
some new revisions, I'm hoping to have mjf 
crews off the mall by the end of the week," hef«~ 
n"f thi, 
All we're waiting on is one more delivery/!!, 
is stone and for the nurserymen to plantv < 
their trees and flowers," he added. 
! SANDWICH I SEMIN ARs 
1 y. * 
r%. Rosemary Bjorum works in her gfrden 
| If You Need Hfelp 
or * 
Just Someone Who Will Listens >":V 
1 Telephone .476-7073 
' At Any Time 
: The Telephone Counielinfl and Referral Service 
, „ future NOW 
2 Arica 
& 476-2281 
•"Should Professors Be 
|Required To Submit To 
Teaching Evaluations' 
* * *>;;<*** 
wmon 334 
« Wed., 12:00 noon 4 
4' Sponsored by Natural Science Council * 
m VEGET ARI Al 
Ifttt COOKING' 
COURSE « 
• Meln Di»he» ® 
week» - tfleMonr  ̂
- $20.00 - includes food (and feasts) 
Meet* Mon. and Wed. Evenings 7:30-9:30 
Lutheran Student Center • 2100 San Antonlc 
offered by University Y 
2330 Guadalupe (above Sommers Drug) - 472-9246 
Teuaht by Martha Shulmen • 441-2723; 
Call for Information 
CourM 8tarts March 26 • Come Hungry I 
PR, M. THOMAS STARKES 
will speak on 
WORLD RELIGIONS, CULTS, AND 
THE OCCULT 
tonight '"8:00 p.nft -t 7 
- Union Jr. Ballroom 
6,t. MORGAN TRAVEL IS 
ft i -vs when 
comes to 
ZtlC.fl: 
In fact ,  you might call us r> 
"match makers"... because we've sent 
many beautiful people to so many beautiful 
places for many years now. We can offer 
you the most desirable honeymoon spots on 
the map...HAWAII, MEXICO, BERMUDA, 
MIAMI BEACH, EUROPE;..you name it, 
we'll arrange it. Plus the most outstanding 
hotels and accommodations. In fact, 




















N<*w in our brand new location 
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1 By BOBBIE CRISWEIA?$|t The allegations were that 
' Texan Staff Writer ip three highinking officials m 
i of- the department were involved 
nquiry §H pi' 
The attorney general's 
fice is conducting an in­
vestigation into allegations; 
made by Dallas radio station 
WFAA concerning misuse of 
state funds by the State 
Department of Agriculture. 
WFAA repor ter  Dave 
Chester  ^brought  the  
allegations to the attention of 
Agriculture Commissioner 
John White Friday. White 
then referred the matter to 
Atty. Gen. John Hill, who 
began a full-scale investigaion 
Monday morning. 
SPECIAL ASSISTANT to 
the  a t torney genera l ,  J im 
Busalla, said Tuesday, three 
state lawyers and two court 
reporters are working at get­
ting statements from state 
employes to aid in piecing 
together times and dates to 
obtain facts involved in the 
case. • 
with improper use of state 
funds, employment and equip­
ment over the last two years. 
Chester  c la ims s ta te  
employes, on state time, using 
state equipment, built a patio 
and a ranch house at a private 
home and oil private land. 
"STATE MONEY, supplies 
and equipment were used to 
film a wedding of a daughter 
of a business associate, to 
print personal Christmas 
cards and to plant a private 
yard," Chester said. 
Chester said the department 
gave out state jobs, as favors 
to friends and business 
associates who had contacts 
with the department. 
Employes also allegedly 
disposed of state properties 
while on a department expedi­
tion to Mexico City, Chester 
. added. 
£ NEEDED i 
kg Uncle Sam look-alike and 25 extras, all; 
^ ages for television PSA's. Tryouts March -





CHESTER SAID he has 
been "compiling this informa­
tion for a long time. Some of 
the allegations occured a few 
months ago, some happened 
as far back as a couple of 
years ago." 
"We did not release the 
names when we broke the 
story on. WFAA to avoid possi­
ble libel," Chester said. 
"But Atty. Gen. Hill has in­
sured us that his office will 
conduct a serious investiga­
tion, turning all information 
over  to  the  proper  
authorities," he said. 
ii 
Chester  sa id  the  
agricultural department is 
"coverinig up as much as 
possible because the people 
guilty of the allegations know 
who they are." 
Bob Williams, assistant to 
Commissioner. White, said 
White  has  "denied the  
allegations because they are 
so vague and broad." 
Williams said, as of Tues­
day, three people have been 




' Py BOB ETNYRE "If you lost your renewal form; ybu'll 
If you haven't yet registered your multi- have to bring the. certificate of title and 
dented 1958 Chevy pickup, ectomorphic last year's license receipt, we'll furnish 
Cadillac, souped-up 750 Honda or paint- you with a copy for a 25-cent fee." 
peeled boat trailer, take a pair of comfor- Callaway added. 
^a. 
table tennis shoes and a Frito-laden sack 
lunch to the County Tax Office or substa­
tion when applying for 1974 license plates. 
"Unfortunately, many owners choose to 
wait until the last minute to buy their 
license plates when the lines are longer," 
R.W. Townsley, director with Motor Vehi­
cle Division of the Texas Highway Depart" 
ment, lamented Tuesday. 
Townsley noted that owners of autos, 
trucks, motorcycles and trailers must dis­
play 1974 license tags by 12:01 a.m. Tues­
day to avoid paying a penalty. 
Vernon Callaway, administrative assis­
tant to the director of motor vehicles, said 
the registration procedure is the same as 
last year. 
"Bring the renewal form we sent you in 
the mail and your payment to the County 
Tax Office or any one of the 40 substations 
round Austin," Callaway explained. 
County Tax Assessor-Collector Fritz.. 
Robinson said almost any bank, savings 
and loan,  Handy Andy,  Sears  or  
Montgomery Ward store will register 
automobiles and pickup trucks. 
"But motorcycles and trailers can only 
be registered at the Bank of Austin, Sears, 
any Lamar Savings Association branch of­
fice and of course, the tax office in the 
County Courthouse," Robinson said. 
The fees vary according to the weight of 
the vehicle.. 
Townsley reminded motorists that 
beginning in 1975, Texas will change over 
to a five-year license plate system. For 
each of the following four years, Texas 
drivers will purchase an adhesive sticker 
to place in one of the four corners of the 
license plate, Townsley said. 
The program is expected to save tax­
payers an estimated $10.5 million over a 
four-year period, he added. -
Terms 
• • 
City Councilman Jeff Fried­
man §poke Tuesday against 
Austin's public utility rebate 
system which he terms out­
moded for the city's present 
growth rate. 
At a sandwich seminar in 
the Union Building, Friedman 
said, "the city initiated the 
rebate system after World 
War II to encourage growth, 
but with today's growth rate 
130 percent above the nation's 
average,' we no longer need 
such an incentive." 
IN EXPLAINING how the 
rebate works, he said the 
developers put in sewer and 
water pipes and then go to the 
city and are asked to be repaid 
with interest. 
"Under this system the 
developers are getting paid 
Bluebonnet Celebration Blooms 
DINE WITH US 
thick; juicy 
STEAKS 
from $1.95 to $6.95 
Delicious Sourdough Homemade 
Bread, Tasty Salad Bar 
JOEY'S Sizzler 5 oz. Top Sirloin with large baked potato & trimmings 
*2.50 
1411 W. Ben White 
A crafts fair, boat races 
and a flea market will be in­
cluded in the 12th annual 
Highland Lakes Bluebonnet 
Trail to be held on two con-
* SHINER BEER NITE • 
Every Wednesday 6 p.m. - Midnight 







^ A.M. - MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY 
secutiye weekends, Saturday 
and Sunday and April 6 and 7. 
The bluebonnet trail will 
give photographers and flower 
lovers  a  chance td  see  
stretches of bluebonnets in the 





AND THE NEON ANGELS 
. TONIGHT THRU SATURDAY^ 
Serving your favorite Beer and Wine Coolers, 
Sangria, and 21 varieties of Pizzas 




Information on Demand 
1906 Pearl • Suite 201 
476-9292 
Austin, Texas 78705 
M-F' 11-6 • Sat. 12-3 
WE WILL ANSWER ANY ' 
QUESTION FOR ANYONE 
• AN* SUBJECT. LENGTH, «Vit 
OR AREA 
• THOUSANDS ON 'FILE AT 
2.50 PER PAGE 
• 3-DAY DELIVERY 
• STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
west, of Austin. 
"Bluebonnets may be found 
in profusion at many locations 
off the main roads, so we have 
ar ranged to  have each 
chamber of commerce open 
during the two weekends to 
make available local area 
maps showing the best places 
to see and photograph the 
state flower," said BeBe 
441M15T 
New Year's Eve Introduces 
Pitchers of Beer for $1.25 
All Week Long 
* Every Nighr is.. .*• 
Bagley, chairwoman for the 
events. 
"Also to give the visitor 
something to see and do along 
the  way,  we wi l l  have a  
Bluebonnet Art Festival in 
each community plus some 
special events such as a drag 
boat races at Kingsland April 
6 and 7," added Mrs. Bagley. 
In  addi t ion to  the  boat  
races ,  there  wi l l  be  a '  
Springfest and Flea market at 
Buchanan Dam Saturday ^nd 
Sunday.  This  wi l l  be  a  
German-s ty le  fes t ival  in­
c luding food,  music  and 
crafty. — • - • 
There also will be a bus tour 
of the LBJ Lake area April 6, 
leaving Austin at noon. 
For a map and brochure 
listing all events and points of 
interest along the route, write 
Bluebonnet, PO Box 1967, 
Austin, Texas, 78767. 
twice; first by the people who 
buy the homes and then by the -
city. The citizens are paying 
for the service three times; 
when they buy their homes, 
when they pay their monthly 
bills and when their taxes are 
raised for city services," the 
councilman said. 
Although most developers 
already add on an additional 
cost for utilities to the con­
sumer, most developers claim 
that if the city did not refund 
them they would have to 
charge the consumer an ad­
ditional $500 to pay for the 
pipes, Friedman explained. 
BUT THE COUNCILMAN 
said the additional $500 would 
be a minimal amount when 
spread over an average 30-
year mortgage. 
"The developers also claim 
the $500'charge would hurt the 
low-income group who could 
not  meet  the  monthly  
payments, but in the last two 
years only 8-10ths of 1 percent 
of the housing built in Austin 
has been low-cost housing, so 
they are claiming it would 
hurt a faction of people who 
aren't being provided for in 
the first place," he said. 
Friedman and Councilman 
Bob Binder have proposed 
el iminat ion of  the  rebate  
system which will be decided 
at 1:30 p.m. Thursday at an 
.open City Council hearing in 
the  Elect r ic  Bui ld ing 
Auditorium, 301 West Ave. 
AT A PREVIOUS hearing at 
which th^ refund contracts 
were passed, Friedman said 
90 percent of the citizens in 
a t tendence represented 
banks,. developers and men 
with real estate interests. 
"But  the  bui lders  and 
bankers  can ' t  oppose  the  
citizens any more," he said! 
V Resioutonr _«* 
N, 6 Dor .• 
•••••• 
Second Level, Dobie Mall 21 sr G Guadalupe 










1300 SPRING VALLEY ROAD\ _ 








TEQUILA N(GHT...Stil1 40' a shot 
Also Appearing Friday & Saturday 
707 Bee Caves Rd. 327-9016 
Tues.-Sat. March 26-March 30 
CLAUDE & the COYOTES 
Tues.-Sat. April 2-April 6 
ALLEN DAMRON 
Happy Hour 5-7 p.m. 441-3352 
APARTMENTS 
*7<uUa4,t' 
Armadillo World Hdqtrs. 
presents 
| ... TONIGHT 
JOE 
! MAMA 
. formerly Soul Unlimited 
BEVO'S 
i West Side Tap 
i Mixed Drinks 
i 24th and Rio Grande 
WHAT FAMOUS TRIO CUT 
CLASSES WITH A SWORD, 
SPOKE FLUENT FRENCH, 
COULD CHARM A HAREM, 
AND SOUNDS LIKE A 
CANDY BAR? 
HINT: IT'S NOT SHA NA NA 
„SV3313)ISnW 
33VH1 3H1„ JO NOISH3A 
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ON TH R STAGE 
525 V4 Barton 
Spring! Rd. 477-0357 
Afro American Culture Committee 
SANDWICH SEMINAR 
WITH 
MRS. EXALTON A. DELCO 
Candidate for State Office 
Wed., March 27 
12 Noon 
Union Star Room 
Pre-lease now for 
summer fun. 
DR. M. THOMAS STARKES 
will speak on 
WORLD RELIGIONS, CULTS, AND 
THE OCCULT 
tonight - 8:00 p.m. 




T w o  o n e  a c t  p l a y s  p r e s e n t e d  b y  t h e  I T  
K l t m i c  S t u d i e s  C e n t e r  w i t h  t h e  A i r o  
A m e r i c a n  f  
METHODIST STUDENT CENTER 
P
2434 Guadalupe _____ 
Tickets  Student  *1 t ien  A din  
i i l . tb le  . i t  the  ( 'o-Op.  Kavmund 's  l>ru^ |8 |  
Share a luxury apartment home 
for only $79.50, furnished, 
ALL BILLS PAID! 
Two students can share a luxurious, furnished 
1 bedroom, 1 bath apartment this summer... 
and, all the fun that goes with it. Enjoy such 
features as: 
. • Swimming pools with water volleyball courts 
• Luxurious clubhouse with wet bar 
• Free icemakers 
• Lush landscaping lor leisure sunbathing 
j» Plenty of closet and storage space 
• Ample parking facilities 
x on the thuttlebus route 
442-1449 e 1700 Burton Road 
a development of Jagger Associates 
ewe 
met~ 
EUGENE SLAVIN, ALEXANDRA NADAL, 





Coming FRI. & SAT. 
"The Godfathers Band'Vfrom San Antonio; 
Showtime 9:00 P.M. 
WINE, BEER, FOOD, SET-UPS 




FLi*ld»Me<fluav Heavyweight Bootsm 
ULOWA. • F&blAtvo -Vasque aG&ttbter! 
• "Raymonds" (Divertissements) 
• "Shostakovich Suite" m 
• Premiere of a new ballet 
Orchestrk Conducted 
by Stuart Sankey 
Municipal Auditorium 
April 5, 4 p.m. 
(Children'* matinee) 
25' tickets from PARD 
: April 6, 8 p.m. 
(reserved Matt) 
$2, $3, and $4.5Q 
Tickets at Kara-V«l, Lorelei, Shop in Denmark through April 
3, Hogg Aud. April 1-3, Highland Mall April 4. Municipal 
Awd. April 4-6 only. :; : • . -v 
Highest Quality Boots 
Rt By Experienced People 
|̂ Kole Earth 
.504 west 24th 478-1577 
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Deadline for reporting 
^credit earned by examination 
$ to the registrar is 5 p.m. April 
8. Petitions submitted to the 
' * Measurement and Evaluation 
Center (MEG) after , the 
deadline will be processed 
, after the second summer ses­
sion. 
•• Petitions are available at 
MEG, 2616 Wichita St., and at 
the General Information 
Booth in the -Main Building.-: 
MEC's mailing address is. 
PO Box 7246, Austin Texas, 
78712. 
Students who plain to 
graduate this semester should 
attach a note to that effect to 
their petitions. MEC will 
notify their degree checkers 
who need the information 




The Women's Affairs Com­
mittee and the Women's Law 
Caucus will present Isabel 
Welsh Pritchard at a multi­
media show and discussion at 
noon Friday in Union Building 
334. 
Ms. Pritchard, a law stu­
dent at the University of 
California at Berkeley, will 
discuss "This History of the 
Political Taboos of 
Menstruation." 
Admission will be 50 cents 
Premed Program 
The University of Texas 
Medical Branch at Galveston 
will present Raymond 
Fuentes at 8 p.m. Thursday in 
Union Building 325. He will 
offer information on the 1974 
Summer BKuchment 
Program especially aimed at 
black and chicano premed 
students. 
"S^AINT- Plans -
American Indians Now Tex-
ans (AINT) will meet at 7:30 
p.m. Wednesday at 2604 W. 
Eighth St. to discuss plans for 
bringing urban and reserva­
tion Indian leaders to campus. 
The action is part of a plann­
ed request to the administra­
tion tb hire native American 
staff and faculty members, 
Plans to meet with officials 
of the Texas Memorial 
Museum and leaders of 
businesses dealing with fadian 






III NMOHIOMOOO MHTMO for 
Zbne 10 will meet from 7 to TO 
p.m. Wednesday at Popham 
Elementary, Oel Valle. 
ANNOUNCf MINTS 
MSHOP PATRICK HONS of San Antonio will 
say a mass at 12:45 p.m. Wednesday 
at the Catholic Student Center, 2010 
University Ave. 
CtUSTt MtCUUAN, hornlst, will perform 
her master's thesis recital at 8 p.m. 
.Thursday in the Old Music Building 
Recital Hall. She wl,ll perform 
Eugene Boiza's "En Foret," Carl 
Nielson's "Canto Ser.loso" and 
Brahams; "Trio in E-Flat, Op. 40, 
for Violin, Horn and Piano." 
DEAN'S HNI ARTS COUNCIL is accepting 
self-nominations for membership 
through Friday at the dean's office 
In Battle Hall. Five -students from 
each of the music, drama and art 
departments will be elected after 
spring break. -
47TH ANNUAL TEXAS RELAYS will sponsor a 
special 440-yard relay for any 
University students who-wish to 
ent^r. There will be separate 
divisions for men and women. 
Competition will be between in­
dependent group and campus 
organization teai^s. The relays will 
be run April 13 and preliminaries 
° will be held April 10 In Memorial 
Stadium. Applications are available 
In Bellmont Hall 220P. Application 
deadline is Friday. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORGANIZATION 
will hold a general assembly at 4 
p.m. Wednesday In Academic 
Center 21 to establish the organlza-
P^jtlon and to elect a student reprtsen-
^y'tatlve from each country^ For 
! ' 'further information call 454-4060. . 
RASSl will present a discussion of study 
* ; »reading at noon Wednesday in Jester 
A332. Pre-enrollment is not re-
*•* quired; RASSL will present a dlscus-
' slqn oiftSrm papers at 3 p.m. 
' Wednesday In Jester A332. Pre-
enhjllmeht is not required. 
SCHOOL Of ARCHITECTURE will mark the 
recent death of Louis I. Kahn, 
architect, with a slide and 
'-i. photograph showing all day Wednes­
day in the Jury Room of the 
Architecture Building. .Tapes of 
Kahn speaking to students also will 
be played. 
UNION ARTS AND THEATER COMMITTEE Will  • ,  
sponsor two documentary films, 
"The River" and "The War Game," 
• t; i at 7 and B:30 p.m. Wednesday in the 
Union Theater. 
UNION MUSICAL EVENTS COMMITTER will 
sponsor a patio dinner from 5 to*7 
p.m. Wednesday on the Union Patio. 
UNIVERSITY Of TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH -a*. 
.. San Antonio will present Dr> Arthur 
E. Grant, chairman of the physical 
" medicine and rehabilitation depart-
ment, at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the 
third floor conference room of the 
Student Health Center. He will dls-
' cuss electromyography in a public 
lecture. " 
MHTINOS 
MENTAL PATIENTS MIRATION PROJKT will 
meet at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday In 
. Union Building 22) for a general 
meeting.. 
PHANTOM WRITERS will meet at noon 
Wednesday In Parlin Hall S to read 
and discuss original works. The 
meeting is sponsored by Humanities 
Council and Union Ideas and Issues 
Committee. 
UNIVERSITY SPEAKEASY CUIB will meet at 7 
p.m. Wednesday at the Piua tan, 
3000 Duval St. The meeting is open to 
the public. 
UNIVERSITY "Y" STUDENT LIADERSHIP 
BOARD will meet at noon Wednesday 
in the University "Y," 2330 
Guadalupe St., to discuss 
"Institutional Racism." Rudy Gar­
za, from ethnic services In the dean 
of students office, will speak. 
SEMINARS 
AFRO-AMERICAN CULTURE COMMITTEE Will  
hold a* sandwich seminar at noon 
Wednesday in the Union Building 
Star Room. Mrs. Exatton A. Delco, 
candidate for state office, will be the 
guest speaker. 
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will hold an Infor­
mal seminar at noon Wednesday at 
2204 San Antonio St. Dr. Tommy 
Starkes will speak on "The Occult." 
EXTRAGAtACTIC ASTRONOMY SEMINAR will 
present er. G. De VaOcouleurs, 
professor of astronomy, at 2.p.m. 
• v.! j.- v .v: '• r: 
Wednesday In Robert Lee Moore 
Hall 15.216B. He will speak on 
"Fabry — Perot I mafic-Tube 
imerferometry of Galaxies: First 
' .4,', Results from McDonald Ob»er-
. vatory." „ •. 
PIOPUS' COMMISSION ON CRITICAL CHOtCtS 






AFL-CIO has endorsed five 
candidates seeking county and 
BuT,d,Tutydilcu»n.c<iionHs0goii Positions in the spring 
Nelson Rockefeller, head of Ihe^.SlWUOn. ... 
Commission on Critical Choices lor JjJ '-'J' 
Americans, In nalional issues 'Krf'" ' .'"Mf 
PHYSICS DEPARTMINT will hold a ^ 
statistical mechanics seminar at -IM' 
fffk :p.m; Wednesday In Robert Lee 
; Moore Hall 5.118, Prof. Ilya 
Prigoglne will speak on "Entropy, 
v.,-: Dynamics qnd Quantum Theory." 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT will hold A physics 
colloquium at 4 p.m. Wednesday in 
Robert Lee Moore Hall 4.102. Dr. 
Lowell M. Bollinger, Argonne 
«:\5 National Laboratory, will speak on 
"Technology of a Super-Conducting 
Llnac for Heavy Ion Acceleration." 
SANDWICH SEMINAR will be held at noon 
Wednesday In the Art Building 
v:t Museum garden patio. The subiect 
will be "Methods and Means of Stu-
,. dent Participation in Faculty Selec-
' tlon." 
UNION ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTH will 
tiold a sandwich seminar at noon . 
Wednesday In Union Building 104. 
Brent Austln wlli speak on 
"Investing in Stocks and Bonds." 
Lunch will be available at nominal 
cost, 
Watergate Two 
Look in *Deep' 
. By Zodiac News Service 
Washington Post award-
winning reporters Bob 
Woodward and Carl Bernstein 
relied on a super-secret White 
House source who literally 
.feared for his life when many • 
•of the news leaks in. the' 
Watergate case were publish­
ed. 
According to their new 
book, "All The President's 
Men," scheduled for release 
in May, only Woodward knew 
who the secret contact was i-
and the contact always used a 
code-name. The code-name of 
the high-placed spy? "Deep 
throat." 





Save Roger's Van 
Friday Afternoon 




HAPPY EVJUKXUNE ADMI ED FREE TONITE 
Pitcher Highbol! 
j ROCK 'N ROLL BY 
APPLE JACK 
NO COVER MON.-THURS. 





ALVIN CROW & The Neon Angels 
GREEZY WHEELS 




RAY WYLIE HUBBARD 
H 
April 6 & 7 Nacogdoches, Tex. 
Tickets Available At: f 
OAT WILLIES , , | . 
1610 San Antonio 
SUNSHINE RECORDS 
2622 Guadalupe ^ 





} IS JACQUES TATI'S 
} MOST BRILLIANT FILM. 
* A bracing reminder that films 
* can occasionally achieve the status 





























TATI IS A MASTER. 
DAZZLING COMEDY." 
—Judith Crist, New York Magazine 
IM 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
March 29 - 30 ^ 
Cinema 40 
A film by 
Jacques Tali 
7:30 & 9:30 
. Jester Aud. 
w $1. 00 
U Candidates endorsed by the 
group are tarry Bales for 
U.S. representative from the 
10th Congressional District; 
Gonzalo Barrientos for the 
Texas House, Place 4; 
Wilhelmina Delco for the 
House, Place 1; Sarah Wed-
dington for the House, Place 2, 




didate for state represen­
tative, Place 4, said in a press 
conference Tuesday that if 
elected, he is prepared to in­
troduce strong bills to limit 
campaign contributions and 
spending, "so that the monied 
interests -tan no longer 
legiJyiPle peoplfcy. ':il 
Citing a variety of scandals; 
involving both >state and 
national officeholders, 
Barrientos said, "As the cost 
of campaigns rises it becomes 
increasingly possible for the 
very rich to purchase state 
representative, a speaker of" 
the House, or a vice*, 
president." > - , 
"The high price tag on 
elected office," Barrientos 
continued, "has all too often 
made a person's ability to 
raise'large sums of money, 
rather than his willingness to 
serve, the decisive factor in 
determining whether or not he 
will seek office." 
Barrientos stated two 
reasons for the skyrocketing 
cost of campaigns. First, 
"candidates have spent 
money needlessly in an effort 
to insure that their opponents 
do not outspend them." And 
second, there has been a rise 
; in the number of candidates 
"Miose only qualification is 
unlimited financial resources 
and a photogenic smile." ~ t 
* Barrientos stated his belief 
that small individual con­
tributors are essential to the 
democratic political process. 
"Citizens should be allowed 
to contribute," he said, "but I 
am against the single special 
interest that gives large sums 
with an obligation attached." 
Barrientos presented av 
three-part plan for limiting 




directed by Mack Sennett 
The first feature4ength comedy 
in which Charlie Chaplin appeared. 
Live organ music by Dick Price 
Tonight! 




A Service cf the Department of Radlo/Televi»ion/FHm 
conributions, specifically 
recommending that: 
1) All major campaign ex­
penditures be channeled 
through a single campaign ac­
count administered by an in­
dependent commission. \ 
2) Single contributors be 
limited to $1,000, and that a 
candidate and his family be 
limited to 20 percent of the 
total campaign expenditure 
ceiling. 
3) A-spending limit of $20,-






Arts and Theatre Committee 
THE WAR GAME 
"It may be the most important film ever made. 
We are always being told that a work of art 
cannot change the course of history. I think 
this one might, Xt should be screened 
everywhere on earth." •/ "... - ' . 
-Kenneth Tynan, London Observer 
Academy Award For Best Documentary, 
1960 
Directed by Peter Watkins 
A BBC Production 

















J MOVIE, The density of the wit the J 
J gracefulness of the visual gags that J 
J flow one into another, non-stop, in a J 
J manner that only Tati now masters." J 




"JACQUES T ATI'S } 
'PLAYTIME' IS TO BE * 
CHERISHED. TATI IS * 
.ONE OF THE FUNNIEST * 
'MEN IN THE WORLD." * 




























.. .Choose a Special 
iHOPNO. 1 
Our very first 
This store still retains 
its original charm— 
a snug shop just large 
enough to seat 20 
friendly people, which 
probably explains the 
cozy atmosphere. 
Convenient to the east 










crammed full of three 
meats and two 
cheeses, plus a serving 
of our own homemade 
potato salad, plus any 
fountain drink of your 
choice. Regular $1.35 
value—only 99$. No 
coupon needed—just 
ask for the Submarine 
Special. Offer good 
through April 26,1974, 
at shop No. 1 only. 
SHOP NQ. 2 
This outlet opened 
just three months after 
our first shop. A little 
larger-—but still main­
tains the small friendly 
atmosphere. Located 
on the drag—it& 
convenient to the 
Communication School 
Complex and the 
north part of campus. 








Our most popular 
sandwich! We cut the 
turkey very thin and 
pile it high. Served with 
our own homemade 
potato salad and any 
fountain drink of your 
choice. A regular $1.40 
^value—only 99$. No 
coupon needed—just 
ask for the Turkey 
Special. Offer good 
through April 26, 1974, 
at shop No. 2 only., 
SHOP NO. 3 
The largest Sam- 7 
Witch shop! Designed 
and built to serve you 
quickly in a pleasant 
atmosphere-—a unique 
indoor sidewalk cafe 
inside Dobie Mall. 
SPECIAL 
Ruben or Pastrami 
Soup or Potato Salad 
Fountain Drink or Beer 
$1.50 
This special is 
offered to solve the 
afternoon and evening 
meal search. Offer 
good at shop No. 3 in 
Dobie only from 4 pm 
till 9 pm. Your choice 
of a hot Ruben or 
Pastrami sandwich! 
Served with your choice 
of soup or potato salad 
and a drink of your 
choice, including beer! 
A regular $1.95 value 
only $1.50. Offer good 




—only 25$ a glass 
from 3 pm till 6 pm 
daily. . 
Shop No. 1-2821 San Jacinto 
Shop No. 2— 2604 Guadalupe s 
Shop No. .3-7:,Dobie Mall 
the SanWltcli shops 
•Hi. 
'0i* * 11^ mmmm 
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Austin To Host Ballet 
§M 
m 
* ,  
*5 
The annual spring perfor­
mance of the Austin Civic 
Ballet'has been set for April 5 
and 6  in  Munic ipa l  
Auditorium. Austin Civic 
Ballet co-directors Eugene 
.Slavin and Alexandra Nadal 
Slavin have planned another 
varied program for the grow­
ing number of dance devotees. 
As their classical offering; 
the Slavins have recreated the 
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo 
versibn of "Raymonda" — 
(Divertissements)., Lavishly 
costumed, this ballet includes 
the Hungarian-style Czairdas 
and a pas de dix for five 
couples. The Slavins will be 
featured dancers in the pas de 
l?V Kobe] 
dix. 
Making his first dance 
appearance since his recovery 
from broken ribs, Eugene 
Slavin is a former principal 
dancer of the Royal Winnipeg 
Ballet of Canada and the 
Ballet Russe de Monte Carto. 
Ms. Slavin, whose polished 
technique as a ballerina is 
now known locally through 
her previous appearances 
with Austin Civic Ballet, was 
formerly the principal dancer 
of the Royal Winnipeg pallet 
of Canada and also danced 
with the Ballet Russe and 
American Ballet Theatre. 
The demicharacter ballet. 
' 'Shostakovich  Sui te"  
THEATRES 
P A R A M O U N T  
1 -i C ONGRF^ A v 
smm 
; $1.50 til ,6 p.m. 
After 6 $2.50 child $1.00 
Features 2-4-6-8-10 
BUTCH AND THE KID ARE BACK 
—JUST FOR FUN— 
"BUTCH CASSIDY 
AND THE SUNDANCE KID" 
; PAUL . ROBERT 
NEWMAN * > REDFO'RD 
S  T A T  E  
1 9 C ON C, R S S A'. 





ELLIOTT GOULD • ROBERT BLAKE 
VARSITY 
."'JOG GUADALLPL STRF.t'T 
FANTASTIC 
WEEK! 






2 1 30 SO CONGRESS AVE 
HOWARD MWW 
TKCHNICOLOR* 
A Paramount J 
$1.00 til 7:00 pan. 
CONQUEROR • *40-10:00 
PILOT * MO 
. , SUPER WAYNIB 
KOW»»D HUOMI5 





ll,:ur- OVER REDUCED PRICES TIL 6:15 














EDWARD BJNNS • JSSZZZLARRYMcMURTRY-""STEPHEN FRIEDMAN 
.S8>€YtlMI ^ 'Rj —_rrr~—c 
TRANS* TEXAS 




THE LAST DKTA1L 
m ncaowi FIK . i m ta*i«n rtitxt f=i 
OPEN 1:45 
$1.50 til 6 p.m. 
Fea. 2-4-6-8-10 
NOMINATED FOR 
3 ACADEMY AWARDS INCLUDING 
BEST ACTOR 
LAST DAY 
"ALL THE WAY BOYS" 
OPEN 5:45 $1.00 til 6 p.m: 
1423 w Ben Mute BM).-U2 Z333 Feature* 6-8-10 RATED G 
• I CAM9 
i mi 




iypu II not forget them. 
TECHNICOLOR® From Warner Bros. A Kinney Leisure Servi 
TRANS* TEXAS 
WMLWTUTE/N 
OPB4 7:15 FEA. 8:15 
$1.00 til SHOWTIME 
16*00 BurMt Road - 4SS-033 UVE AT 8:15 & 12:30 
GHARRY SAUB&i, 
ROGER „ JAMES 
MOORE BOnD 
7^ IAN FLEMING'S''' i 
UVE AND LET DIE 
PLUS AT 10:45 ONLY 
"THE 
choreographed for Austin 
Civic Ballet last year by 
Slavin, will appear on the 
program. Largely a lively 
story of fun and flirtation, this : 
ballet is' as favorite of the 
dancers. 
-A n'ew ballet set to 
Arensky's "Variations on a 
Theme by Tchaikowsky" will 
complete the program. Music 
for the performances will be 
conducted by Stuart Sankey of 
the  Aust in  Symphony 
Orchestra. * 
A special matinee is set for 
4 p.m. April 5 with admission 
25 cents for children and 50 
cents for adults. 
Austin Parks and Recrea­
tion Department will handle 
the sales of these tickets. 
tickets for the reserved 
seat performance at 8 p.m. 
April 6 will cost $2, $3 and 
$4.50. 
Tickets will be available at 
a l l  Kara-Vel  s tores ,  the  
Lorelei and Shop in Denmark 
through April 3. 
Tickets will be available at 
Hogg  Audi tor ium Apri l  1  
through 3 and at Highland 
Mall on April. 4. All remaining 
tickets will be on sale at 








Johnny Cash, along with June Carter Cash,'" The next yearhe produced the song that li) 
ill appeal1 in concert-for one-perfoimance a^- -years later became the turning point in his. 
p.m. Sunday at Municipal Auditorium. , jife, "Folsom Prison Blues." -f 
.Known as  "America ' s  S ing ing  Story  In  1956  the  song  that  i s  s t i l l  < h i s  b igges t  
Teller," Cash has entertained millions ever ",s "seller and theme song, "I Walk the Line" hit 
the top of the country and pop music charts. 
>The album of the same name is one of the six 
'jgold albums he possesses. 
June Carter Cash, originally gaining fame 
as part of the singing Carter Family, went on 
to become both a soloist and comedienne, 
spending some years in New York before 
_ marrying Johnny Cash in 1968. , 
sPS> 
the last 17 years with his down-to-earth 
ballads. He has performed in various prisons 
throughout the" United States, brightening the 
lives of inmates with lyrics such as "A,Boy 
Named Sue." ' 
Although he was an adult when he started 
to play guitar, Cash has been singing and 
writing poetry since he was 5 years old. One 
of seven children born to Ray and Carrie 
Cash in Kingsland, Ark. he gretyup around 
the piano.: Onty Tommy, the youngest in the 
family, also is an entertainer. 
In 1955, Cash cut his first record for Sun 
Records in Memphis — a two-sided hit called 
"Cry, Cry, Cry" and "Hey, Porter." 
She has since become the undisputed First 
Lady of the country music industry. 
Along with John Carter Cash, the first son 
born to the Cashes in March of 1970, June is 
always at her husbands side on the road, in 
recording studios, on film and on the stage. 
Carolyn Hubner in ̂ Shostakovich Suite' 
reduced PRICES 
TIL 6 P.M 
MON thru SAT 1500 S. PLEASANT VALLEY RD ... .... 
JUST OFF EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 4<t4"iZZ2 
5 ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS 
Academy Award Nominations 
HELD 
$1.00 













5:15 § BARBARA STREISAND 
BUTCH CASSIDY AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID 
& 
Panaviston* • Color by Deluxe* 
NBC Double Feature Night 
at the Movies will present two 
90-minute dramas, "The 
Rockford Files" and "A Tree 
Grows in Brooklyn." In the 
first presentation, James 
Garner stars as the head of an 
agency which investigates 
cases that are "closed" by the 
policS." 
- Cliff Robertson and Diane 
Baker star in "A Tree Grows 
in Brooklyn," story of a fami­
ly fighting poverty and 
alcohol., 
Wednesday Theater in 
America will feature the story 
of the highly publicized trial 
and imprisonment for 





ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING 
.from 2.25 up ^ 










fun of HI 
Probably the most entertaining Western ever mack ! 
FG ruBffu otmuta suggct^ 4 *«" ilWK »n Ml K wnaWt" l«c »(t mMHH 
1 IN 
RAUL NEWMAN • ROBER] 
KATHARINE RO 
"BIJKH CASSIDY AMD THE SUNDANCE KID' 
Color by DeLuxe* .... [ Hear BURT BACHARACH'S "Raindrops Keep Fallin' On My Head" as sung bv B. J. Thomas 
- A George.hoy Hill-Raul Monash Production .» ; 
Co-Starring STROTHER MARTIN • JEFF COREY • HENRY JONES • Executive Producer PAUL MONASH 
NOW SHOWING AT THE FOLLOWING THEATRES , 
• FEATURE TIMES '' 
2-4-6-8-10 IJI.I lulling—i 
CO-FiATURt AT DKIVi IN'S-ONLY ™" 





7 p.m. Tr.'-. 
7 Sonny and Cher 
9 Washington Connection 
24 The Cowboys 
36 Double Feature Night at the 
AAovPes: "The Rockford Files" and 
"A Tree Grows in Brooklyn" 
7:30 p.m. 
79 Theater in America: "Feasting 
«?* m'* • 
With Panthers" * ; . 
24 Movie: "Fehiale.Artillery" • 
9 p.m. •• 
7 Kojak 
9.Open Mind 
24 Doc Elliot 
10 p.m. 
7, 24, 36 News 
9 Insight 
10:30 p.m. 
7 Movie: "The Jerusalem File" 
9 Firing Line 
24 Wide World of Entertainment; 
"Paramount Presents" 
36 Tonight Show 
Kiddie Shows Called Sexist 
By Zodiac News Service 
An Emtj'ry University 
sociologist says that the car­
toon shows showir every 
Saturday morning on TV are 
sexist. 
Richard Levinson says that 
he has made a careful study of 
the characters depicted on the 
Saturday kiddie cartoon 
shows, and has found that men 
outnumber women at least 
four to one in most cartoons. 
Not only are there more 
men, say Levinson, but the 
women who are shown usually 
do not work, and a number of 
them are characterized as 
witches. Levinson charges 
that TV cartoons are bombar-
d ing  ch i ldren  wi th  a  
s tereotyped  image  of  
woman's role in society and, 
that they are programing yet 
another generation of children 




TIL V. 30 P.M. 







Ipom the people who gave you "The Jazz Singer" 




BEST PICTURE - BEST ACTOR - w PAUL / ROBEKT . 
LEWMAN/REDFORD] 
ROBERT SHAW 
A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM 
"THE STING" M 
12:00-2:20-4:40-7:00-9:20 "• 
$1.00 til 1:30 EXCEPT "Exorcist" 
HIGHLAND MALL 
OFf IH 35at HIWAY 2^ 
t ? NOMINATED FOR 








NO CHILDREN UNDER 12 ADMITTED 
SEATS NOT RESERVED 
THE 
NO PASSES 






VILLAGE CINEMA FOUR 
451-8352 2700 WEST ANDERSON LANE 
CheLegend of Boggy 
Creeh 
>EE IT AQAIN AND AGAIN 
VHMJOlSHErS 









Jaramount Pictures presents"the refurr 









HSS1, IRI THE CULPEPPER CATTLE COMPANY SOUTH SIDE 710 I B«n Whrt 
444 12<?6 




Music Adds .life 
Priccf synchronize* music to film. 
(Editor's Note? Canton ana 
^ Dawn Spiyey, who prepared this 
column, are local astrologers 
specializing In natal charts, per­
sonal Interviews, 'analysis and 
astrology classes.) 
AMES: You become sensitive to yoiir Im­
age as personal public relations de­
mand It. 
TAURUS: Success Is indicated regarding 
your relationships with women 
Your moods will be fast-paced to­
day. 
GCMINI: Bright, shiny objects attract 
your attention. Don't settle tor se­
cond <best! 
CANCH: The family may feel you'take 
too many chances and will probably 
say so. 
TWIN I;.H7 IIY1-HI TWAfi 
SHOWTOWN U.S.A 
f-omttron BH ,-?t IP"! 
836-858 
IfO: The roles you assume may" make 
you appear ridiculous. Your ego 
could shun communication. 
VIROO: You probably relate welj with 
children just now and discover new 
things. 
UMA: Job chances or indecision in con­
nection with work is setting your 
moods. 
SCOmO: You're probably tempted to lie 
back and relax and let others deal 
with events. 
SAOITTAMUS: You may be moved to save 
for the future or accumulate 
material and Experience. 
CAPRICORN: Come down to earth and ac­
tually communicate Instead of 
merely relating ideas and ex­
periences abstractly. 
AQUARIUS: You are in touch with the peo­
ple. Use it as a reflection of your own 
identifications. 
fISCSS:.Loyalty Is a quality you seek to­
day — learn how to express It to at-
By WILLIAM A. STONE JR. 
Texan Staff Writer 
|jpS Moviegoers who have ever 
ISat through a silent film urn 
. supplemented by. subsequent-
- ly-added music will heartily 
appreciate a man like Dick 
Price, j 
^ - "Die reason? Simply this: 
Pric^has generously offered 
to assemble and perform a 
musioal score for the silent 
films distributed on campus 
by CinemaTexas. 
PP ACTUALLY, Price has been 
'doing just that for about a 
year now, but those who have , 
never had the opportunity to 
enjoy his talents will be able 
to do so at 7 and 9 p.m. 
Wednesday in Jester-
Auditorium. Price will be 
there, with the organ provided 
him by the Department of 
Music, and he will furnish 
background music for  
"Til l ie 's  Punctured 
Romance,"  (1914),  a  f i lm 
which helped to establish 
Charles Chaplin as one of 
lerfca's leading comedians." 
rice, a teaching assistant 
in the English department 
working, oh his Ph D disserta­
tion, became involved in this 
unique musical avocation last 
year when he sat through a 
silent flick. 
Says Price: "The more I 
thought about it, the angrier I 
got. Even the early movies of 
1898 had suggestions of a 
musical-score." 
SOME silent movies, such 
as D.W. Griffith's "Birth of a 
Nation," (1914), had musical 
scoring written for them fct 
the time of their produc-
. tion—scores, of course, which 
were unusable before the ad­
vent of sound in films. 
^ -Why -woyjd a film maker 
compose a score for a silent 
film? "Because," explains 
historically accurate. That is, 
Price-jwiU not use any music 
Price, "he realized that avC:unless" it had already been 
musician can add to the reali-,, written before the film was 
ty of the film1 with his music,' J made. 
bringing the audience along SAYS PfttCE: "1 think a . 
the proper mood and enhan- ' college audience ought to have 
cing the movie's chances for as close to the original as it's , 
successful communication r humanly possible to get.'^; 
with the audience." ^ For a love scene, 
Obviously, these early^might use a passage from the, 
however, gives his 
audience their money's worth 
and provides music from 
beginning to end. Although he 
does have some notes in front 
of him, Price plays largely 
from memory." t. 
"It's an art to be able to 
movie makers hoped their1 
scores would be used when 
sound films were developed, 
and Price has taken advan­
tage of their  effort  and '  
forethought. 
$ But not all silent films have 
scores, and for,those which do 
not, Price must assemble (or 
create) one himself. 
SUCH a formidable task 
would dwarf the talents of 
some musicians but not Price. 
He simply uses what he calls 
an "intellectual discipline" in 
putting together the finished 
musical backgrounding. 
"First, I preview the film 
and take detailed typewritten 
notes describing what  
happens in each scene. Then I 
go hpme and select from my / 
own, musical library a reper­
toire of  sounds and tunes to f i t  
each scene," explains Price. 
Such a process usually takes 
him about six full hours, 
largely because Price im­
poses a strict restraint on the 
music he selects: it must be 
opera "Sampson and Deliah." 
For a woman's scream, he 
might  play the shri l lest  
• sounds he can produce on the 
organ. In fact, Price might 
play ANYTHING, as long as it 
fits the period of the film. 
. This can be a problem, 
however. Admits Price: "I 
might want very much to use, 
for  instance, ,  a  song l ike 
"Eleanor Rlgby" for a scene 
in a film made in 1914, but I 
couldn't. I'd have to try and 
find something else to use — 
or maybe write something 
myself." 
For some movies, Price has 
composed nearly half the 
score himself. 
ANOTHER RULE which 
Price places upon himself is a 
demanding one: he plays con­
tinuously, throughout the en­
tire film. .This is something 
not even modern-day motion 
pictures offer. Usually, in 
modern films, music is used 
sparingly to accentuate the 
more emotional scenes. 
t-01, match music with thp psy­
chology of the film," explains 
Price. "It's an art that is 
: much like silent film acting." 
So, Price watches the 
screen as he plays, and. is 
therein able .to translate 
emotions, looks, nuances and 
actions into his own musical 
style. For Price, the entire ex­
perience is something of a 
"live performance," and his 
efforts often win him applause 
from a delighted audience. 
PRICE plans to teach 
English once he has received 
his Ph.D, but be has not 
always wanted a career in 
English.  A nat ive of 
Baltimore, Md., Price entered 
Ohio's Berlin College as a 
music major in 1955. 
Soon, however, he realized 
that his "technique wasn't 
good enough." 
"My interests then shifted 
sl ightly from music to 
English, . (specifically, 18th 
Century drama). But music 
very definitely remained a 
part of my life," says Price. 
BY 1970, Price had become 
an assistant professor of 
English at Madison College in 
Harrisonburg, Va. But he was 
also somewhat of *n authority 
on music in and around the 
1920s era; He even had his own 
racHo pr&gram, whidh he used 
to play and talk about songs of 
the period. 
Shortly after that, Price 
decided to come to the 
University to work on hi$ doc­
torate. Why did he choose UT? . 
"Because," explains Price, 
"it has an excellent English 
department. 'Besides, they 
accepted me," he adds with a 
dry,  understated humor,  
characteristic of the highly in­
tel l igent ,  extremely ar­
ticulate Price. 
NOW THAT the school year 
is drawing to a close, how 
does Price feel about his 
musical accomplishments? 
' 'It's been extremely rewar­
ding,!' says Price, "I love it. 
Moreover, I'm better now 
than I was when I began." ' 
Furthermore,  Price 
definitely plans to continue 
assembling and creat ing 
musical scores for silent films 
distributed on campus next 
fall. And as more and more 
people become familiar with 
his talent. Price may well 
become something of a  
. celebrity. : 
That is. if he isn't already. 
/•^'For thos£ who want to hear 
- him speak About his woricj 
Price is scheduled to be inter­
viewed at noon Wednesday on 
the Carolyn Jackson show, 
(channel  7) . ,  ,  .  
&$||UT to really see Price do-j, 
ing what he does best; see him 
perform Wednesday night in 
Jester Auditorium. It should 
be an evening as memorable 
as it-is enjoyable ~ something 
a result of the fact that a man 
like Price cared enough to get 
involved * * v 
M 
lift U.S. Compter 
Disambiguate* 
By Zodiac News Service 
The U.S. Air Force hak * 
developed cqmputer  ,  
prog rams which ena b 1 e  
machines to t ranslate 
manuals from one language to 
another. 
The process is known, not as 
"translating,'' but as "disam-' 
biguating" — and computers, ? 
once programed, are highly ; 
efficient at it. As an example, 
a computer can "disam- v 
biguate" up to 300,000 words as 
per hour — many timtes faster 
than the best  human -
translators can do. e 




710 E Ben White 
444-2Z96 
BOX OFFICE OPEN 7:15 
SHOW STARTS DUSK 
ACROSS THE CHINA SEA 
TO THE LAND OF 
JAMES IGLEHART 
SHIRLEY WASHINGTON 





4514m tnt war >mwsow uhi 
Twin 
44l$669 1^50'EASTRlVF.ftSJDE DRIVK 
I haverfr hod such a good time 
of o new movie in years." 
RiVERsibE fVlN CINEMA 
1930 EAST RIVERSIDE DRIVE 441-5689 
[Relax, clutch the seat and be sure to 
see it from the beginning!" 
-Gene Shalit. NBC-TV 
TREVOR HOWARD - LIV ULIMAN 
MAX VON SYD0W 
1:30-3:30-5:30-7:30-9:30 
\\ 





















01973_W>lt Disney Production! 
CO-HIT 
Walt Disney Productions 
21 st & Guadalupe Second Level Dobie Mall 477-1324 Wnkdays Open 4:30 
"Supwdad" at 4:354:10 
H«bl»r" at 4:20-9:55 
Screen I 
1:50-3:50-5:50-$! 7:50-9:50-$l .50 
And now the movie. .. "S 
MANN THEATRES 
FOX TWIN 
67S7 AIRPORT IIV0 
454-27 














A NORMAN JEW SON Film 
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR 
Screen II SPECIAL DOUBLE FEATURE /Gp\ 
(®P) One Film for $1.25 Both tor $2 ' 
San - 4, 8 Bang The Drum - 2-6-10 
its stm mm 
the same 
Nothing is  
inort '  important  
lan fr i t ' iuishiy 
Not fame,  
not moiK'y. 
not ck'cit h. 
t. PKXXOON 
a fight for 
love and 
Mmtm 
ffilH ELIZABETH TAVLDB 
ROCK HUDSON JAMES DEAN 
CHILL WILLS r -
MKRCKMS McCAMBRIDOt 
JANE WITHERS - CARROLL 
BAKIR 
JTARTS TONIOHT Mi 













JESS DEMAIN AND THE 
COUNTRY MUSIC 
REVUE ' 
'; FRIDAY • v/-' 
ROY ROBBINS AND THE 
MAILABLES 
LTURD4X., 
AUBREY LAUDEN AND 
THE 
TEXAS SWINGBOYS 
FEATURES: 7:30 ONLY 
3 DAYS ONLY 
TEXAS PREMIERE 
Satya/it Ray's 
IN THE FOREST" 
"The very title rings with enchantment, and the old Ray magic is soon 
at work again. This lime the spell is a rug spread out in the sun, a pic­
nic by the river, a charmingly silly parlour-game. Nothing much 
happens during this key sequence, but the setting holds the same 
promise of peace and fulfillment as the garden with the sun rippling 
over the girl on the swing in CHARULATA, the music room emerging 
from its chrysalis of disuse in JALSAGHAR, or the snowy, peak 
appearing from behind the mists in KANCltENJUNGA. Elsewhere 
the problems of the world may hang. heavy, but not in these oases 
where Ray's characters, their dreams and their surroundings merge in 
a harmony that momentarily suspends time." 
-SIGHT AND SOUND 





Salvador Dali • Luis Bunuel's 
ANDALUSIAN 




OUR 20th ANNIVERSARY 







11 FUTURE SHOCK 






7 ft® P.M: 








yon may think of 
W.C.Fields... 




c WEDNESDAY, MARCH 27 
8:00 P.M. 
UNION JUNIOR BALLROOM 
5 Introducing to University of Texas -
Dr. M. THOMAS STARKES 
Author. Lecturer. Teacher 





s  ̂ •• s 
i 
PALOMAR PlCTURt S INTLRNATIONAL PRtbtNTS V." 
WOOOY ALLEN'S 
INTAKE THE MONEY AND RUN" 
WOODY ALLEN PjANET MAR60 
A JACK ROLUNS ANO CHARLES H. JOTO Production 
warn *u£««ri2ttr rose /cha«.1sh! wffi /sjoneT(Kzo /Mwoî ERfi 
MMnfMHUUSCH/WOOOTLLLEN/COLOR / ooSSm.mc. 
FRIDAY, SATURDAY 
March 29 - 30 
presented by Baptist Student Union, free admission 
wmmmsmm ; fill 
mmmm 
j, presented by 1 
Thie CuHtir$iI Entertainir A \\ mittee of 
Friday, March 29/ \ oliseupi/8:00 pm 
i $2 v '^^^Tial Services Fee 
Ticket drawing*. ̂ £*0 j-2$f Hogg Box Office/10-6 daily 
Bus schedule: 25< Round trip/Jester, Kinsolving, Co-Op 
w Mo cameras or tape recorders allowe 7:30-9:10-10:45 










MOIM. THRU FRI. 8:00-5:00 
^ :i:-;i::: ; \ife| WM& ,*'< |fi| ' ;vv'//r/'' "s £/ *', ,, '; 
&N&&V-
CLASSIFI^Ag^ERTISING 
15 word minimum 
Each word one time ...„t.m,.. l .10 
Each word 2-4 times ...^^,. $ .09 
Each word 5-9 times . S';0* 
'Each word )0 or more Hmes S .06 
Student rate each time '.S .75. 
Classified Display • ' -
I col. x one inch one time .... $2.96 
I. col. x one inch 2-9 times .... S2.66 
I col: x one inch 10 or more times 
*2:37 
MAD1INC SCHfOUU 
Monday Taxon Frktoy 2.00 p.m: 
Tuttdoy T«*on Monday ..... 10:00 o.m. 
WwioMday Tiian Tvtmy . 10:00 a.m. 
Thursday Tiian WwlnwAiy 10:00 a.m. 
FrWoy Tixan Thvrtday ....... 10:00 o.m. 
"In.tho ovonfof orror* mode b% pn 
odvortfeomont, <mm*dia»* notico mint bo 
givon a* Iho publhlwn ar« ratpontibU for 
only ONf incorrect intortion. AM dahns for 
rdjuitmonts thowld bo mod# not lator 
than 30 day* after pvWkotion." 
LOW STUDENT RATES 
15 word minimum each day . i .75 
each additional word eactj day S .05 
1 col. k one inch each day $2.37 
"Unclassifieds" I line 3 days S1.00 
(Prepaid.NoRefunds) 
Students must show Auditor's 
receipt and pay in advance in TSP 
Bldg. 3.200 125th & Whitis) from S 





In South West Austin. Offers a 100% 
stone home with corner fireplace* trees, 




FREE RECORD CHANGER 
with purchase of stereo 
system 
from Stereo Center 
203 East 19th 




Custom made furniture. Price for on-
finished begins at: Chair«s25, Cooch-S35, 
Desk-S40. Coffee Table-$20< Dining 
Table-$2Q, Trundle Bed-S95. We also 
strip frame canvases. Betyveen 6th and 
7th on Red River. Monday, Wednesday, 
Saturday, 10:00 to 5:00. 
478-3252 
FOR SALE FURN. APARTS. m FURN. APARTS. FURN. APARTS. • FURN. HOUSES TYPING 
TOP CASH PRICES paid for diamonds, 
old gold. Capitol Diamond Shop, 4018 N. 
Lamar. 454-4877. 
YAMAHA GUITAR SALE. Free case 
with every guitar, Amster Music, 1424 
Lavaca. " 
GUITARS AND OTHER FRETTED In­
struments repaired at reasonable 
prices. OUOS, LUTES, DULCIMERS, 
etc. Custom built. 20% discount on ail 
strings. Geoff Menke • Amster Music. 
1524 Lavaca. 478-7331. 
GUITAR REPAIR, new and used 
acoustics, electrics, amps. Discounts on 
strings and accessories. THE STRING 
SHOP, 1716 San Antonio, 476-1421. Tues.-
Sat. 10*. 
ORNATE BRASS BEDS. Polished, with 
side railings. Just arrived. Doubles and 
singles. Sandy's, 504 Walsh. 
CAMERAS 30%-50% Off. Canon Ftb 
bl.2. list S534, only S282. Camera 
Obscura, 478-5187 evenings. 
BankAmericard. Mastercharge. 
OVATION steel string acoustic guitar. 
Almost new. Must sell. Penny, 442-0782. 
FOR RENT - Cameras, Lens, Projec­
tors, Accessories. The Rental Depart­
ment at Capitol Camera. 474-3581, Dobie 
Mall. 
LARGE INNER TUBES for swimming 
or tubing. All sizes to choose from. S3.00 
up. 2201 ^Airport Blvd. 
IMPROVBVOURSELF! Be a person of 
Property) 4.9 acres East will make you 
such a person. 459-9574, 474-2134. 
1949 FORD PICK-UP. red. Chevy V-8,' 3-
speed, radio, radial tires. Asking S800. 
Call 477-3734. 
AKAI1730DSS 4-channel reel to reel tape 
deck. Best offer. 288-2681 after 5 p.m. 1 
MUST SELL SOLIGOR lens 300mm 
Bayonett mount. $95. Call Zag, 452-1551. 
AKC REGISTER Russian Wolf Hound, 4 
months old, male. 478-5012. Home 251-
4837. 
1971 FIAT 124 Sport Coupe. Good condi­
tion $2195. Call John 454-1211 before 
5^00 After six and weekends call 243-
2297. 
MYSTIC ART-S, 504 West 24Hv 10-6 
Tuesday-Saturday. Handmade clothes, 
rose pottery. True soaps. 
MARANTZ 2270 receiver, perfect condi­
tion, with case, under warranty, S450 or 
best offer Call 441-8180. 
HI Fi SALE Kenwood amp, KLH tuner, 
Tandberg tape deck. Reasonable, all or 
separate. 442-7515 
CAMERAS/TELELENSES: 100 per 
cent brand new Pentax super- multl- -
coated telelenses from overseas. 200mm 
M.O, $125, 135mm f3.5, S90, Ricoh SOOG 
camera, 40mmf2.8, $40. Almost new 
Canon QL25 camera, 45mm f2.S, $50. All 
with cajes. Annie, 441-4117. 
1945 yw SQUAREBACK. Not beautiful,, 
but runs nice; new license plates, $400. 
After six, 441-1225. 
1947 VOLVO Stationwagon. 4 door, good 
transportation. 74 plates. $395. After 4, 
477-1338. 
MAPLE DINING SET, sofa, rug, size 7 
wool coat for sale. 451-2427 or lot East 
47th. 
FOR SALE. UsedSmith Corona Electric 
Typewriter, $95, and used Bottecchla 10-
speed. Call Jay at 478-9440. 
GIBSON DOVE guitar. $350. Great con-
dition. 472-1493. 
MARTIN D35 w/hardshell case. Brand 
new, beautiful sound. $450. 472-1493. 
CHEST DRAWERS, $15, 1920'$ dish 
cabinet, $90, two kitchen chairs, $8 each, 
after S, 892-1443. 
•70 GRAND PRIX, solid black, AM/FM 
stereo, power windows, low mileage, 
new tires. 454-9200. 
BICYCLE, women's 3-speed, hardly us­
ed, 145. Call 454-1708 after 3. 
1971 CHEVELLE MALIBU, all parts 
replaced plus new tires, excellent condi­
tion, good gas mileage, call 478-8435. 
ALFA ROMEO GT Sprint 1945: Low 
mileage, 5 speed transmission, 4 wheel 
disc brakes, Konies, Pirellies, air horns, 
- many extras. $1,945. 472-4804. 
1971 MOBILE HOME 14' x 51'. AC, fur-
nished, washer/dryer. Located UT 
Trajler Park. Very Reasonable. 474-1308. 
'45 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass. One owner, 
radio, heater, AC, $400. 474-4528. 
MARTIN 0018c classical guitar with 
w^koa" CaM* B6"72*t atlef 6 °P • ays. . 
!49-F4AT12«-5pyd«r; tow mileage; mint 
condition. 454-2979 8:30 to 4:00.1104 West 
34th. ' , 
REFRIGERATOR $25, TV $30, bedroom 
furniture, children furniture, rugs. Call 
454-7W7, after 6 p.m., or call Y.P. 471-
5454 daytime. 
FURN. APARTS. 
SUBLEASE EFFICIENCY through May 
31st on IF shuttle, $130 ASP. 4504 
Speedway, No. 106. Mike, 451-5916. 
LARGE EFFICIENCY, $134.50 ABP. 
Witt pay $50 to take over lease through 
May. Afternoons 454-6423, 452-7049. 
KENRAY Apartments and Townhouses 
under new ownership, 2122 Hancock Dr. 
next to Americana Theater, walking dis­
tance "Of North Loop Shopping Center 
and Luby's. One half block from shuttle 
end Austin transit. 2 biedroom 
townhouses. extra large. Two bedroom 
flats, one and two baths. CA/CH, dis­
hwasher, disposal, door to door garbage 
pickup, pool, mai'd service if desired, 
washateria in complex. See owners, Apt. 
U3 or call 451-4848. 
0 
THREE ELMS 
400 West 35th. Furnished • Unfurnished; 
Summer rates. Start $135 - $185. Also 
leasing for fall. 2 bedroom 2 bath, i' 
bedroom 1 bath. Close to campus, shuttle 
bus, extra large, shag carpet, dis­
hwasher, range, disposal, refrigerator,' 
large closets, private, pantry, storage, 




1957 FORD PICK-UP, J, ton hew motor, 
shocks, brakes. S520. Call Rod, 472-1772. 
ADDED S2050 IMPROVEMENTS '70 
Town-Country 12-64. SSE Austin, elec­
tric. J4000. 442-0971, Phil Ward, 441-1774 
WOODWARD APARTMENTS 
1722 E. Woodward Office 107 
444-7555 
I. 2. or 3 bedrooms 
unfurnished or furnished 
From S140 - S265 
2.swimming pools, piaygroun-ds, 
washateria, lighted grounds, 5 minutes 
to UT, minutes to B.A.F.B., steps from 




1 & 2 Bedroom Efficiencies 
Full kitchen 
CA/CH, carpeting 
Large walk-in closets 
Oriental furnishings 
Study room 
Peaceful courtyard with pool 
Only steps to shopping 
405 East 31st 
472-2147, 472-4162 




Apartment living Vs.block from Campus 
Individual applicants matched with 
compatible roommates 
2910 Red River 476-5631 
A Paraxon Property 
ASK TO SEE 
OUR BRAND NEW 
I've Got a Secret Apartments. 
Located in the heart of UT 
area. 1 block to shuttle. S149 50 





HANDCRAFTED silver and ceramic 
jewelry, contemporary paintings, 
Serigraphs. William Hoey & Co, 1412 
Lavaca. 477-3007 
CU. FT/Refrigerator - S85. Yamaha 
FG-230 12-string and case - J90. 477-3317 
after 10 p.m. 
AKC IRISH SETTER pups. $75male, $45 
female. Call Dick Briggs at 477-5577. 
SONY 'TC228 8-track recorder and 
playback unit. S90. 474-4429. 
1972 GMC VAN, sliding side door, 6 
cylinder engine, STD trans., good solid 
condition. Call 477-3828 after 4. 
8-TRACK, AM/FM Stereo system, 2-way 
speakers, good condition.'Sounds great, 
$110. 453-5132 evenings. 
BOOKS. RECORDS, posters. 474-0345. 
Monday, Wednesday 4-4:30; Tuesday. 
Thursday 3-4:30 or 474-4074. Leave 
message. 
1949 FORD XL 3S1-V8, vengctMnTspoo 
fy, economical. Call 474-4150 after 4:30 
p.m. 
GERRARO LAB - 10 Turntable. En-
ceilent condition New M-93 cartridge. 
Call 474-4150 after 4 30. i 
MOTORCYCLE 1972 Hodaka lOOcc'S. 
Excellent condition, U00 Ouostall far­
ing UO. Call alter 5:00. Kip, 447^347 
mnKAWA~SAKTs00 H-1 15,000 mlletr 
Bood condition, $700. Calf Jim. <51-lm 
iwo VOLKSWAOEN. AM/FM, sunroof, 
»ew paint %nt ut-ui*. 
mi sr*ATQ;-«TER^i^«f«iouitar 
'wtttt case. flCS cash. Flute $30. 447-4*49 
'«• VW ST A t ION w AOOM. tires, 
Vtat gas milMoe Good condition, «H0. 
»w? ̂ ^3S*pomHB,TJ,monum 
i Block Campus • Quiet 
1 Pree Parking • Maid Service 
1 Laundry Facilities * All Bills Paid 
Four people suites; 2 bdrms, 2 
baths, living room, dining 
area, kitchenette. Private 
Rooms Available. 
1908 University Ave. 
478-2185 
• Transportation 
• Professional Service 
• 24 Hour Phone Service 





MYRTLE: WILLIAMS & 
ASSOC. 
472-7201 324 So. Congress 
ONE BEDROOM 
$150 ALL BILLS PAID 
A different one bedroom floor plan. 
Carpeted, CA/CH, built-in appliances, 
lots of glass, pool, huge closets, right on 





Located by ,UT courts giving you 40 ten­
nis courts In your backyard. Of course, 
t|iere are 2 swimming pools, barbeque 
pits, and all of the other things you want. 




5 BLOCKS WEST OF 
CAMPUS 
Completely furnished efficiencies, AC, 
gas and water furnished. J109. 
LA VILLITA 
903 W. 22'/a 
Call 477-5514 or 474-7914 .. 
LE MARQUEE 
Close to campus. Luxury efficiencies 
Si 15, one bedroom S130, two bedrooms 
SI70. Pool, sundeck, fully carpeted, cen­
tral air and heat. 
302 W. 38th 
451-2461 451-6533 
Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
bedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from $121 1507 Houston Street. 
454-63$4_Central Properties Inc. 451*6533 
iondon 
Square 
1 BR, 1 BA 2 BR. 2 BA 3 BR, 3 BA 
S164.50 S235 $325 
Large Pool—All Bills Paid 
Move In Today! 
• Best Rate on the Lake 
Shuttle Bus—Front Door 




33rd 8. Speedway 
Walk UT or Shuttle at door. 
^plit level luxury living. Beautiful studio 
units designed for 3-5 mature students. 
New contemporary decor. Walk-ins, 
pool, cable TV, shag carpet. Quiet 
elegant atmosphere. 
King size one bedrooms also available. 
Leasing for Summer and Fall 
Drastically reduced Summer rates 
No calls after 7:00 p.m. 
477-5540 or 477-7451 
2506 Manor Road 
Students Welcome 
Walk or bicycle to class 
Efficiencies only 
S50 deposit 
Lowest Rates in town 
Going fast! 
S124 bills paid 
474-5550 477-3651 
You Belong At 
EnglishAire 
Efficiencies, studios, 1, 2, and 
3 bedrooms, furnished or un­
furnished, and all the extras 
you expect •*- like laundries, 
saunas, exercise rooms, game 
rooms, pools, putting green, 
PLUS a great restaurant AND 
the Cricket Club. Soon there'll 
be a water polo pool and hand­
ball courts, too. Come join us 
now! From S145 
444-1846 
2101 Burton Dr. 
(off East Riverside) 
TREES & VIEWS 
Nice 2 bedrooms turn or unfurn. only 3 
mm. from downtown, 5 min. from UT. 
-Larye walMns. e*tra storage, private 
bajco^es, lots Qf glass. From *179 plu* 
KNOLL, 620 South i$t (use 
Tfmbercreek entrance). 444-;26*, 472* 
4162. Barry GiHiingwater Company. 
$155 ABP 
1 bedrooms 
shag - paneling 
giant walk-ins - balconies 
, , Spanish furnishings ' 
2423 Town Lake Circle 
444-8178 472-4162 
BarrryGillingwater Company -
' vTNrAPARTMENT. Open beam c«il-
miLihag carpet throughout, all built-in 
.• kitchen, color coordinated. CA/CH, pool, 
near campus. 4000 Avenue A. »134.S0 
bills -paltf, 452*5533. 451-4533. Central 
Properties tnc . 
- EFFICIENCIES SI 15 plus electricity. 
Pool, AC, carpet, paneling, no pet si Hun-
ttngton. Vlll< 44th and Ave. A. 454-1903 
WE RENT 
AUSTIN 
Your time is valuable 










Efficiency, 1, 2, and 3 
bedroom apartments. 
Offer the solution to 
your housing. 
The South Shore's central location 
provides easy access to U.T. 
Come by and see our new efficiency and 
1 bedroom apartment's on the banks of 
Town Lake. Complete with shag 
carpeting, accent wall, modern fur­
niture, plus an individual deck overlook­
ing the water. 
From S145 — all bills paid 
300 East Riverside Drive 
- - 444-3337 
Looking for a Quiet Place 
for Study? 
UPPERCLASSMEN 
to share 2 bedroom efficiency, walk to 
campus. Private entrance, parking, 




Free April Rent On Shuttle Bus Route. 
Efficiencies. Sfferkling new Luxury. 921 
East 44th. No Lease. All Bullt-lns. Near 
Hancock Shopping Center. Close to 
University. On Shuttle Bus Route. 
454-3854 451-4454 472-8224 
PLAYBOYS^ 
Ultra-modern duplex apt., includes 
hanging fireplace, panelled walls, 
slanted beamed ceilings, Terrazzo 
floors, fully draped, modern furniture 
and all tile bath, -2 bedrooms, air con­
ditioning, central heat, kitchen, private 
yard/patio. Lease required - rent 
Sl$5/month. No utilities. Tenants will 
show. 3408-B West Avenue. To lease call 
or write Apartment Rentals, 1009 Main 
Plaza Bldg., San Antonio, Texas. AC 512-
227-2231. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
Reasonably priced. Large one bedroom 
apartments available. Carpeted, 
CA/CH, pool, sundeck, built-in kitchen. 
311 East 31st 
478-6776 451-6533' 
15Central Properties Inc. 
SOMETHING DIFFERENT 
Efficiencies with elevated separate 
jedrooms plus enormous one and two 
bedroom contemporary apts. with every 
convenience, furnished or unfurnished. 
OAK CREEK is environmentally 
oriented and offers a creek that winds 
through the community convenient to 
campus & shopping and conveniently 
priced from S125. 1507 Houston Street. 
454-4394 Central Properties Inc. 451-4533 
; 
ELEVEN POOLS 
EFF„ 1 and 2 
BEDROOMS 
FROM Sli)2 ALL BILLS 
L PAID 
A new concept in apartment 
community living. Five-
architectural styles, choice of 
furniture styles, color coor­
dinated throughout. CA/CH, 
all buitt-ins, available unfur­
nished for S120 all bills paid. 
1501 Kinney Ave. No. Ill 
451-6533, 447-3983 
Central Properties Inc. 
VILLA 
ORLEANS 
206 West 38th 
1 or 2 Bedroom Furnished. Convenient to 
UT. Beautiful Pool and Patio. 
Reasonable. Shuttle "t block. 
452-3314 459-9927 453-4545 
B R I G H T  A N D  
CHEERFUL. 
MINI ONE BEDROOMS 
Deluxe with all extras. Close to shuttle 
bus, new shopping center, 290 and 
Koenig Lane. Call today. 
472-8278, 9-4 and 
892-2Jl 5, 4-9 
SUMMER ON THE LAKE 
STUDENT DISCOUNT 
For the three summer months only. 
Town Lake Apartments will give a 
substantial rent discount to UT students 
On Town Lake, cable, all bills paid, 
disposal, telephone jacks, laundry 
facilities, club room, pool, pets, spacious 
efficiency. I bedroom, 2 bedroom. 3 
bedroom apartments. Shuttle, bus 
K'Ssino.wi.,maKe ,hil 8 9re»t summer] 
1500 East Riverside, 444-1458, 444-3750 
THE WILLOWICK ^ 
Live in Wooded Seclusion 
.Larger Apartments with shag carpets, 
modern furniture, accent wall and con­
venient central location. 
1 Bedroom 
5145 unfurnished . 5140 furnished 
2 Bedroom 
S178 unfurnished $198 furnished 
All Bills Paid 
400 South First St. 444-0687 
HARTFORD PLACE 
1405 Hartford Rd. 243-2390 
Larg6 furnished T bedroom and 
efficiency apartments. CA/CH, shag 
carpet, quiet atmosphere. Just off 
Enfield Road, convenient to UT, Capitol, 
" shuttle bus. Some vacancies now, pre-
lease for fall and summer. 
i " 
i 
LOOKING FOR AN APT.? 
Choose from over 10,000 units. 
Advantage Point Apt. Locater 
Free 
451-8242 - No f«Te. 
-FACULTY 
AND STAFF 
Large 3 bedroom duplex townhouse in 
convenient Northeast Austin, WD conn., 
vaulted ceilings, orange shag, fenced 
yardi-large walk-ins, 4413B Auburn. 924-
6414, 472-4162. Barry Gillingwater Com­
pany. 
HALF MONTH, RENT. FREE. Large 
furnished one bedroom, CA/CH, cable. 
452-3076, 25B-1832. 
WALK TO CAMPUS; Newly remodeled 
rooms S75., all bills paid. (908 West 29th, 
in the rear). Efficiency apartment 
S99.50, all bills paid. 2907 San Gabriel 
Apt. C. Central Properties Incorporated. 
451-6533. 
LA CASA - S125 up. All furn,, very nice 
and clean, quiet atmosphere. All con­
veniences, 5 minutes to town, off South 
Lamar. 2024 Goodridge. Call 454-1170 or 
441-3139. 
POSADA DEL NORTE 
Save money. Come live with us. For the 
next three weeks only get your $100 gift. 
Young manager and tenantsl Club room, 
volley ball court, private parties, shag 
carpet, one and two bedrooms, flats and 
townhouses, Shuttle bus. 
LAKE AUSTIN - 15 minutes cam-
pus/downtown. 1, 2, and 3 bedroom 
mobll* homes: $85 to $140. Mack's 
Marina. 327-1891, 327-1151. 
FOR SUMMER" SESSION 2,1 house in 
Tarrytown. All bills paid. Washer and 
dryer. No pets. Call 477-5570. 
GARAGE APARTMENT. Near UT, will 
. trade for 2 or 3 bedroom house or duplex. 
Linda 477-0985, 476,2461, Wo. 223. Donna 
47J-J!541, 474-4293. ; : -
UNF. HOUSES 
1 BEDROOM, AC, carport, rear fenced 
yard, large front yard, tall oak trees. 
2507 S. 4th. $135. After 4 p:m. 442-8344. 
451-8155 452-5324 TYPING 
$120 - $135 
FOUNTAIN TERRACE 
APTS. 
Large Apt., one bedroom, large closets, 
fully carpeted, cable, disposal, water, 
gas. swimming pool, furnished. Walking 
distance to UT. No children or pets. 610 
West 30th. 4778858. 
SOBBYE DELAFIELD, IBM Selectric, 
pica/elite, 25 years experience, books, 
dissertations, theses, reports, 
mimeographing. 442-7184. 
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL TYPING. All 
your University work. Fast, accurate, 
reasonable. Printing-Binding. Mrs. 
Bodour. 478-8113 
M^BYL. SMALLWOOD Typing* - last 
'affable. Term 
Just North of 27th & 
Guadalupe 
AA.B.A. " 
Typing, Multiiithing, binding 




with or without pictures. 
2 Oay Service 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 riemphill Park 
TYPING II 











minute - overnight av il 
papers, theses, dissertations, letters. 






1 AREA ON 
SHUTTLE , 
Huge 112 Be^fooftlt furn. or unfurn,"' 
with large walk-ins, beautiful landscap­
ing. From $154 ABP. 1100 Reinli. 4J2-




- ' I Br. Fgrn. 1145 
2 Br. Furn. S190 - ' , 
Dishwasher - Shag Carpet 
Central Air & Heat 
1403 Norwalk • 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
• 472-9414 
NOW*LEASING hew efficiency apart-
ment: One semester or longer. 
$13S month. Alt bills paid, 2700 Manor 
Rd . 477^41 It. 2504 Manor R0.; 4742201. 
& N E W E S T  
FINEST 
VANTAGE POINT 
RESERVE YOUR APT."FOR'5UMMER 
& FALL. Shuttle bus service at your 
doorstep. Rentals begin at >135, all bills 
paid. Spacious efficiency, one and two 
bedrooms. Closets galore. Parfy bars & 
wet bars. Private patios & balconies. 
Cfubroom, game rooms, saunas, two 
pools, Individual heating and cooling. 
Professional resident management. 1845 
. Burton Drive at Woodland. Second red -
light.east of IH 35, take Woodland exit. 
Phone 442-6789 * 
SPACIOBS 2 BEQROOM furniihed 
apartments. Good lojftloii, near cam-
W»:'.»h0ppi't0.center, and shuttle bus 
Air bills paW- rbt more information, call 
4i4'947$.c . • • 
vacancies, 1 and 2 
bedroom 
1801 South Lakeshore Blvd. 
Phone-442-6668 
NEW THIS WEEK! Ponce de Leon HI, 
22nd and San Gabriel. Extra large two 
bedroom, two bath apartments ABP. 
Most outstanding apartments in the 
University area! Call Rod Wetsel at 472-
8941 or 472-8253. 
$149.50 ALL BILLS PAID. 1 bedroom 
furnished, CA/CH, built-in Kitchen, near 
campus. 4307 Avenue A. 451-6533, 451 -
3840. Central Properties Inc. 
•SyMMJpR "RATES NQW! Six blocks-
from Law Sctiool; 2 blocks shuttle bus. 2 
bedroom/2 batH; one bedroom $135. AC, 
carpet, dishwasher, disposal, walk-in 
closets. 32nd and Interregional. 477-0010 
or GL3-2228 
MINI APARTMENTS, also one and two 
bedrooms. Close to campus. Fully 
carpeted, CA/CH, rich wood paneling, 
pool, all built-in kitchen. From $119.50. 
4200 Avenue A. 451-6533, 454-6423. Central 
Properties Inc. 
STEPS TO UT. 1 & 2 bedroom efficien­
cies. Nice pool area, study room, orien­
tal furnishings. From $139 ABP. 405 East 
31st. 472-2147, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company 
QUIET ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom 
with built-ins, vaulted ceilings. Small 
community living. $139.50 plus electrici­
ty. 801 West Lynn. 477-8871, 472-4162. 
Barry Gillingwater Co. 
NORTHEAST NEAR SHUTTLE, 
Highland Mall, & Capitol Plaza. Large 1 
8. 2 bedroom with all the extras. From 
$137.50 plus electricity. 1105 Clayton 
Lane. 453.:79I4, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Company -
EFFICIENCIES ON SHUTTLE. $129.50 
includes shag, complete kitchen, 
CA/CH. Small community. 4204 
Speedway. 452-0986, 472-4162. Barry 
Gillingwater Co. 
SEMESTER LEASE. Large new 1 8< 2 
bedrooms with shag, icemaker, 
clubroom,'TREES. Secluded location in 
Northeast.off Manor Road. From $159 
ABP. 2602 Wheless Lane. 926-4202, 472-
4162. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
ENFIELD AREA. One bedroom with 
every extra. Furnished or unfurnished 
from $139.50 plus electricity. 807 West 
Lynn. Barry Gillingwater Company. 477-
7794, 472-4162. 
GREAT PEOPLEI Brand new two 
bedroom apartments, completely fur­
nished. FrosMree refrigerator, self-
cleaning even, dishwasher, $149.50 
monthly, $75 deposit. Convenient 
Bergstrom and Highway 183. Students 
and families welcome. Manager 385-2043 
after 4:00. 
PEACEFUL WEST AUSTIN. Colorful 
efficiency. Shag, complete kitchen, near 
Enfield shuttle. $139 ABP. 1211 West 8th 
(off Blanco) 474-1107, 472-4162 Barry, 
Gillingwater Company. 
FLEUR DE LIS. 404 East 30th. Mature 
student. Lovely one bedroom. Walk to 
campus. Shuttle. Summer rates. 477-
5282. 
COLORFUL MINI apartments on shut­
tle. Two locations, two designs. 38th and 
Speedway area.'Convenient to downtown 
and city bus. FromcS119-$124 plus elec­
tricity. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
454-8576. 472-4142. 
APARTMENT FINDERS service. 472-
4162. 
REDWOOD EFFICIENCIES. Near 
campus and shuttle. Shag, full kitchen, 
small community living. $145 ABP, 403 
West 38th. Barry Gillingwater Company. 
472-4142, 454-8574. 
1 BEDROOM $139. Near campus and 
shuttle, convenient to downtown. New 
fOrnlture, pool. 407 West 38th. Barry ° 
Gillingwater Company. 472-4142, 454-
8574. " 
ONE BEDROOM Apartment - $155.00. 
Luxury, extra nice, close to campus, 
shuttle bus. Warwick Apartments. 2919 
West Avenue. 474-1712. 
NORTHEAST. Huge one and two 
bedroom. Complete kitchens, lots of 
storage. From $125 plus electricity. 1402 
East St. Johns (by Reagan High School) 
454-1583. 472-4142. Barry Gillingwater 
Company. 
.LARGE ONE and tWo.bedrooms. 
CA/CH, disposal, dishwasher, pool, shut­
tle. $150 up, ABP. Now leasing. Ver­
sailles Apartments, 4411 Airport. 452-
83&5. 
LAW SCHOOL- -'one block. Large one 
and two bedrooms. CA/CH, disposal, 
pool. $150 up, ABP. River Oaks. 3001 Red 
River. 472-3914. 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM! Walk to 
school, shag carpet, dispdtsr^cable TV, 
sun deck, central air, laundry room, 
shuttle, all bills paid. Great location. 
2812 Nueces, 472-6497, 
SAVE $40 to $50 per month on summer 
rates. Save $180 io 5240 on year leases. 
Also taking Fall leaiet. Swimming pool, 
study room, security, no pets, walking 
distance to UT and Capitol. 1802 west 
Avenue. Phone 474-5554. 
The PAD. Large efficiencies, fully thag 
carpeted. CA/CH, pool, all buM-In 
kitchen. .Trees, right on Shuttle 00$ 
route. $130 all bills paid. 4504 Speedway, 
No. 212. 451-4252. 451w«;33/cen«r,i 
Properties. 
GREAT~OA* A^TTMENTS~TWo 
blocks from t4w Schobl, Quiet Luxury, 
two bedroom, fwo bath. shag, carpet, 
tundecK, pool. Now renting for summer 
and thereafter. 477-3388. 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air • Pool 
• Shuttle.Bus 3 Blocks 
RETREAT APTS. 
4400 Ave. A 459-0058 
MOVE IN TODAY 
MANOR-
V ILLA  
Summer Rates Now 
2 BR Furn. $125-5135 
1 BR Furn. $115 
Central Air-Conditioning 
Carpeted - Large Pool 
RIDE BIKE TO UT 
2401 MANOR RD. 474-4665 
SUNNYVALE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. - $170 
1 Br. Furn. - $150 
Private 
Balconies • Dishwasher 
Pool - Central Air 
441-0584 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
MARK XX /\PTS. 








Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! 
Summer Rates Start Now! 
2 BR Furn 
1 BR FUrn. $120-$125 
Nice shag carpet - central air -
Large pool 
Ride Bike to UT 
2604 Manor Road 477-1064 
ESTABLISHMENT APTS. 
$135 
ALL BILLS PAID 
• Dishwasher 
• Colorful Shag Carpet 
• Central Air 
• Shuttle Bus 3 Blocks 
4400 Ave. B 451-4584 
MOVE IN TODAY 
ANTILLES APTS. 
1 BR. FURN. $165 
„ 2 BR FURN. SI80 
ALL BILLS PAID 
2 NICE POOLS 
Dishwasher 
Fully Carpeted 
2204 Er/field Rd. < 478-0609 
SHUTTLE BUS CORNER 
PARK PLACE 
APTS. 
2 Br. Furn. $180 
' ALL BILLS PAID 
Central Air Condition - Large 
Rooms - Fully Carpeted -
Covered Parking Area 
4305 Ave. A 452-1801 
EL CID APTS. 
1 BR $150 
Dishwasher, - Paneling 
Central AC - Carpeted 
3704 Speedway 453-4883 
S H U T T L E  B U S  F R O N T  
DOOR 
VERY SECLUDED 
$130 ALL BILLS PAID 
Efficiencies, 1 and 2 bedroom 
apartments, perched on a cliff overlook­
ing a creek in one of Austin's prettiest 
parks. Fully shag carpeted, CA/CH, 
pool, built-in kitchen, beautiful fur­
niture. 513 Pecan Grove. 442-8094, 451-
6533. 
Central Properties, Inc. 
FRANCES WOOD Typing Service. Ex­
perienced, law theses, dissertations, 
manuscripts. 453-6090. 
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Graduate 
and undergraduate work. Choice of type 
styles and sizes. Barbara Tullos, 453--
5124. 
VIRGINIA SCHNEIDER Diversified 
Services. Graduate and undergraduate 
Lane. 459-7205. 
MINNIE L. HAMMETT, formerly -
associated with Marforie.Delafield Typ­
ing Service, Taping of theses, resumes, , 
.dissertations, duplication, binding. Open 
everyday. Not at old address. Please call 
before coming. Free refreshments. 442-
7008. 
NEAT, ACCURATE and prompt typing. 
65 cents per page. Theses 75 cents. Call 
447-2737. 
RS TYPING SERVICE. Professional 
typing. Reports, theses, dissertations, 
resumes. Copy service available. 453-
7577. 
HOLLEY'S TYPING SERVICE. A com-
plete service from typing through bin­
ding. Available until 10 p.m. Experienc­
ed ih all fields. Near campus. 1401 Mohle 
Drive. 476-3018. 
TYPING WANTED. Neat and fast. 50 
certts/page. "472-4212. Call before noon'— 
and after 5. 
THEMES, REPORTS, law notes, 




A TYPING SERVICE 
specializing in 
—theses and dissertations 
—law briefs 
—term papers and reports 
Prompt, Professional 
' Service , 
453-7577 
Pick-up Service Available 
ABACUS 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
1301 S. Interregional 
444-0816 
Typing (50< page), Printing and Binding. 
One block south of Riverside. At the 
Sunnyvale shuttle stop. 
On the Drag - Next to Gourmet 
TYPINQ Reports, Resumes 
E Wi Theses, Letters 
R w All University and 
n % business work 
-rM Last Minute Service 
>s° Open 9-9 Mon-Th 8. 9-5 
SERVICE Fri Sat 





476-758 J* „ 
118 Neclfes 
: Aj—<—:—-— 
A to.Z ^ 
SECRETARIAL SERVICE 
109 East 10th St. 
472-0149 
Theses, Dissertations, themes, 
P.R.'s, BC Reports, resumes 
Multllithlng, Binding 
Everything From A to Z 
EXCELLENT 
Y TYPIST SECRETAR 
producing finest quality typing for 
students and faculty members in every 
field for 15 years, will take meticulous 
care to type law briefs, research papers, 
B.C. reports, theses, and dissertations 
accurately, observing proper forms. 
Latest model IBM Executive carbon 
ribbon typewriter. All work proofread. 
478-0762. 
• * 
STARK-TYPING. Experienced theses, 
dissertations, PR's, etc. Printing and 
Binding, Specialty Technical. Charlene 
Stark, 453-5218. 
DISSERTATIONS, theses, reports, and 
law briefs. Experienced typist, 
Tarrytown. 2507 Bridle Path. Lorraine 
Brady. 472-4715. 
"Just North of 27th & 
Guadalupe 
tyoAlliA 
. YES, we do type 
Freshman themes. 
Why not starf out with 
good grades! 
472-3210 and 472-7677 
2707 Hemphill Park 
UNF. APARTS 
SUMMER RATES 
AT CIRCLE VILLA 
2323 Townlake Circle 
SIGN A 9 MONTH LEASE AND GET 1 
MONTH DURING THE SUMMER FREE 
1 Bedroom - unfurnished - $130 plus electricity 
2 Bedroom - 2 Bath - unfurnished - $170 plus electricity 
Shuttle bus, muzik, pool, shag carpet, small complex, 
* very clean. 
Call 441-0014 or 441-3020 
HELP WANTED 
ROOMS 
ROOM: Fully carpeted. Spacious walk-
In closet. Four blocks from campus. 
Pick Up last two months of lease expiring 
June 1st. Call 478-6776 or 478-6889. 
We are now taking applications for 
day cashier and grill help. 
We offer: 
$1.70 starting pay 
V 2  price on food 
Flexible hours 
Profit Sharing Plan 
Scholarship Plan 
Apply 2-J's Hamburgers 3918 North Lamar 
ATTENTION 
MBAs, ACCOUNTANTS 
plates allowed, iwo blocks from portunities? Certainly, the Fortune 500 comoanles voij hZ 
been intpruiou/inn nn ramn,., _ "•11 ,ca .yuu nave 
TEXAN DORM 
1905-1907 Nueces 
Fall, Spring semester - S46.50/month. 
Dally maid service, central air. 
campus. Co-ed. 
RESIDENT MANAGERS 47?-1760 
ROOM & BOARD 
FEMALE VACANCY. 5107/month. Co­
ed.'New Guild Co-Op. 510 Wast 23rd St. 
472-0352. 
jeen interviewing on campus offer good s7laries an/beneflts* 
but there are MANY^majl to medium-sized companies without 
18 which offer unusual oppor-
fnpanles we represent, which 
are particularly looking for 
B£As in Accounting and all 
opportunities both domestic 
TUTORING El 
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facilities for onrcampus recruit!, 
funities. These are some of the cVi 
desperately want your talents. We 
MBAs In Accounting and Fjnancfe, 
Engineering disciplines. We hav£ l lll)lt.  Doin no «»«ir 
arid overseas. Why don't you mail us your resume Sr bett^r vet 
come by during your Spring Break and look Into sLo ni thlVa 
e r ^ p t o y e r F e e  P a k l  b y  t h e  
WALKER RECRUITMENT 
,u Personnel Consultants 1 
4635 Southwest Frwy, ^ 80x^27569, Houston, Tx. 77021 
Dave Dickson - AAe.Hin «i«,. 
Financial/Accounting „ EnglneerTng 
m 
jJ.S--^V ii;^:-^ -;'v?'v!vi 7=^;; ^^5^'*s''S^> 'A^':* ^!?>:P' r-'V^ ̂ ';?^,= -'-;: 
m.̂  + v> v v ,-sryH^ 
B 
HELP WANTED SERVICES MISCELLANEOUS 
M O V I E  ,,14/LH E 
: Is.; interviewing for clean-up person, •< 
waiterfwaltresses si50 per week and > 
dancers U per hour. Apply in prison 1-3, : 
1602 San Jacinto.: 
HOLIDAY HOUSE No. 3 
now taking applications part time •• 
employment to start after spring break S 
Profit sharing, scholarships, >/t price' 
food, flexible hours, paid vacation, start 
ST.70. Must be neat and energetic Apolv 
2606 Guadalupe 9:00 to 11:00 and I 00 to 
5:00, Tuesdays and Wednesdays 
T R A V I S  S T A T E  
SCHOOL 
ATTENDANT 1 - $397 
per month 
Taking applications for full time work, 
mainly 1:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. shift. Duties 
include the care, training and treatment 
of mentally retarded residents. Apply at 
the Personnel Office, Travis State 
School, 2 miles east of Austin on FM 969 
(East 19th). 8 to 11 a.m. or 1 to 4 p.m., 
Monday through Friday. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
C H E M I S T  
Excellent opportunity for a 
recent graduate with a B.S. 
degree in Chemistry. The job 
w i l l  e n t a i l  p e r f o r m i n g  
chemical analysis, test, in­
vestigations in connection 
with the determination of 
properties of materials; the 
research and development of 
new or improved materials, 
p r o d u c t s  a n d  c h e m i c a l  
processes. Good salary. Ex­
cellent fringe 'benefits. Call 
836-0836, extension 270 for ap­
pointment. 
9108 Reid Drive 
OVERSEAS JOBS 
Australia, Europe, S. America, Africa. 
Students all professions and occupations... 
S700 to S3000 monthly. Expenses paid, 
overtime, sightseeing. Free informa­
tion. TRANS WORLCTRESEARCH CO. 
Dept. A-5. P.O. Box 603, Corte Madera, 
CA. 94925 : 
FREE RIBBON ! 
— i?With *ny typewriter or 
adding machine repair. 
Reasonable rates, 
•x Sales. Service, Rentals. 
MasterCharge ....... . BankAmericard 
rk Call 474-2566 
?*, ABC TYPEWRITER CO. 
?>y,S(\.:j«Free pick-up and delivery;' 
; Xerox or IBM -
4 c  C O P I E S  
Reduction Capability to 24 x 3$ 
• • ,. Pictures, Multilith, ' 
Printing, Binding 
^ GIN NY'S 
5»P .COPYING 
'^h^SERVICE 
42 Dobie Mall 476-9171 
Free Parking 
Open 75 hours a week 
COPY SHOP II 
RBC/Bond Paper Super 
Copies 
$1,000 




By STEVE GOLfJB 
^ Students thinking of enteif 
:%g graduate school may want 
to consider the reasons 
.{graduate students give for 
• dropping out. 




the arrest and con­
viction of any per­
s o n  o r  p e r s o n s  
responsible for the 
fire at Eli's Club on 
March 13, 1974. Call 
the owner, 476-8174 
after 5 p.m.; Fire 
Marshall's office 
dean of graduate studies, has 
interviewed more than . 700 
graduate school dropouts in 
'the last five years. On the 
basis of these ' 'exit inter* 
views," he said "some 
definite facts became 
evident." 
"Two-thirds of students 
leaving graduate school in the 
middle of a semester give one 
of thrfee interrelated reasons: 
intp'graduate school, 
'with nq clearly defined goal, 
having a goal but not liking it, 
realizing that their goal 
doesn't require a graduate 
degree,,l Belt said. 
"Those who came to 
graduate school with no clear­
ly., defined goal said they 
entered for reasons like not 
knowing what else to do, being 
urged by parents or 
professors to continue their 
education or that it seemed 
like the thing to do," Belt 
said. 
' "Many of those who had a 
goail • but didn't like it con­
tinued with their un­
dergraduate major, but their 
hearts weren't in it," Belt 
said. 
'Others who dropped out 
were not dissatisfied1 with 
their career choice but with 
their specific discipline." An 
example would be students 
who love teaching but don't 
like, the subject they're in," 
Belt said. 
In the last few years more 
students are giving financial 
problems and the lack of job 
opportunities in the particular 
field as reasons for leaving* 
their graduate program, Belt 
said. 
"Many graduate students 
are realizihg that it may no 
longer be wise to go into a" 
field where job opportunities , 
are few and far. between," ' 
Belt said. 
Besides trying to help 
graduate students dropping 
out or thinking of- dropping 
out. Belt hopes the informa­
tion obtained from these inter­
views will help him counsel 
students thinking about apply­
ing to graduate school. 
"Most of the students who 
drop out didn't stay long," 
Belt said. "Seventy percent of 
those who leave do so in the-
first year. 
"The great majority of 
those who drop out appear to 
have" th'fe , potential Tfor ' 
graduate studies/' Belt said. 
Seventy percent have 
Graduate Record Exam 
scores of 1,000or better .and 35 
percent have 1,300 or better. 
The graduate school usually 
requires a score of about 1,000 
to get in. 
"The findings of these inter-
views are corroborated 
studies done around the coun-v^%| 
try," Belt said. 
iHH' 
"Egra..''' 
Belt encourages' Istudentsf * 
considering graduate school?^ 
to seek counseling withiv 
graduate advisers in the Of- , 







Save Time - Save Money 
Next to Gourmet on the Drag 
4" copies* 
PRESS ON 
THE TEXAS UNION f1" 
COPY CENTER 




'til midnight every day 
Information Center 
' X e r o x ,  T r a n s p a r e n c l  
NELSON'S GIFTS-! Zunl Indian 
jewelry; African and Mexican Imports. 
4612 South Congress. 444-3814. Closed 
Mondays. 
LEARN-TO PLAY GUITAR. Beginner 
and advanced. Drew Thomason. 478-
2079. 
GIVE ME your old art supplies. 478-2079. 
2nd ANNUAL 8-HOUR Marathon and 
Art Show. Stadium. April -7. 12 noon -
6:00. S10 Exhibitor fee. Louis Henna, Jr. 
454-2501, 837-0395. 
HI! THROWING A PARTY? Let a belly 
dance troupe entertain you! Sidney, 447-
2083; John, 447-4777 
Kalograph FREE BOOKLET - "Life After Death." 
Printing Write Gen. P.O. Box 60, N.Y., N.Y. lObOl 





t> T I M E  
W O R K  
Ideal for Students 
H e l p  C l e a n  C o m m e r c i a l  
Buildings 
Shifts available: 
4:30 to 8:30 a.m. (Mornings) 
6:00 to 9:30 p.m. (Evenings) 
1 0 : 3 0  p . m .  t o  2 : 3 0  a . m  
(Nights) 
Ideal working conditions 
Above Average Pay ' 
Advance to Job Supervisor 
For Interview, write, giving 
all details about yourself 
•>- to P.O. Box 3021, 
Austin, Texas 78764 
PROBLEM -
PREGNANCY 
Austin Maternity Counseling Service. 
. offers residential and non-residential 
programs. Located 2 blocks from UT 
campus. 510 West 26th. 472-9251. 
We have been in this business 
for 50 years 
Free 
with 
THE BUG INN Volkswagen Shop. 
Timing, Carborator adiustment 
this ad. 1024 Airport. 385-9102. 
PRO-LIFE ALTERNATIVES. Call 472-






Part-time noon help. 
We are looking for good part-
t i m e  h e l p  t o  w o r k  n o o n s .  E x ­
cellent scholarship program 
offered to college students. 
Experience not necessary. 
Good pay and excellent work­
ing conditions. Apply ̂ at 1003 
Barton Springs Rd. Between 5-
7 p.m. daily. 
THE FLOWER PEOPLE need people to 
sell. Highest paid commission, lowest 
prices, paid daily. Call 453-7156 or come 
by 4301 Guadalupe. 
WANTED WAITRESSES/WAITERS, 
kitchen help, managers for Flaplack Ca­
nyon. Exciting new pancake house. 1817 
S. Lamar (formerly Arkies Grill). Good 
pay, flexible hours, fun surroundings. 
Call 441-3701 for interviews. 
COMPANION for my son of four to work 
in my home part-time May, full-time' 
.summer. Must have car. 327-2064. 
EXPERIENCED NURSE AIDS. Part 
time. Apply in person, 6906 Burnet Lane. 
"MAGIC TOUCH of Venus Body 
Massage for Gentlemen" needs persons 
who massage for immediate employ­
ment. Relaxing atmosphere and ex­
cellent money. Full time or part time. 
Call 451-9190 or 1104 Koenig Lane, 
Austin. Ask for manager. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: gymnastics, 
tutoring, soccer, photography, any type 
of special programming. Call Boy's Club 
of Austin, 444-6369. 
FLOWER SELLERS needed Thursday, 
Friday afternoons, all day Saturday, 
Sunday. Freshest flowers, highest com­
mission. 476-3060, 453-15p8, 453-2761. 
GRADUATE STUDENT needs male 
roommate: share two bedroom apart­
ment, CA/CH, dishwasher, pfiol, $85, 
half electricity. Call Robert Stark 441-
3377 or 447-1001. 
HELPI NEEDED! One female room­
mate to share two bedroom furnished 
apt. with new-to-Austln female.'451-2654. 
Help! 
FEMALE ROOMMATE: Large four 
bedroom furnished house. Own room, 
call Diane. 447-1466. 
PERSON (OR COUPLE): share two 
bedroom house. S62/mo. plus bills. Pets 
O.K. 454-3834 after 6:00 and weekends. 
Dan. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2 
bedroom house, S62.50 plus bills, fenced 
yard, pets ok. 453-1489 after 6 p.m. 
(Carol). 
FEMALE OWN ROOMS70, Available 4-1 
in Northeast Austin, home926-0318 Linda 
after 5:00 
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE NOW. 
Share beautiful two bedroom apartment. 
Shuttle. Afternoons, evenings after 5:30. 
442-1842. 
FEMALE SHARE 2/1 house on IF shut­
tle, fenced yard, pets ok. Vi rent, Vi bills. 
Barbara 451-5916 or Dyanne 471-5107. 
ROOMMATE IMMEDIATELY. Nice 2 
bedroom north, S60. Vi bills. Sarah, 454-
3503 extension 47. Home 836-5824. 
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD. Darkroom. 
Piano. Furnished. Fenced yard. *65, 
utilities. No dopers, drunks. Michael 
Etchison, 453-9793. 
OWN ROOM in 3-2 house. North of 
Rundberg Lane. Cqll Steve or Dee at 836-
1855. 
FULL TIME POSITIONS 
taken at Hang-lt-On in 





LOST & FOUND 
LOST AFGHAN hound, brown/grey. 454-
8278, 471-5266. REWARD 
FOUND: Small white female Samoyed-
looking dog, near ENS-Taylor Hali. 1-
295-5841 (Buda). 
POUND LAST SUNDAY • Irish Setter. 
Cftll 5-'10 p.m., 472-9420 to identify and 
claim. - ~— 
LADIES WATCH LOST. Monday 
Littlefield Foundation. Stainless stretch 
band. Sentimental value. 454-1475 or br­
ing to Salvation Sandwich Stand. 
Littlefield Fountain. Reward. 
DANCE TEACHER for children, 
p.m., 2 or 3 days week. 836-1609. 
3,5 
LOST BROWNISH-BLACK Dachsund 




MASSEUSES, MASSEURS for the 
CREATIVE LIVING CENTER. Ex­
perience or interest In meditation and 
sensitivity techniques desirable. 
Professional training. 478-4209. 
TWO WEEK JOB. Professor and wife 
need "mother's helper" for two small 
boys when baby arrives (late April). 
~ room and board. 454-1848. 
-
Pay S100, i 
PART TIME WORK 3 evenings and 
Saturday. 1300/per month. Call 452-2758. 
SALESPERSON. Part time, flexible 
hours. Clothing shop. Experience 
necessary. On the drag. 476-4339, 476-
5477. 
SAN ANTONIO YWCA Resident Girls 
Camp Summer Director. B.A., Camping . 
experience, 25 years old. YWCA, 318 
McCullough, San Antonio, Texas 78215. 
512-227-1441. 
EXPERIENCED " , 
WAlTER/WAITRE4S.„Speak fluent 
English. Part-time. Cair452-5703. 
TELEPHONE TYPE WORK, pleasant 
voice, no experience necessary. After­
noon and evening hours available. 
SOS/per hour plus bonus. For inter­
view, Call 451-8131. 
STEAK 8. 
P o s s i b l e  
ALE needs day bus 
a d v a n c e m e n t  
help, 
to 
waiter/waitress. Apply only if planning 
to.work through summer. Call Lee 2 to 4. 
453-1688. 
Must type 70 
Flexible houri" Apply E 3? A 
EXCELLENT TYPIST, 
wpm 
Dobl® Mail. 472-8936. 
SERVICES 
VW PARTS AND SERVICE 
Quohty work at reasonable prices. Tune-
uo & 10. so plus -parts. Free diagnosis. 
Estimates and compression checks. 
Please try us! (We have moved to 1003 
> Brush). For Information call 836-
3171 overseas Engine.-and Supply. 
.TlmnK*! 
UNCLASSIFIED 
BSR 810 turntable SI 10 441-7572 
'64 Olds F85. Wrecked. $100. 451-1585. 
Roberts 8tr rec/play $65 476-9832 
Fnshed. apt. $90 mo. abp 454-5445 
S25 reward - house wanted. 478-2965 . 
6 volt Delco battery new 453-2104 
Exp. streakers call Mike 454-7471 
2 bd.-2 b. apts for summer 477-3388. 
Piano need tuning? 474-5153 (early). 
Don't read anything by Velikovsky. 
i__ C 
Justin boots, new, 7VaD, $35.- 472-0178. 
Ski boots'and bindings. 451-6814.' 
Yamaha FG180 guitar w/case. $65. 454' 
0175. * ' 
MISCELLANEOUS 
S K Y D I V E !  
Austin Parachute Center 
For information Please call 
272-5711 anytime 




By MIKE CROPPER 
Mentally retarded students 
at the Travis State School 
produce and sell a variety of 
goods ranging from vegetable 
plants to stools of cedar. 
• At the crafts and artr 
workshop, trainees (those> 
residents learning a trade) 
.mold and transform boards 
and stalks of cedar into cut-
boards for housewives to use 
in their kitchens, 
Coffee and cobbler's 
benches are also put together 
"and sealed with a type of var­
nish that brings out the rich 
brown and mellow beige tints 
of cedar wood. 
ANOTHER SECTION of the 
school works with trainees on 
planting. In their nursery, 
residents of the Travis County 
- Sehool fearn to plant ahd eare 
for trees and plants grown and 
sold at the school. 
The school also has a 
workshop where interested 
trainees can 'work and earn 
spending money, too, Gordon 
Bragg, director of the Evalua­
tion and Training Center at 
the school, said. In fact, the 
workshop employs many 
more trainees than the 
nursery and arts and crafts 
section, 
Bragg said the programs 
were formed not only to allow 
residents of the school to earn 
spending money, but also- to 
provide something for them to 
do besides "sitting around all 
day." He said the state 
provides food, clothing and 
shelter for the people but not 
spending money, so that is 
what the programs are for. 
THE MAIN training project 
of the school employes about 
200 persons-and ,pt|ts together 
blankets, which are used by 
shipping companies to protect 
goods; napkin packets, small 
picnic packets consisting of 
plastic fbrks and spoons with 
disposable pepper and salt 
shakers, and basic parts for 
computers and • booklets 
punched and stapled together. 
The trainees work side by 
side and can choose the job 
watered, and kept: in the 
greenhouse. -
Glass said trees such as 
liveoaks, cottonwoods, 
sycamores and Chinese 
tallows also, are grown and 
sold. 
He said many of the plants 
they want to do. Girls have came from clippings donated 
come to the school only since by city garden clubs, and a 
September. number of copper plants were. 
* The nursery is new to the donated by the University, 
school but is a much enjoyed Probably the oddest but one 
addition, Fielding Glass, of the most lucrative "crops" 
supervisor of the nursery, gar- farmed by the trainees in the 
dens and the arts and crafts gardening project is the worm-








garden. Glass explained that'" 
his 20 trainees recently, 
packaged and sold 20,00c|. 
earthworms to an Austin ' 
dealer. 
Bragg said the work day for.« 
the resident-trainees* is only/ 
four hours long1 because* 
crowded conditions allow only 
a certain number of the'* 
trainees to work at one time. ' 
He added, "we also don't want 
to overwork anyone." 
He said the profits from the 
projects go in the paychecks 
of the Workers. 
for the first year, residents 
who helped begin the nursery 
worked for no pay. 
TOMATO, jalepeno pepper, 
bell pepper, onion and cab­
bage plants are. grown in the 
garden, while various flower­
ing plants including a variety 
of geraniums, coleus and 
terrariums are planted, 
Bottles, Cans Not Recycled 
| By Zodiac News Service steel cans and 960 million 
American bcittle and can glass bottles last year, 
manufacturers .have been Those figures sound im-
advertising that they are mak- 'pressive until you realize that 
ing big strMes in recycling they - represent only one iir 
their Bottles and cans. " every six aluminum cans, OTie 
The industry boasts that it of every 22 steel cans and just 
r e c l a i m e d  1 . 6  b i l l i o n  o n e  o u t  o f  e v e r y  3 3  g l a s s  
aluminum cans, three million bottles made last year. 




Member of Co-Op 
Sunday, 
April 14. 
The Crown Shops 
w Plaza Balcones 
.2900 Guadalupe 
-Highland Mall 
WHAT FAMOUS TRIO CUT 
CLASSES WITH A SWORD, 
SPOKE FLUENT FRENCH, 
COULD CHARM A HAREM, 
AND SOUNDS LIKE A 
CANDY BAR? 
HINT: IT'S NOT SHA NA NA 
„SV3313)ISnW 
33HH1 3Hl,i iO NOISV3A 
P£, M3N 3H1 Sdl -V3MSNV 
12 Week Tour of 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe 
Includes Greece & Scandinavia 
Volkswagen Bus Camping Trip 
June 10, 1974 to August 28, 1974 v 
Approximate Co$t: $1,700 
• (indudef everything except transportation horn 
Austin to Brussels) 
3 hours of academic credit available. 
For More Information. Contact Immediately: ^ 
Gale Weber ^ 
471-3607 or 477-1668 * 
Sponsored by the U. T. Slavic Dept. 




Asst. Prof, of Philosophy 
A.C Auditorium ' 
Wed., March 27 
7:30 p.m. 
Complete Research Service 
Collegiate Research Systems has a complete 
Educational Research Service, including 
Term Paper Research, Thesis Research and 
Professional Typing in all areas. 
Phone: 474-1235 
50,000 Research Papers on file 
Quick Delivery Collegiate Research Systems 
Mon. thru Fri. 104 East 6th Street No. 518 
Hrs: 10:00 to 5:00 Littlefield.Building 
10:00 to 4:00 Sat. Austin, Texas 78701 
MASSAGES 
HOT OIL SWEDISH STEAM ROOM 
MAGNETIC TOUCH WEIGHT LIFTING 
POWDER 
©mtclf of 
BODY MASSAGE FOR GENTLEMEN 
Young Lady Masseuses in Complete Privacy I 















Quick, Reliable Service 
EARN CASH WEEKLY 
g Blood Plasma Donors Needed . 
Men & Women; 
EARN $10 WEEKLY 
CASH PAYMENT FOR DONATION 
Austin 
Blood Components, Inc. 
OPEN: MON. & THURS. 8 AM to 7 P.M. 
TUES. & FRI. 8 A.M. to 3 P.M. 
P; CLOSED WED. & SAT. 












lfcl«tC|^. -VHqjiAAit* -tiwobJO 
: Spring Vacation 
Canoe Trips : .r 
We plan float trips on theapa 
Upper Guadalupe up to four 
day&. Call The Guadalupe?® ,._ 
. Canoe Livery. 885-4671, i 
M 
Caovoes •KayeiKs-rbklit^Bodts 
RMW/CSM* GUUM MkM-CnUt 
BrmMhs 
Whole EairtK Provision Co* 

































CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER BLANK 
CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 
——WRITE YOUR AD HERE— " 
Use this handy chart to quickly arrive 
at cost. 













Cost per word 10 18 35 60 1.20 
15 1.50 2.70 5.25 9.00 18,00 
16 1.60 2.88 5.60 9.60 19.20 
17 1.70 3.06 5.95 10.20 20.40 
18 1.80 3.24 6.30 10.80 21#60 
























Number of Pays 
Mail to: 
DAILY TEXAN CLASSIFIEDS 
P.O. BOX D - UT STATION 
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I nV. 5.-Soviet Talks 
'c 
eveals AMPI ContributiS 
Over $126,000 Donated to ~ " L 
MOSCOW (AP) 7- Prospects for pSu$:: 
between Israel and the Arabs was the 
focal point of two rounds of talks Tuesday 
between Secretary of State Henry A;% 
£ Kissinger and Soviet leader Leonid 
^Brezhnev.' • '<•' 
s§?? Shelved temporarily was the chief item 
fjvion their agenda — tffe search for a. 
^^'conMptnai bnakthrough"^ to produce a 
^>new treaty to limit nuclear weapons that 
President Nixon could sign at a summit 
here this summer. 
There were indications, not con­
firmed by the American side, that < 
Kissinger may extend his stay to tackle 
• the nuclear arms subject again more 
thoroughly. His talks with Bt-e^hnev open­
ed Monday. 
Kissinger also is seeking active Soviet 
cooperation in arranging a troop separa-
tion between Israel and Syria in the Golan 
" Heights. The Soviets thus far have been 
dragging their feet in this matter and even 
: counseled the Syrians to stiffen their 
demands. : 
A communique issued by the U.S.Em-
bassy here said Brezhnev and Kissinger 
paid "special attention" to the Mideast, 
, the European security conference and the 
East-West talks on troop reductions in 
Central Europe. 
Bilateral relations, "in particular in the 
economic and trade field," also were dis­
cussed, the communique said. No 
:••••. ; —UM 
Henry Kissinger 
reference was made to the negotiations on 
strategic arms. 
Kissinger is due to receive Israeli 
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan on Friday 
in Washington for the first round of dis­
engagement diplomacy. A separate Syrian 
team will follow on April 10. Working as 
intermediary, Kissinger hopes to 
duplicate his success in pulling apart 
Egyptian and Israeli troops near the Suez. 
However, Soviet sources hinted at a 
reception Tuesday night that Kissinger 
will be late for his date with Dayan. He 
now is scheduled to leave Moscow Thurs­
day, stopping in London for five hours to 
confer with James Callaghan, the new 
British foreign secretary, on U.S.­
European relations. But the sources said 
he may now stay in Moscow another day. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -r An internal audit shpws thai 
, Associated Milk Producers Inc. (AMPI) paid at least $91,-
. .681 in, corporate money to support Hubert H. Humphrey's 
1968 presidential ^campaign and $34,500 to his 1970 
senatorial, campaign. 
The audit and "a lawyer's report/obtained from court 
records, show that the giant dairy co-operative retained 
its ties to Democrats as it switched its main support to 
..^President Nixon after his 1968 victory. 
St THE 1968 Humphrey money went to pay the $15,000 
nine-month salary of a campaign worker, to reimburse 
him for $11,641 in campaign travel expenses, to reimburse 
at least $54,000 in campaign donations by a number of in­
dividuals and to pay miscellaneous expenses of a cam­
paign rally, a dinner and a parade, the audit shows. 
Federal law prohibits corporate contributions to 
political campaigns. Two former officials of the milk 
producers pleaded guilty last January to conspiring to 
donate $22,000 to the Humphrey campaign and former 
general manager Harold S. Nelson was indicted earlier 
this month for perjury because he denied knowledge of 
that donation. The $22,000 is included in the total $91,691. 
;L Through a spokesman, Humphrey said, "I have no 
knowledge of these transactions ... an organization as 
large as AMPI should have had the kind of legal counsel 
that would have prevented these types of transactions." 
THE AUDITING firm, Haskins & Sells of San Antonio, 
said its accounting may not be complete because some 
canceled checks from 1967 and 1968 cannot be found. 
The audit is attached to a report for the cooperative's 
board of directors by attorney Edward L. Wright, a 
former president of the American Bar Association. The 
board commissioned Wright to investigate illegal 
political contributions and other payments by past of­
ficials of the dairy group. 
After Humphrey's defeat, general manager Nelson 
decided to "make peace" with the Republicans, accor-; 
din&to two. officials quoted in the report. In August, 1969, 
the co-op shipped $100,000 in cadi to Nixon's lawyer-fund 
raiser Herbert L. Kalmbach. £ .. 
The milk producers recently said the $100,000 was an il-
legal cbrporate donation. The cooperative asked Nixon 
campaign officials for return <>f the money but have as yet 
received no reply. 
TO COVER the $100,000 donation and some other expen­
ditures, the milk producers used a system of bank loans, 
transfers, payments and reimbursements that involved a 
number of Democrats, according to the Wright report. 
Generally, the milk producers made payments for ad­
mittedly phony lawyer's fees or public relations fees to 
persons who later passed on part of the money to repay 
bank loans covering the $100,000 donation. The money that 
wasn't passed on was supposed to be used to pay federal 
income taxes on the "fees." 
Among those listed as participating in this payback 
arrangement were former Democratic Party Treasurer 
Richard Maguire, former Humphrey aides Ted Van Dyk 
and Kirby Jones, former Lyndon B. Johnson White House 
aide W. DeVier Pierson, Rep. James R. Jones, D-Okla., 
and the late Clifton C. Carter, who had been executive 
director of the Democratic National Committee. 
The report said Maguire didn't respond to requests for 
comment, and that Pierson declined to comment per­
sonally. Van Dyk was quoted as saying he wasn'taware of 
the true purpose of the payback money, which went 
through his employe, Kirby Jones. 
REP. JONES was quoted as saying he gave $10,000 to 
the milk producers as a voluntary, unreimbursed dona­
tion which he thought was going to be relayed to 
Democrats. The report said Jones received a total of 
$155,050 in fees for legal and editorial work for the milk 
producers in the four years before he was elected to 
Congress in 1972. K 
4 In 1970, about the time that milk 
promising to raise $2 miltioMd? 
paign, they also were giving support out of corporate ' 
funds for Humphrey's Minnesota senatorial campaign, 
the Wright report showed., 
: It quoted former co-op lobbyist Bm A. fcilly'as saying-
he was reimbursed from company funds for two con-" 
tributions to Humphrey totaling $22,500. Lilly also said 
that a $12,000 advertising payment to the New York firm pf 
of Lennen & Newell Inc. actually was payment forf^ 
Humphrey's printing costs. The invoice for that payment ̂  
listed it as "consulting fee for 
Humphrey's former campaign manager,'Jack' Chest­
nut. was quoted as acknowledging receipt of around $22,-. 
300 from Lilly, but the report said Chestnut couldn't be; y ^ 
reached a'Second time for comment on the Lennen & 
Newell payment. Documents show Lilly received the 
advertising bill from Chestnut and gave Chestnut two cor­
poration checks to pay it, the report said. 
LILLY ALSO was identified as the main conduit for 
Humphrey s 1968 money. Lilly worked nine months on the 
campaign in six states, while being paid by the milk 
producers. He was Humphrey's coordinator in Alaska and 
West Virginia, the report said. His corporation salary was 
listed at $20,000 per year, which figures to $15,000 for the 
nine months. Humphrey Sent Lilly a letter of appreciation 
after the campaign, saying "I deeply appreciate your 
dedicated service ..." 
In addition, Haskins & Sells said Lilly received $11,641 
in travel expenses. It also listed 29 ccHOp employes or 
associated business firms that received payments total­
ing $54,000 — listed (Officially as salary bonuses, adver­
tising fees, or the like — who also gave identical amounts 
to the Humphrey campaign. Several individuals were 
quoted as confirming that they were asked to pass the 
corporate money along to the campaign. 
Supreme Court Rules 
Failure To Pay Filing Fee 
May Not Bar 
iv 
WASHINGTON (AP) — States may WbaFothemirequalified ' 
candidates from the ballot because they cannot afford to pay a fil­
ing fee, the Supreme Court held Tuesday. 
In two other election law cases, the justices served ndtice that 
state legislatures will have to justify limitations on the right tq 
run for office under the Supreme Court's strictest scrutiny. 
THE COURT said states must show compelling need before 
placing burdens on the access of candidates to the ballot. The 
compelling-need requirement is the strictest standard used by 
: the court in establishing restrictions on government action. 
. ' In another decision, the court relaxed restrictions on the search 
and seizure of property of suspects after their arrest. 
In a 5-4 ruling, the court said that a search and seizure related 
to aa arrest may be conducted without a warrant several hours 
after the arrest. 
The election decisions dealt with laws governing ballot access 
of independents and minor parties in California and Texas. 
In an opinion written by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, the 
. court said California could not retain its' filing fee requirement 
for poor candidates since it provided no alternate means of ballot 
access. • 
STATES HAVE a legitimate interest in keeping ballots a 
reasonable size, in avoiding "laundry list" ballots that dis­
courage and confuse voters, Burger said. 
But, he said, "selection of candidates solely on the basis of 
'ability to-pay a fixed fee without providing any alternative n^eans 
is not reasonably necessary- to accomplishment ftf the state's 
legitimate election interests." 
At the time the case began its journey through the courts, 
California required a fee of $192 to run for the state assembly, 
$701.60 to run for the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, 
and $982 for governor. 
In the second case, the court approved Texas' complex system 
of regulating independent and minor party candidacies. 
Under the system, parties receiving less that 2 percent of the 
vote In the preceding gubernatorial election must nominate their 
candidates at conventions instead of the primaries reserved for 
major parties. 
ADDITIONALLY, they must come up with notarized 
signatures of voters equaling 1 percent of the vote <!ast in the 
gubernatorial election, gathering the signatures either at the con­
ventions or during a later 55-day period. 
The provisions had been attacked as unconstitutionally burden­
some by the Texas American Party, the Texas New Party, the 
Texas Socialist Party and La Raza Unida. 
The state showed a compelling need for the laws, Justice Byron 
R. White said for the court. 
White said the court was not persuaded "that the convention 
process is invidiously more burdensome than the primary elec­
tion..." 
& a •.«''m 
!v- A 
This Dally Texan was found in a hole inside a West Mall 
planter near the entrance to the Academic Center. If not 
. _ . . ' ' —Texan Staff fhoto by David Wc 
'Bury Me Not' 
an attempt at recycling, then perhaps this is just a war-
ning against the dangers of getting stoned. 
% i 
Prostitutes Stage Revolt 
NtJEVO LAREDO, Mexico (AP) — The gasoline shortage in this Mexican 
border town is causing a price war among prostitutes who threaten mass 
nude marches unless they are permitted to move closer to the tourist 
centers. 
Three prostitutes undressed Sunday in the downtown marketplace, then 
strolled three blocks to the International Bridge to protest an ordinance 
which confines them tq the city sanctioned Boy's Town south of town, 
Witnesses said there were no police officers present during the brief 
promenade. 
AMPI Confirms Lease Agreement 
SAN ANTONIO (UPI) — Associated Milk Producers, Inc. (AMPI) the 
country's largest dairy cooperative, confirmed Tuesday that it has had an 
airplane lease agreement with the Lyndon B. Johnson family since 1970. 
A 13-passenger Beechcraft king Air hangared at the LBJ Ranch costs the 
AMPI $10,000 a year for insurance plus $7,000 per month for a minimum of 40 
flying hours, John Holmes of the co-operative's public relations department 
said Tuesday. 
"Although I am not sure of all the details concerning the lease of the air­
plane, I do know we have to pay for a minimum of 40 flying hours per 
month," Holmes said. 
Stocks Make Weak Advance 
NEW YORK (AP) — An uninspired stock market "advanced weakly Tues­
day in continued slow trading. 
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials inched up 2.66 to 883.68, and 
gainers narrowly outpaced losers 
687 to 657 among the 1,750 issues 
changing hands on the New York 
Stock Exchange, 
Big Board turnover was 11.83 
million shares, just a shade above 
the six-month low of 10.54 million it 
hit on Monday. 
Judiciary Committee 
Receives Information 
New York Stock Exchange closing in­
dex: 
up 10 cents 
Index 52.30 up 0.14 
Industrial 57.22 up 0.20 
Transportation....... 38.29 up 0.01 
Utility 34.68 off 0.02 
63.66 up 0.14 
WASHINGTON (AP) - An olive green 
satchel containing grand jury information 
bearing on President Nixon and Watergate 
is in the hands of the House Judicially 
Committee for use in its impeachment in­
quiry. 
It was hand-carried Tuesday from the 
security of the United States Courthouse 
safe to the promised safety of the com­
mittee's offices. 
"As far as the court is concerned, the 
transaction is now complete," said U.S. 
Dist. Judge John J. Sirica, who ordered 
the delivery. "They've got everything the 
grand jury turned over to me." 
Under committee rules only Chairman 
Peter W. Rodino Jr., D-N.J. and Rep. 
Edward Hutchinson of Michigan, the 
senior Republican, can study the material, 
along with the committee's two top 
lawyers. 
Rodino said the grand jury report and 
documentation will be held under the com­
mittee's confidentiality rule and kept with 
other impeachment evidence in heavily 
guarded safes. 
He said, however, the committee 
deadline of April 30 for the end of the im­
peachment inquiry is unrealistic. 
"We're keeping that as a target date, 




Xun $ydiM by Richard TminiM 
Defense counsel for John Mitchell, >«ter Fleming (r), grills John Dean. 
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NEW YORK (UPI) - John W. Dean III 
testified Tuesday he advised both Presi­
dent Nixon and his chief campaign fund­
raiser, Maurice H. Stans, that Stans 
probably did not break the law ih accep­
ting a $200,000 contribution from'financier 
Robert Vesco. 
Actually, he said, he did not know 
whether it was legal or not. 
THE OUSTED White House Counsel 
"also told the conspiracy trial of former 
Commerce Secretary Stans and former 
Atty. Gen. John Mitchell that he told the 
President nobody at the White House had 
ever done anything for Vesco "as far as I 
know." 
In a grueling day of cross-examination 
in which a Watergate tape transcript was 
used for the first time in a criminal 
proceeding, Dean also testified: 
• That he did not tell Senate Watergate 
investigators he had destroyed notebooks 
belonging to E. Howard Hunt — a state­
ment made under questioning by 
Mitchell's attorney which prompted Stans' 
Lawyer to ask for a mistrial. 
• That among his White House duties 
was the responsibility of being "brother-
watcher" over Nixon's brothers Edward 
and Donald. 
• TEt Edward Nixon, a Vesco aide, had 
a secret code by which he was to let Vesco 
know whether Stans wanted the contribu­
tion iii cash or check, but it was so 
mysterious Dean "was never clear on it." 
Stans, who was in charge of the Finance,-
Committee To Re-Elect The President in 
1972, and Mitchell,' Nixon's 1972 campaign. 
• manager, areCharged with trying to im­
pede a federal investigation of Vesco in 
return for the contribution. 
Vesco also was ihdicted but is now a 
fugitive living in the Bahamas. Dean was 
named as a Co-conspiratorbaUyrt indicted 
and is testifying under immunity. 
Dean testified Monday that, at 
Mitchell's request, he asked the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) to hold 
up aspects of its investigation of Vesco's 
affairs. 
HE SAID he also complained to the 
Justice Department on Mitchell's behalf 
about the New York grand jury which 
later Was to indict Mitchell and Stans. 
Under cross-examination Tuesday by 
Stans' lawyer, Walter Bonner, Dean 
testified that°Stans asked his legal opinion, 
on whether the contribution had to be 
reported under the new Corrupt Practices 
Act that went, into effect April 7, 1972. 
Dean said He told Stans on April 19 that 
there was no reporting requirement for 
contributions prior to a nominating con­
vention. 
"Did you have any knowledge that the 
Nixon campaign was or was not in com­
pliance with the law?" Bonner asked. 
"No, I did not," Dean replied. 
He also testified that he told Nixon 
nobody in the White HouseVhad- done 
anything for Vesco "as far as I know" and 
that he did not believe the committee had 
broken the law by keeping the money. 
"DID YOU Mate to the President that 
there was a good strong case that Vesco 
had relinquished control of the money (by 
April 7) and the Nixon finance committee 
had constructive control of it?" Bonner 
. asked. 
, :r: Dean said he had. and that he also told 
the President that "everything that had 
, been done was legal." 
Dean said Nixon once also voiced con­
cern that a newspaper had linked the 
Vesco contribution to Edward Nixon, who 
'lielped arrange the contributions 
"I told him his brother was a Vidtiitt of 
sheer sandbagging by Vesco," .Pean 
»  v . J  ̂  v  f i t  ,  J .  
testified. 
It was Edward Nixon who ascertained 
for Vesco whether he should make the con­
tribution in cash and was told by Stans 
that it could be made in either, Dean said. 
"ED NIXON told me he had been given 
a code to let the Vesco people know Stans'-
decision, but I was never clear on it," 
Dean said. "It was very mysterious:"^, 
Dean also underwent a stiff cross-
examination Tuesday by Peter Fleming, 
Mitchell's attorney. 
Dean testified Monday he asked former 
SEC Chairman William Casey at 
Mitchell's request to hold up taking . 
depositions from Vesco aides in 1972. 
In 1973, he said, when Mitchell was be­
ing questioned by the New York federal 
grand jury which later indicted hfm,'he 
called then-Atty. Gen. Richard Klein-
dienst at Mitchell's behest about "those 
little bastards" in the Justice Depart­
ment. . ' ' ; • 
Fleming Tuesday got Dean to admit that 
Mitchell never asked him to ask Casey to 
"fix" the Vesco case, only to hold up on 
taking depositions. 
He also said be had not told Nixon about 
Mitchell's request that he call Kleindienst 
but denied it was becdUse Mitchell had not" 
actually asked him to do so. 
- FLEMING HAD" Dean read a transcript 
of a Watergate tape — the first use of such 
a Watergate transcript in a criminal 
proceeding. 
Fleming then asked Dean if he had 
destroyed Mebodft of Watergate prin­
cipal E. Howard Hunt. Dean said he had. 
Fleming then established that Dean had 
not mentioned this in a 250-page statement 
he gave Senate Watergate investigators. 
"~TAt this point. Bbnher made Ills request, 
for a mistrial. Judge Lee P. Gagliardi 
dented it. 
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